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l /8" Scale Floor Plans 
Playwrights' Opening Night Note 
Play\\'I'ights' Permission for Script Adaptation 
Master's Thesis Project Part I 
Pre-Production Materials 
�v l>ave Barton � Mat+ Bond  
MASTER'S THESIS PROJECT 
PLAYSCRIPT APPROVAL FORM 
(PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE READ THE PLAY SELECTION CRITERIA SECTION IN YOUR GRADUATE HANDBOOK) 
SCRIPT TITLE The Adven.tures of Tom Sawver 
PLA YWRIGHT(S) [If musical, list lyricist/composer] Dave Barton and Matt Bond (based on the Novel by Mark Twain) 
NUMBER OF ACTS 2 (original script); 1 * (CTE production) APPROX. TOTAL PLAYJNG TIME 
* Our version of Tom Sawyer must be edited to ONE act of 50-55 minutes for touring purposes. 
CAST (fill in with the appropriate numbers) 
MEN 5 05 total) WOMEN 4 (10 total) CHILDREN NIA OVER 40 NIA 
ROLES REQUIRING PEOPLE OF COLOR l (lniun Joe) 
HOURS 55* MIN. 
ROLES COULD DOUBLE 7 actors must double to accommodate tour (only Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn characters will not double) 
TOTAL NUMBER OF CAST 9 actors. I stage manager (10 total) 
OTHER CASTING CONCERNS: 
Because this is a touring show, most roles (except Tom and Huck) must be doubled, and actors must be able to play multiple 
age ranges and distinctly different characters. 
All actors must be able to work closely and harmoniously as a touring ensemble KfQYJ2.· 
"Injun" Joe should, as per text references, appear to be of Native American heritage (or have a slightly darker complexion). 
Physical size of actors (particularly Tom and Huck) must be taken into consideration for contrasting adult-child statures. 
ARTISTIC STAFF (check those needed for this play or production idea) 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR None DANCE CHOREOGRAPHER None 
l<'IGHT CHOREOGRAPHER Yes DIALECT COACH _Y�e= s ___ SPECIALTY HIRE None 
)RCHESTRA/BAND (specify what size) ---=--N=o=ne�---
(specify what kind) 
Will you be fulfilling any of the above? Yes If so, which? Dance Choreographer (minimal music and dance-like movements used 
during set changes) 
Will a guest artist be fulfilling any of the above? Yes If so, which? Fight Choreographer (Professor Bellah will choreograph 
scuffie scenes and Doc Robinson's death struggle) 
Dialect Coach (Professor Smith will be consulted regarding 
Missouri dialect/accent.) 
SCENERY /PROPS (check those needed for this play or your concept of the play) 
UNIT SET? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) NUMBER OF SETTINGS approx. 5-6 locations reguired by script 
HISTORICAL PERIOD late 1830s - early 1840s GEOGRAPIDCAL LOCATION St. Petersburg, Missouri (typical, rural, small 
town along Mississinni River) 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SET CONCERNS OR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
Set must be tour-able (able to be easily and quickly changed during performance as well as broken down and transported in 
moving truck for touring). 
Set should be adaptable to various proscenium stage sizes. 
The most challenging aspect of this set may be creating both indoor settings (such as Aunt Polly's kitchen) and outdoor 
locales (particularly the cave) with minimal, major scene shifts. 
A particularly essential component of this set will be the famous whitewashed fence. 
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PROPS 25-35 PERIOD late 1830s - early L840s 
DIFFICULT OR UNUSUAL PROPS? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) DESCRIBE: 
Dead cat on a string (used by Tom and Huck in cemetery scene) 
"Pirate" Treasure map and Treasure chest (used by Tom and Huck in the cave) 
WEAPONS OR FIREARMS? Yes HOW MANY �l�-2�_ DESCRIBE: 
- Long blade knives (one with collapsible blade for Doc Robinson's death) 
COSTUMES (CHECK THOSE NEEDED FOR THIS PLAY OR YOUR CONCEPT OF THE PLAY) 
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF COSTUMES PER CHARACTER approx. 1-3 (used to indicate time passage, etc.: dependent upon 
doubled roles for each actor) 
l-£ISTORICAL PERIOD late 1830s - early I 840s SEASON late spring - early summer (May/June) 
PECIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
Because most actors play multiple roles, costumes should facilitate quick changes and communicate varying characters' 
ages, social status, etc. in a simple manner. 
Costumes should be representative of the economic background of the rural community as well as reinforce the overall 
attitude of playful, boyish, rough-and-tumble fun. 
JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOICE OF SCRIPT 
HA VE YOU SEEN THIS SCRIPT PRODUCED? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
I have never seen Tom Sawyer - in particular, this adaptation- performed live. However, I have viewed several movie versions of the 
story. 
HA VE YOU DONE THIS PLAY BEFORE? BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN THE PRODUCTION: 
I have not been previously involved in any way with this production. I have, however, read the novels The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
and Huckleberry Finn and, as mentioned above, have viewed several movie versions of both novels. 
WIN SHOULD YOUR ORGANIZATION PRODUCE THIS SCRIPT? 
Tom Sawyer has already been selected as the 2005-06 touring children's show for Central Theatre Ensemble. Because of its literary 
connections and life lessons, it is quite appropriate for middle and high school audiences, as many study the novel and/or Mark Twain in 
their English and literature classes. Thus, this production serves as an artistic, creative supplement to many educational curriculums. 
In regard to this particular script adaptation, Barton and Bond's Adventures o[Tom Sawyer best suits our touring purposes for several 
·�asons. First, of the many available versions of Tom Sawyer this script foUows the novel quite closely but yet maintains an overaU 
,ramatic plot line to center and ground the story; other versions tend to simply relate various, famous Sawyer vignettes. Also, although 
some editing wi11 be required in order to meet touring time frame requirements, this script is shorter than most other versions; it appears 
much more adaptable and "cut-able" and still contains the most essential points of the classic story. Finally, this script provides more 
substantial women's roles than several other versions; this will allow the department's many talented actresses a greater opportunity to be 
involved and receive a more significant role. 
WHAT ARE THE DRAWBACKS (IF ANY) TO DOING THIS PRODUCTION AT YOUR SCHOOL? 
Because much of Washington has Native American roots, the language and nickname "Injun Joe" could be considered 
offensive to some people on campus or in the touring community. 
Although there are several women's roles, much of the play features male actors; thus, this production does not fully feature 
our department's wealth of female talent. 
This production was performed approximately 10 years ago in our department and achieved great success; while the current 
students will not recall the past production, photos, etc. are available. It will be a challenge to re-imagine and re-interpret 
the same script 
PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE SCRIPT ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER AND ATTACH. 
PLEASE INCLUDE A COPY OF mE SCRIPT FOR THE THESIS COMMITTEE TO REVIEW. 
SUBMITTED BY: (Printed Name) -=E=m= il ..... y..:..A,,_R= ol= li= e _______ ____ _ Date Submitted: ______ _ 
(Signature) ___________________ _ 
Da .. Approved:� 
---------------- Date Approved: ------
Thesis Chair Approval: Brenda Hubbard 
hesis Committee Members Approval: 
Graduate Coordinator Approval: ------------------ Date Approved: ------
Please note: 
This signature has been redacted due to security reasons. 
Emily A. Rollie 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
Plot Synopsis 
American author Mark Twain prefaces his famous novel The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
with the following text: 
"Most of the adventures recorded in this book really occurred . . .  Part of my plan 
has been to try to remind adults of what they once were themselves, and of how 
they felt and thought and talked, and what queer enterprise they once engaged in" 
(vii). 
Closely based on Twain's famous novel, Dave Barton and Matt Bond's adaptation of The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer loyally maintains Twain's attitude of reminiscence, depicting 
life along Missouri's Mississippi River during the 1840s as seen and experienced by the 
mischievous Tom Sawyer and his friends. Accompanied by his legendary companion 
Huckleberry Finn, Tom Sawyer engages in a variety of"queer enterprises," including 
stealing Aunt Polly's homemade strawberry jam, whitewashing the fence, curing warts 
with a dead cat, falling in love with Becky Thatcher, witnessing a murder, and 
discovering lnjun Joe's treasure. Like Twain's novel version, Barton and Bond's stage 
adaptation contrasts the world of childhood with the world of adults, ultimately showing 
not only the pure fun of Tom's youthful adventures but also the great adventure of 
growing up and coming-of-age. In this play, Barton and Bond bring Tom Sawyer and 
Mark Twain's classic, coming-of-age story to life. 
GRADUATE COMMITTEE 
� - I j ·' �. ' ; .. )1' ll •! ·1': y., ' - ·  . '- ·' 
AND OPTION APPROVAL FORM 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
(Submit the original and three copies} 
.JUN " '' '!fJOr. {� ( t.... :) 
. :·, ·' ·: ,. ::01::�· 
Note: This form is to be completed as soon as the student has formed a committee and selected an option from the 
list below. Submit the original and three copies to the Office of Graduate Studies in Barge 305. 
StudentName---'="-'-':.:.:.A-�-"-'-=���������������� Birth Date 
Student ID Mailing Address 
City, State, Zipcode 
Check option: 
Date 06/29/2005 













TH 700 Master's Thesis 
Course No. Title 
Course No. Title 
MLA 61h edition 
Style Manua� for Thesis or Project 
*Students taking written exam option may omit items 1-5 below. 





2. Purpose of 
Study: 
The direction of the touring children's theatre production The Adventures of Tom Sawyer serves 
as the culminating experience in theatre arts graduate studies. 
3. Scope of Documentation based upon the pregaration of gre-production research, 12ost-12roduction 
Study: evaluation, the direction of the production {including casting and rehearsal of actors, pre12aration 
fo the Director's Production Book, and oral examination) shall benefit both the student and theatre 
arts degartment. 
4. Procedure to 
be used: 
Three 12hases of study shall be included: 1) Pre-Production Research and Thesis Documentation 
in MLA style, 2} Rehearsal and direction of 12roudction, 3) Post-Produ�tion Evaluation and 
Documentation. 
5. Does the procedure involve collection of data obtained from 
Human Subjects (including use of surveys)? ... ...................................................... Yes** D 
Use of Animal::;? ......................... ............. . . ........ ................ ....... ............................ .. Yes** D 
No 18] 
No 18] 
"* If yes, your procedures must be approved in writing by the Human Subjects Committee or the Animal Care and Use 
Committee before you initiate your research. 
Professor Brenda Hubbard 
Committee Chair (typed or printed) 
Professor Scott Robinson 
Committee Member (typed or printed) 
Professor Michael Smith 
Committee Member (typed or printed) J 
Approved by: � 
Scott Robinson "74 
Dept Chair/Designee (signature) f 7[); te 
Committee Chair (signature) 
Ctrnmillee Mamb,er (signature) 
Committee Member (signature) 
App110Ned by: 
Wayne S. Quirk 
Associate VP of Graduate !StncJie$ 
la ·aJ·o5 
Date 
Students will be required to submit two copies of all motion picture film, film strips, sound film strips, slides, tapes, 
cassettes, pictures, etc. produced as part of the thesis. These are to be submitted at the time the thesis (three 
copies) is submitted to the Office of Graduate Studies and Research. 
Please note: 
GS&R 04/05 FORM B The signatures have been redacted due to security reasons. 







Michael J. Smith 
Tom Sawyer 
As Artistic Director of Central Theatre Ensemble, I would like to invite you to direct the 
production of Tom Sawyer in our 2005-6 season. You have proven yourself in the 
classroom, both as a student and as a teacher. As an actress, you have demonstrated 
considerable talent and a willingness - indeed and eagerness - to learn. 
However, it is as a director that you have shone most brightly. 
performance faculty is confident in offering you this opportunity, 
unwavering support to you as you· approach this exciting project. 
Everyone on the 
and we offer our 
If you decide to accept the directing of Tom Sawyer, it of course will count as your thesis 
production. As Brenda is your thesis chair, it might be wise to check in with her as to 
deadlines and expectations. 
One way or another, please let us know of your decision as soon as possible. This is an 
opportunity that has thus far been proffered to only two other graduate directing students. 
Additionally, you are to be congratulated for gaining the confidence, respect and 
admiration of the faculty, staff, and students of the CWU Theatre Department. 
Sincerely, 
Michael J. Smith 
Associate Professor 
Artistic Director, Central Theatre Ensemble 
Department of Theatre Arts 
Central Washington University 
Please note: 
This signature has been redacted due to security reasons. 
Theatre Arts 
400 Bast University Way . Bllemburg WA 98926-7460 . Office: 509-963-1766 . Fax: 509-963-1767 
EEO/ANTITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 509-963-2143 
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Parameters Established by the Producing Organization 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer will be produced at Central Washington University, 800 
E. University Way, Ellensburg, Washington as a part of the Central Theatre Ensemble 2005-
2006 season. The play will have a nine �l:iow run at McConnell Auditorium during the weekends 
of 3-5 and 1 0-11 March 2006. In addition to performances at Central Washington University, 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer will serve as one of the 2005-2006 touring children's 
productions and will perform in Olympia, Washington, for two weeks in late April as a part of 
Olympia Junior Programs, as well as in Bremerton, Shelton, and other selected Washington 
locations. 
This production will have a budget of $1 .597.5; this sum includes costs for construction as 
well as for the tour. These expenses will be overseen by the director as well as the Central 
Theatre Ensemble Artistic Director, Michael Smith, and Production Manager, Jerry Dougherty. 
Along with these staff members, .... T,,,,.he..,....._A""'d:.:v""'e"'"n.::o:tur=::c..=�=::..==.� 
in collaboration with the following Central Washington University student and faculty artists: 
Professor Christina Barrigan, Lighting Design; Jerry Dougherty, Set Design; Christina Perna, 
Make-up Design; Laura Reinstatler, Costume Design; Sarah Peterson, Sound Design. 
As one of the department's touring productions, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer will 
perform in several different venues throughout the spring quarter. All scheduled venues are 
proscenium stages; however, stage widths and depths, •.ving storage spaces, and fly system 
specifications vary with each venue. The touring ensemble will a4iust the set size and lighting 
design to suit each venue. 
During its in-house performance run., The Adventures of Tom Sawver v.rill perform in 
McConnell Auditorium. The larger of two theatre performance venues available at Central, 
Rollie? 
McConnell Auditorium is a proscenium stage and seats approximately 500 people on the main 
floor with an additional 250 in the balcony. Renovated in 2003, McConnell, although slightly 
limited in wing storage space, is equipped with a counterweight fly system and covered orchestra 
pit. The theatre also rece.11tly instalied a 48 channei Mackie, Onyx 80 Se..ries sound board to 
compliment the Expression 3 light board currently in use. 
While performing at Central Washington, department students will be responsible for 
operating technical elements such as the light and sound board; however, \Vhen the production 
tours to Olympia and other locations, the stage manager, Kristin Calhoun, will be responsible for 
calling all cues and, depending upon the resources and staffing available at each venue, will 
operate the light and sound board� both slightly reduced from the original McConnell 
performances. 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is commonly used as a cross-curricular teaching tool; 
thus, it requires historically a.n.d geographically accurate costun1es, sets, props, and make-up. 
The director visited Mark Twain's home town of Hannibal, Missouri, the town that directly 
inspired the fictional St. Petersburg of Tom Sawyer. The research, photos, and observations 
collected during this trip will be used extensively in designing the set and costumes to assure 
accuracy. Furthermore, the original novel, which this script closely follows, will also be used as 
an authoritative text and reference to influence design choices and themes. 
Casting for The Adventures of Tom Sawyer will be from the pool of theatre students at 
Central Washington University. This is an exceptionally talented and well-trained group of 
students, as all are required to explore all theatrical areas throughout their course of studies 
regardless of their theatre emphasis. Due to the complicated nature of this touring production, 
students cast in Tom Sawyer must be theatre majors or able to enroll in only theatre classes 
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during the spring quarter so as to allow for flexible touring dates. In addition, it is essential that 
all actors cast in the production are team players and will all mesh into the touring ensemble. 
Certainly, as the director and her design team create this production of The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer they will carefully c-0nsider and incorporate these paraineters . Tbe Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer cast and crew is very fortunate to call McConnell Auditorium and Central Theatre 
Ensemble their home venue. They will inevitably enjoy and utilize the wealth of resources 
available at Central Theatre Ensemble. 
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Evaluation of The Ad ventu res of To m S awye r as a P roduction Vehicle 
One of the most renowned and beloved autho rs of A me rican lite ratu re is Samuel 
Clemens, mo re com monly known as Ma rk Twain. Students th roughout the count ry and the 
wo rld regula rly study and a re familia r with Twain' s  w riting, pa rticula rly his famous novel The 
Advent ures of Tom Sa wye r. In this classic wo rk, Twain accu rately and lovingly desc ribes the 
esca pades and coming -of -age of a young Ame rican boy, while simultaneo usly ca ptu ring the 
atmos phe re of a coming-of-age Ame rica du ring the mid- 1840s. While Tom Sawye r' s esca pades 
a re indeed ve ry re presentative of 1840s, ru ral Ame rican living and growing u p, the themes and 
adventu res desc ribed by Twain a re not limited to this e ra. Rathe r, Tom Sawye r' s  messages and 
youthful antics continue to s peak to contem po ra ry reade rs of all ages, as they recall thei r own 
childhoods o r  ex pe rience thei r own coming -of-age. In fact, Twain recognized this unive rsality in 
an 1892 lette r to a friend: "I conceive that the right way to w rite a sto ry fo r  boys is to w rite so 
that it will not only inte rest boys but st rongly inte rest any man who has eve r been a boy. That 
immensely enla rges the audience" (Mark Twai n Quotations). With these timeless, unive rsal 
themes as well as the gene ral cu rricula r relevance, the play The Ad ventu res o f  Tom Sa wye r  
se rves as a positive addition to the 2005 -2006 Cent ral Washington Unive rsity theat re season, 
a ppealing to audience membe rs of all ages and from all walks of life. 
This produc tion of The Adve ntures of Tom S aw ye r  has been designated as one of 
Cent ral Theat re Ensemble's tou ring child ren' s  shows fo r  the 2005-2006 season; Sawye r 
functions well in this ca pacity, as Twain' s o riginal novel is frequently included in middle and 
high school lite ratu re class rooms. Thus, this production will be a po pula r and effective 
su pplement to local educational cu rriculums. Twain once commented that a "classic is 
something eve rybody wants to have read and nobody wants to read" (Ma rk Twain Quo te s  - The 
RollielO 
Quotations Page). For this reason, many teachers and students greatly benefit from seeing a 
classic literary work acted out for them; often, they observe and note details that they overlooked 
in the reading of the novel. Furthermore, for those schools whose curriculums do not include 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer as required reading material, students who see this production 
will then have a basic knowledge and understanding of this renowned, "classic" piece of 
American literature. After seeing the play, those students unfamiliar Twain's text may also be 
inspired to read the novel on their own. Finally, this play not only serves as a means of 
increasing awareness and literacy in American classic works but also functions as a cross­
curricular teaching tool. While it is a literary classic, elements of the play can be also applied to 
studies in history, drama, and even sociology. Certainly, this play is an effective educational 
supplement and is particularly appropriate for the school-aged audiences attending performances 
in Olympia and other tour venues. 
With its rich historical content and reputation as an American classic novel, Twain's The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer has earned its place in middle and high school literature curriculums; 
however, another reason this work is included in so many curriculums is because many of the 
themes addressed throughout the novel are timeless and still felt, thought, and experienced by 
contemporary readers. This same idea applies to this stage production as well as the novel, for 
this script closely follows the events and reflects the themes included in Twain's prose. One of 
the primary themes, for example, that develops throughout both novel and play is the self­
awakening and journey one embarks upon as he comes of age in American society. Beginning 
with silly, self-indulgent acts such as stealing jam from Aunt Polly's pantry and ending with the 
life-and-death encounter with Injun Joe in the cave, Tom and his antics begin to grow up and 
take on much more significance throughout the play. At first, he is a clever, impish boy in 
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whose antics the watchers revel and giggle; by the end, Tom is a hero whose adventures save his 
friends' lives and brings a town together. Certainly, all watchers can appreciate and identify 
with this coming-of-age experience, brought to life in front of them through Tom Sawyer. 
Several other applicable themes also are evident throughout the play. For instance, 
prejudice and inequality are addressed through town's treatment of and attitudes toward the 
characters Huck Finn, Muff Potter, and Injun Joe. Along these same lines, concepts of 
friendship, honesty, and loving families are regularly reinforced throughout the show, providing 
needed reminders for adult audiences and life lessons for young viewers. Indeed, Twain was a 
keen observer and recorder of human behavior; this is clearly proven in the novel The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer as well as in Barton and Bond's stage version. Considering the wide 
variety of themes addressed by this play, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer appeals to both young 
and old audience members; thus, it is a very appropriate production to include in the Central 
Theatre Ensemble season. 
While many of Tom Sawyer's themes are universal and timeless, aspects of Twain's 
original language are not as everlasting. Because Twain wrote from his personal life and 
experience, the common language and phrases of his time naturally became the language of his 
characters as well. Some conservative, contemporary readers deem these colloquialisms 
inappropriate and offensive, particularly those used in Huckleberry Finn regarding the slave Jim. 
In comparison to Finn, Tom Sawyer contains little questionable language; the most concerning 
phrase is the name "Injun Joe." To alleviate emphasis on this racist terminology, our production 
of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer will use the name only initially as a means of setting the tone 
and establishing the character for those viewers who are familiar with the original novel. 
Following that first reference, he will simply be referred to as "Joe," or possibly "Bad Joe." In 
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addition, a short disclaimer may be placed in the accompanying study guide or program alerting 
audience members to the use of the term and encouraging them to discuss its use and colloquial 
nature following the performance. 
Along with the racial issues raised by Tom Sawyer, aspects of sexism also are brought to 
light in the play. In Twain's 1840s, rural society� men and women were expected to fulfill 
specific gender roles. Women, for example, ruled the home and the kitchen, while the men were 
the town authorities and providers. In contemporary American society, these roles are no longer 
strictly designated by gender and often deemed sexist. This presents a complication for our stage 
version of the story. In staying true to the classic text, these gender-specific roles are obvious 
and difficult to eliminate or adapt too drastically. While most of our younger, target audiences 
members will probably not identify this as sexist, steps will be taken to give the women some 
control and responsibility. Becky Thatcher, for example, could play a more active role in the 
final fight between Joe and Tom, rather than simply screaming and cowering in fear. Also, Aunt 
Polly's clear authority over all Sawyer household matters, including taking charge of Tom's 
treasure money, helps alleviate the sexist qualms. Additionally, the gender roles and jobs of men 
and women could be addressed on the study guide as a post-play comparison between life in 
1840s Hannibal and contemporary Washington. 
Because of the touring nature of this production, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer also is 
well suited for the Central Theatre Ensemble (CTE) actors in that it provides these budding 
theatre professionals with both a learning opportunity and an artistic challenge. First, the group 
of actors cast in this production must be able to work together closely and function as a true 
ensemble, with each actor playing multiple roles on-stage and off. Through this experience, the 
actors will learn to work interpersonally and cooperatively - a skill that is invaluable for working 
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in the collaborative art of theatre. Also, due to monetary and logistical restrictions of touring, the 
cast size will be limited to nine actors. With this limited number of cast members, each actor 
will be expected to play multiple roles in the production. Through work on The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer, the CTE actors will get to explore the depths of their acting talent and develop 
greater skill in creating distinctly different characters through body movement, voice, and 
gesture. Similarly, while on tour the actors will be asked to assume technical support roles as 
well; therefore, the Sawyer cast members will not only hone their acting skills but also their 
technical theatre talents. While these double roles provide a unique learning opportunity for the 
CTE students, they also present a challenge, for the actors must assume greater responsibility for 
the production and also must have advanced skills enough to perform multiple roles accurately. 
Casting The Adventures of Tom Sawyer could also provide a directorial challenge. 
Specifically, most of the characters in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer are predominantly male, 
and considering the current abundance of female talent in the Central Theatre department, this 
initially appears problematic. However, Barton and Bond's version of Tom Sawyer contains 
more and stronger female roles than did several of the other versions explored; many other 
versions simply reduced Becky and the other women to mere sidekicks and extraneous 
annoyances. By using Barton and Bond's variation, more CTE female actors can be cast and 
will also have more substantial roles. 
Another challenging area for this production and script is the overall playing length. This 
production's playing time must be under 55  minutes, as required by several of the touring 
venues. Thus, some cuts and alterations will be made to the script. Along these same lines, the 
play must retain its allegiance to the original novel and action; thus, the director must be aware 
and careful in making deletions and when choreographing set changes. While the set will 
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already be portable due to the show's touring nature, it also must be easily manipulated to ensure 
quick scene changes between the play's multiple settings during the show. This issue has been 
brought to the designers' attention at early planning meetings, and the production team will 
frequently discuss options and variations so as to adhere to time requirements. 
Despite some challenges, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer ultimately provides its actors, 
designers, director, and audience members with great educational and artistic benefits. Certainly, 
the production of Tom Sawyer will be an appropriate and positive addition to the CTE season. 
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Director's Concept Statement 
In the preface to the novel version of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, author Mark 
Twain informs his audience that "most of the adventures recorded in this book really occurred . .  
. for part of my plan has been to try pleasantly to remind adults of what they once were 
themselves, and of how they felt and thought and talked, and what queer enterprises they 
sometimes engaged in" (vii). Indeed, Twain scholars and critics agree that The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer was directly inspired by Twain's fond memories of his own "queer enterprises" as 
well as the people and places of Hannibal, Missouri, the small village along the Mississippi 
River, where he grew up during the 1 840s. Because Twain's novel so prominently featured the 
reality of his own boyhood experiences, it logically follows that our stage production of The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer maintain this same tradition of authenticity and realism, bringing to 
the stage American life and the adventure of youth as vividly as Mark Twain described in the 
novel. 
Whether in novel or stage form, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer inevitably captures the 
true spirit of adventure and optimism of youth on several levels. At first glance, the story simply 
chronicles the amusing and mischievous antics of Tom Sawyer and his friends; however, under 
closer examination, it becomes clear that Tom Sawyer also depicts another adventure - the 
adventure into adulthood and coming-of-age. Throughout the play, Tom Sawyer's simple 
adventures assume greater significance and require more mature responsibilities and an increased 
social awareness. At the same time, as The Adventures of Torn Sawyer traces Tom's - or the 
individual's - adventure through life, it also captures the adventure of the coming-of-age 
experience on broader level: the coming-of-age of America and American culture. Set during 
the mid-l 840s, Tom Sawyer's subtler themes reflect a country and frontier society in transition 
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between the rough, rugged frontier and more civilized, industrial culture. Indeed, on more than 
one level, this is a story about transitions, growing up, and mral American life. 
These themes of transition and coming-of-age ultimately give The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer a feeling of being incomplete or unfinished. It is as if a draft or sketch for the future has 
begun but some elements have yet to be solidified and become permanent. While Tom has 
learned, changed and matured during the course of his adventures, he has not yet reached full 
adulthood; rather, he has just begun his journey. Although aspects of his true nature and adult 
potential are evident, the audience has only seen a portion of Tom's life adventure, leaving room 
for many more adventures and formative experiences. In this way, both Tom Sawyer and the 
story itself are still slightly "rough around the edges." Along with the concepts of adventure and 
authenticity, it is this phrase that, throughout my research process and creative imaginings for 
this production, I continually return to as a primary, unifying image. Thus, this concept - along 
with the sense of overall accuracy - should influence all aspects of the production, including the 
set, lighting, and costume designs as well as the musical choices, acting style, and overall tone of 
the play. 
Inspired by the concept of maintaining Twain's realistic descriptions and exploring 
Sawyer's autobiographical connections, this past September I traveled to Hannibal, Missouri, in 
order to experience first-hand the true environment of the play. While there, I found that many 
of the landmarks and geographical features described in the book and depicted in the play are as 
evident in Hannibal today as they were in Twain and Tom Sawyer's time. Cardiff Hill, for 
instance, is just as Twain described in the novel, "beyond the village and above it . . .  green with 
vegetation'' ( 1 1). Using the photos taken during my trip as well as the novel' s  descriptions, I 
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would like to see the set, lighting and costume designers model the stage environment and 
coloring after the actual locations so as to make this production trnly authentic (See figs 1 -7). 
Ideally, the set design will help transport the audience members from their contemporary 
existence to the world of the novel, the mischievous Tom Sawyer, and 1 845 St. 
Petersburg/Hannibal, Missouri. In an initial brainstorming-discussion session, our set designer 
suggested that all action take place within a proscenium, decorated in the style of an 1 845 early 
Victorian picture frame or a wood cut pattern like those used in the novel's early illustrations. 
Behind this frame would be a flat painted to represent the pages of a book entitled The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer. At the beginning of the opening scene, that backdrop would fly 
away and the characters would literally step from the book's pages, making the fiction of Tom 
Sawyer reality. This, or a similar idea, would greatly enhance our concept of authenticity and 
bringing the reality of Twain and his novel to the stage. 
As noted in the photographs and in accordance with the "rough and rugged" imagery, the 
color palette for Tom Sawyer should generally be natural earth tones, including various shades of 
brown, ochres, deep reds, and lush greens. The color of the set pieces and furniture could also be 
variations on the natural and wood tones but should be slightly distressed to convey a clean but 
well-used and slightly "rough around the edges" image. The cemetery's colors, however, could 
become much darker and harsher, so as to convey the eerie atmosphere of the location at 
midnight. These natural colors would also then provide a striking contrast to the clean look of 
the freshly whitewashed fence. 
Similarly, I would like to see the lighting design convey a very warm, natural feeling. In 
the street scenes, perhaps patterned gobos or shading could be used to imply that large trees, just 
the size for young boys to climb, line the streets. In contrast, I would like the cemetery and cave 
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scenes to assume a more mysterious and slightly more sinister feel, as i n  these locations and 
through these adventures Tom is introduced to more adult concerns and responsibilities. 
Ultimately, the lighting design will be essential in helping draw and focus the audience's 
attention between the multiple scenes and locations established in the show. 
Like the natural elements of the set and lights, costumes for Tom Sawyer should be true 
to the time period in style and patterns but also appear well-used and slightly unfinished. In 
order to make the actors stand out against the natural colors of the set, however, it may be 
possible to provide each character with small costume pieces trimmed in brighter accent colors. 
In contrast to the well-worn nature of the St. Petersburg residents' clothes, the costumes for the 
Thatchers, particularly Becky Thatcher, should reflect their recent arrival to the village from a 
slightly larger city as well as their slightly higher economic standing (See figs. 8 and 9). 
Ultimately, all costumes must allow for quick costume changes so as to accommodate the actors' 
multiple roles; this might involve vests, hats and hair pieces, or character props such as glasses 
and pipes. 
Musically, all efforts will be made to incorporate hymns, folk songs, and minstrel music 
that were popular during the mid-l 840s. Short pieces of music could be used in conjunction 
with light shifts during scene transitions to set the tone and atmosphere for each scene. I would 
also like to incorporate natural sounds such as crickets and buzzing mosquitoes throughout the 
play, as much of the action and Tom Sawyer' s  life occurs in the outdoors. While not a musical 
production, music and sound will be used as frequently as possible to establish and reinforce the 
overall feeling and time period of the play. 
Mark Twain himself once commented, "The difference between the almost right word & 
the right word is really a large matter--it's the difference between the lightning bug and the 
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lightning" (MMk Twain Quotations). Indeed, Twain's  words and ideas have proven their 
"rightness," for his works - including The Adventures of Tom Sawyer have remained steadfast, 
favorite American classics throughout the years. In honor of Twain's original text as well as his 
accurate portrayal of the "rough around the edges," coming-of-age adventure of life, our 
production of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer will strive to accurately bring the novel to life on 
stage so as to remind all audience members of the "queer enterprises" that, like Tom Sawyer, 
have made them the people they are today. 
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Fig. 1 .  Cardiff Hill, Hannibal, MO. Personal photograph by author. 6 September 2005. 
Fig. 2. Jackson Island, Hannibal, MO. Personal photograph by author. 7 September 2005. 
Fig. 3 .  Baptist Cemetery, Hannibal, MO. Personal photography by author. 8 September 2005. 
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Fig. 4. Baptist Cemetery, Hannibal, MO. Personal photograph b y  author. 8 September 2005 . 
Fig. 5.  Mark Twain Cave, Hannibal, MO. Personal photograph by author. 8 September 2005. 
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Fig. 6, 7. Interior of Mark Twain Cave, Hannibal, MO. Personal photographs by author. 8 
September 2005. 
Fig. 8. Tom Sawyer sketch, Mark Twain Museum, Hannibal, MO. Personal photograph by 
author. 7 September 2005. 
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Fig. 9. Becky Thatcher model, Mark Twain Museum, Hannibal, MO. Personal photograph by 
author. 7 September 2005. 
Tom Sawyer Tentative Rehearsal Schedule 
January 2006 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
CLASSES BEGIN TS Cast List posted 
Department Meeting Auditions Callbacks (??) OR 
4:00 PM - MAAN Callbacks 2 
- TS 
8Prod-App Projects: 9 10 8 TS Prod. Mtg. 11 TS Rehearsal 12 13 14 
1. Team building games TS Rehearsal Begins TS Rehearsal 7-lOpm TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal TS Individual, one-2. Read novel; write 
re:characgter 7-JOpm (Heb) 7-10 pm (Heb) Group building 7-10 pm 7-lOpm on-one Rehearsals 
3.  Bring in character's Read through Group building Character movement Block Block TBA 
object OR emotional Dramaturg info Read #2, discuss Rough block begin response 
15 Prod-App (con): 16 TS Rehearsal 1 7  8 TS Prod. Mtg. 18 19 20 TS Rehearsal 2 1  
4 .  Keep journal during process TBA TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal 7-lOpm TS Rehearsal 
& tour Block 7-10 pm (Heb) 7-10 pm (Heb) 7-lOpm Work scenes 1 -4 TBA 
One-on-ones Block Block Block (Review Tu/W Cast Movie View 
lvfLK. DA Y-No Classes 
in McConnell!)  Group Building 
22 23 24 8 TS Prod. Mtg. 25 26 2 7  28 
TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal 
7-10 pm (Heb) 7-10 pm (Heb) 7-JOpm 7-lOpm 7-lOpm 
Work scenes 5-7 Work scenes 8-9 Work scenes 1 -4 Work scenes 5-7 Work scenes 8-9 
29 30 31 8 TS Prod. Mtg. 
OFF BOOK TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal 
WEEK! ! !  7-10 pm (Heb) 7-10 pm (Heb) 
Stumble-through Work trouble scenes 
Tom Sawyer Tentative Rehearsal Schedule 
February 2006 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 
1 2 3 
TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal 
7-IOpm 7-IOpm 7-JOpm 
Stumble through Work trouble scenes Work trouble scenes 
5 6 7 8 TS Prod. Mtg. 8 9 J O . 
TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal 
7-10 pm (Heb) 7-10 pm (Heb) 7-10pm 7-10pm 7-10pm 
Run/work Scenes 1 -6 Run/work Scenes 6-9 Run (Use all pallets Run (Use all costume Run 
for shifts?) change pieces?) 
12 13 14 8 TS Prod. Mtg. 15 16 17 
TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal TS Rehearsal TS Paper Tech (No TS Q2Q 7-??pm (M) 
7-10 pm (Heb) 7-10 pm (Heb) 7-10 pm actors) 7 pm 
Work select scenes Rough run w/o set Full run [ACTF open per-
Speed through formancej 
19 20 21 22 23 24 
Spirit of the West Spirit of the West 
Travel to ACTF Cowboy Gathering Cowboy Gathering 
PRESIDENT'S DA Y- ACTF-Pasco, WA ACTF-Pasco, WA ACTF-Pasco, WA ACTF-Pasco, WA 
No Classes 
26 27 28 
TS Tech 1 (No full TS Tech Dress 
dress) 
Return from ACTF 
Sat 
4 
1 1  
TS Rehearsal 
TBA 
1 8  
TS Q2Q 7-??pm (M) 
25 





Tom Sawyer Tentative Rehearsal Schedule 
March 2006 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 
I 2 3 4 
TS Dress TS Dress/Major 11 am TS Perf#l 2 pm TS Perf. #3 
Preview 7 pm TS Perf #2 7 pm TS Perf. #4 
5 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  
2 pm TS Perf. #5 6:30 pm TS JOI Perj 1 1  am TS Perf. # 7 1 1  am TS Perf. #8 2 TS Perf #lO 
#6 
* Post show talk back 7 pm TS Perf#9 ( 7pm TS Perf. #1 1 
12 13 1 4  1 5  1 6  1 7  1 8 
1:� Strike 1 pm DEAD DA Y FJNAL 'S WEEK FINAL 'S WEEK FINAL 'S WEEK FINAL 'S WEEK 
6:30 Finals Night 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
SPRING BREAK SPRING BREAK SPRING BREAK SPRING BREAK SPRING BREAK 
26 27 28 29 30 . 3 1  
CLASSES BEGIN 
Department Meeting Auditions for One Act Callbacks for One Act 
4:00 PM Ensemble Ensemble 
Tom Sawyer Tentative Rehearsal Schedule 
April 2006 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 
1 
2 30ne Act Rehearsals 4 5 6 7 8 
Begin 
9 JO 1 1  12 13 14 1 5  
16 1 7  18 19 20 21 22 
TS Pickup Rehearsal 
23 24 6:30 pm TS Perf. 25 8 Af.,L1N ProcL Mt 26 2 7  2 8 1 0  Faculty Meeting 29 
TS Pickup Rehearsal #12 (101) 9 Budget FOOL Tour 
FOOL Perf#l  TS Refresh Rehearsal FOOL Perf #3 FOOL Tour Begins TS at OJP (10 a m, 
TH 1 0 1  (M) FOOL Perf#2 ( 12:00 TS travel to OJP TS at OJP 1 2:30 pm) 
30 * TS available for 
TS travel to OJP select Friday touring 
engagements, TBA. 
Tom Sawyer Tentative Rehearsal Schedule 
May 2006 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
TS at OJP (10, TS at OJP (1 0, TS at OJP ( 1 0, TS at OJP (1 0, TS at OJP (10, TS at Bremerton (2 
1 2:30) 1 2 :30) 1 2 :30) 1 2:30) 12:30) pm) 
7 8 9 1 0  1 1  1 2  13  
1 4  15 16 17 18 19 20 
TS travel to Shelton TS at Shelton (10 
TS Pickup Rehearsal TS Pickup Rehearsal am, 1 2:30 pm) 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
TS Debrief(???) 
28 29 30 3 1  
MEMORIAL DAY 
Master's Thesis Project Part II 
Pre-Production Text Analysis 
�V r>ave B a rton � Matt Bon d 
Given Circumstances for the play he Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
Geographical Location 
• St. Petersburg, Missouri 
o "Evening in St Petersburg" (Barton l ). 
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o JUDGE THATCHER. It warms my heart to . . .  present the prize to such a 
fine, young man, a credit to his family, to St. Petersburg, to the State 
of Missouri . (1 6) 
• It is a rural river town in an area that includes river islands and caves. 
o AUNT POLLY. Didn't you want to go in a swimmin'? (7) 
o TOM. We could git over to the island. (32) 
o WIDDER. They looked for them boys fer a week . . .  even fired a cannon 
over the river to make 'em float to the top. (33) 
o BECKY. This old cave is dreadful. (39) 
• Some farms are in the area. 
o SID. I better git on over to Hoss Williams' pasture for the dodge-ball 
ga.'lle. (9) 
• Act I, Scenes I & V; Act II, Scene II - Village Street (II) 
o "The street in front of the school" ( 18) 
o "A village street, late afternoon" (29) 
• Act I, Scene II - Aunt Polly's  House and Kitchen (II) 
o The family members are eating supper. 
- POLLY. You better git in here 'fore supper gits cold. (5) 
- POLLY. Now you just sit down there and eat your supper. (6) 
o They have a pantry from which Tom steals jam. 
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- SID. He's been hidin' in the pantry, stealin' jam, Aint Polly. (6) 
o There are multiple levels to the home. 
- MARY. You go on up to bed now. (7) 
o There is a verandah on the house. 
- MARY. Mama, you jist set down out on the verandah and I'll 
clean the dishes after I hear Sid's prayers. (7) 
• Act I, Scene III - Aunt Polly's Backyard (II) 
o She has a fence around the yard. 
- POLLY. Well, he's  gonna paint that backyard fence tomorrow. 
(7) 
o It runs along and is visible from the street. 
- "He hears BEN ROGERS calling from down the street and sees 
him approach" (9). 
• Act I, Scene IV; Act II, Scene III - Town Church (II) 
o POLLY. I'll see you in church . . .  BOTH ya! ( 12) 
o WIDDER. Can you make it to the church now? (33) 
• Act 1, Scene V - Town Cemetery (II) 
o TOM. When ya gonna try the cat? 
HUCK. Tonight at the graveyard, I reckon. ( 19) 
o HUCK. Come on, it's after ' leven thirty and we gotta be in the 
graveyard afore midnight. (24) 
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work . . .  what kind of doctor 'r ya . . .  what needs dead bodies? (26) 
• Act II, Scene IV - Village Courtroom (II) 
o JUDGE THATCHER. Come on over here to the witness stand. (37) 
• Act II, Scene V - Local Cave (II) 
o BECKY. Oh, Tom, we shouldn't have left the picnic! This old cave is  
dreadful! (39) 
• No exact month or day specified. 
• Late 1 840s (ID 
• Spring 
o "It is Spring, and the twilight is long" (1) .  
o It is warm, as Tom removes his shirt to go swimming and Aunt Polly 
comments that it is "middlin"' and "POWERFUL warm" (6). 
• Act l, Scene l - Friday Evening, Before Supper (U) 
o MRS. THATCHER. Come on in and set the table now. You boys can play 
tomorrow. (3) 
• Act I, Scene II - Friday Evening, Suppertime (II) 
o POLLY. Git in here 'fore supper gits cold. (5) 
• Act I, Scene III - Next Day (Saturday), Early Afternoon (II) 
o POLLY, Well� he's gonna paint the backyard fence tomorrow . . .  l hate to make 
him work on a Saturday. (7) 
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o TOM . . . .  then he'd hafta stay and paint the fence all day on Sattiday. (9) 
• Act I, Scene IV - Next Day (Sunday), Morning (II) 
o POLLY. Yer gonna be late for Sunday School. ( 1 2) 
• Act I, Scene V - Next Day (Monday), Morning (II) 
o HUCK. What on earth are ya doin' in yer Sunday duds? ( 1 8) 
o HUCK. Then it was Sunday, 'n devils don't slosh about much on a 
Sunday . . .  No, they'll come fer him tonight. (19) 
• Act II, Scene I - Monday Night, Nearly Midnight (II) 
o HUCK. Come on, it's after ' leven thirty and we gotta be in the graveyard 
afore midnight. (24) 
• Act II, Scene II - Tuesday, Late Aftemoon (II) 
o "A village street, late afternoon" (29) 
• Act II, Scene III - One Week Later, Late Morning (II) 
o WIDDER. They looked for them boys fer a week. (33) 
• Act II, Scene IV - Next Day (II) 
• Act II, Scene V - Saturday, Late Afternoon (II) 
o In several scenes prior, Judge Thatcher says, "Mrs. Thatcher and I are giving a 
picnic for the village next Saturday" (38). 
Economic Environment 
• There is some homelessness and poverty. 
o JOE. You drove me away from yer father's kitchen one night, when I come to 
ask for somethin' to eat . . .  you had me jailed for being a vagrant. (26) 
• There is a tannery and cotton gin in town. 
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o JOE. Hey, you ain't one of them boys that's been sneakin' 'round the old 
tannery behind Widder Douglas's, tryin' to steal my things, are you? (3 1)  
o TOM . . . .  him and the rest of the men went over to the cotton gin to git Muff 
Potter. (3 1)  
Political Environment 
• There is a clear legal system in place as well as a courtroom, judge, and constable in 
town. 
o CONSTABLE. Come on, Potter. Off you go to jail, and come court session, 
we're gonna have us a hangin' ! (32) 
o "Muff Potter's trial is in session. Judge Thatcher presides" (37). 
o CONSTABLE. Your honor, that's  the prosecution's case. (37) 
• The penalty for murder is hanging. 
o HUCK. Doc Robinson's dead, Tom, so it'll mean bangin' fer shore. (27) 
• Legally, all orphans must be sent to the county's Orphans' Home. 
o WIDDER If you have no adult to take care of you; you have to go to the 
Orphan's Home. (41 )  
• The town has working cannons, used to "fire over the river to make [dead bodies] 
float to the top" (33). 
• It is a crime to be homeless and begging. 
o JOE. You had me jailed for being a vagrant. (26) 
Social Environment 
• There is a school in town and children are expected to attend. 
o SID. Tom's . . .  not like me, huh? Tom plays hookey from school. (5) 
o TOM. I wisht I could play hookey 'n not get caught. (i 8) 
o WIDDER. You'd hafta go to school. (41) 
• There is medical care and a doctor in town. 
o JOE. What kind of doctor 'r ya? (26). 
• Mamage and traditional gender roles are expected. 
o The girls expect Tom to be "engaged" to them ( 13 ,  22). 
o Widow Douglass wants to have a child (14, 41). 
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WIDDER. Oh, Polly, sometimes I wish I had a boy to take care of. I 
need to give love to a child. Ever since my husband died, I feel 
myself a dryin' up and gittin' to be plumb useless! ( 14) 
WIDDER. Oh, I do wish I had a young'un to raise ! ( 14) 
WIDDER. I'd feed 'n love you. We both need somebody . (41 )  
o Mothers are nurturing and care for children. 
POLLY. I ain't got the heart to thrash him . . .  I'm trying to be a mother 
ta Tom (7-8). 
SID. He ain't got no Ma to keep him washed up." 
o Young boys often fish, collect frogs, hunt raccoons, and play sports in their 
spare time. 
BEN. Ain't you gonna go play ball with us? (9) 
BEN. That [painting the fence] was more fun than frog giggin' or coon 
huntin.' ( 1 1)  
• Most children live with families or relatives; orphans are looked down upon. 
o AMY. My Ma says not to never play with him. ( 1 8) 
o SALLY. Oh, the pore boy . . . . . he' s  an orphan. ( 18) 
• "Sunday clothes" are used only for special occasions. 
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o HUCK. Law, Tom Sawyer, what on earth are ya doin' in yer Sunday duds? 
Welt, I might even be willin' to wear fancy clothes; irn I had a Ma. (18) 
• Punishment by spanking, or "tanning," is acceptable and typical. 
o Aunt Polly frequently threatens to punish Tom by "tan[nin'] yer hide" (5). 
o TOM. Aunt Polly'll skin me ifn she happens to wake up and find me gone! 
(28) 
o TOM. You can thrash me. I got it comin' .  (35) 
• Going to the graveyard at midnight is not acceptable for young children. 
o TOM. Rucky, I gotta go home! Aint Polly'll skin me ifn she happens to 
wake up and find me gone!" (28) 
Religious Environment: 
• There is a church, cemetery, and preacher in town. 
o "In the background, a church bell is heard" ( 1 2). 
o POLLY. I'll see you in church, (12) 
o MARY. But, mind you, NO talkin' during Sunday School. ( 12) 
o "The traveler opens to reveal a graveyard" (24). 
o WIDDER The funeral don't start for a while yeL . .  Can you make it to the 
church now?" (33) 
o WIDDER. I reckon prayer is all that's left. Preacher, will you lead us?" (34) 
• Most characters are religious, often citing and referring directly to God and the Bible. 
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o POLLY: You know what the Good Book says "He who calls his brother a 
fool is in danger of Hellfire!" (5) 
o It is important to memorize Bible verses, as there is a "Bible verse contest" 
(13). 
• Some people still are superstitious, particularly the youth. 
o Both Tom and Huck believe the common superstition that claims warts can be 
cured by "spunk water" or a charm uttered over a dead cat in a cemetery (1 9). 
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Given Circumstances Supplementary Research 
Geographical Location 
Both the original novel and script adaptation designate St. Petersburg, Missouri, as the 
play' s location. Although no such town exists, many scholars assert that the :fictional St. 
Petersburg is based closely on Twain's childhood home of Hannibal, Missouri. The reference to 
St. Petersburg may also have symbolic significance, as Twain viewed his childhood home with 
reverence; by naming Tom Sawyer's town St. Petersburg, Twain implied that it was the home of 
St. Peter, a home of heavenly significance (Mark Twain Museum). Further supporting Twain's 
association of Hannibal and youth with divinity, he also often described his childhood hometown 
as "idyllic" and remembered it much like "Eve remember[ ed] Eden, as an eternal summer before 
the Fall" (DeVoto 249). Certainly, Twain, like Tom Sawyer, valued and fondly remembered his 
childhood escapades in Hannibal, ultimately immortalizing it in his novel. 
It is also crucial to note that Sawyer's St. Petersburg is located along a river; presumably 
this river is the Mississippi, for this was an integral part of both the life of Hannibal and 
imagination of Twain. This can be seen in the origins of his pen name (see Author Biographical 
Information section) as well as in numerous references to the River throughout his writings -
particularly his early works. Many of Twain's novels and essays included the Mississippi as a 
key component to its setting and plot. "From Mark Twain' s  point of view . . . .  the river was the 
central physical feature because it was the central human feature, the great highway" (Camfield, 
"Introduction to Thematic Essays - Economic Development"). The river certainly plays a 
prominent role in The Adventmes of Tom Sawyer. In both the original novel and Barton-Bond's 
script, for instance, Huck and Tom escape into the river and to Jackson's Island when seeking 
refuge from Injun Joe's fury; meanwhile, Huckleberry Finn's primary setting is the raft and 
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floating journey with Jim down the Mississippi. Clearly, the Mississippi River is an essential 
feature of this play's geographic landscape as well as a strong foundation and inspiration for 
Twain's writings. Similar to his worship of Hannibal, Mark Twain revered the Mississippi and 
once likened it to a book that one could never stop reading because each page, each depth, 
provided a new adventure (Mark Twain video). 
Another geographical feature of this area that is particularly essential to The Adventures 
of Tom Sawyer is the local caves. Although several caves are located in the area surrounding 
Hannibal, the most famous cave, and the one upon which Tom Sawyer and Becky Thatcher's 
encounter with lnjun Joe is based, is the Mark Twain Cave (Fig. 1 -3). 
Fig. 1 .  Mark Twain Cave Photograph, from Hannibal, MO Visitors' website (2005). 
Fig. 2. Mark Twain Cave Photograph, from author's personal collection (2005). 
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Fig. 3 .  Mark Twain Cave Wall Texture Photograph, from author' s personal collection (2005). 
Otherwise known as McDowell or McDougal's cave, the Twain cave has an ominous history. In 
fact, because much of Twain' s  Tom Sawyer is autobiographical, there is a direct correlation 
between Injun Joe's grave robbing and this cave. During the 1 840's Dr. Joseph Nash McDowell 
bought the cave, locked it, and did medical experiments on corpses inside (Duckek 1 ). He was 
even rumored to have stored his daughter' s  corpse there, inside a glass flask. Today. the Twain 
cave is one of the most popular tourist attractions in the area. 
For additional photographic evidence of Hannibal, MO, please see the CD of photographs 
from the author's research trip made during September 2005. This CD can be found in the 
Appendices Section. 
Date 
While the script sets Tom Sawyer generally in the 1 840' s, many scholars believe the 
story took place "no later than 1 845" (DeVoto 252). In fact, some Twain researchers have 
examined phases of the moon that occurred during June 1 845; they found that on June 1 7, 1 845, 
"the moon would have been nearing full moon phase around midnight in Hannibar' - the time at 
which Tom and Huck planned to sneak to the graveyard (Thomson 1 ). Not only that but, 
according to almanac records, June 17  was also a Tuesday, a fact that logicaHy supports the 
boys' plan to visit the cemetery at midnight on Monday night. These approximations appear 
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even more correct, as Twain himself would have, at that time, been 1 0  years old and about the 
same age as his hero, Tom Sawyer. Because of this detailed research as well as the many strong 
autobiographical references and real-life connections to the story's characters and events, the 
year 1 845 is a very appropriate designation. 
Along these same lines, neither Twain nor the Barton/Bond team specifically cite a 
month, instead implying the time of year and general climate throughout the work. As 
demonstrated in the aforementioned research, June is most likely when the action of the play 
occurs. Other environmental factors support this approximation. Aunt Polly, for instance, refers 
in the opening scene to the weather as "middlin' . . .  POWERFUL warm" (Barton 6), implying that 
it is late spring or early summer. Furthermore, according to the educational website 
SeeAmerica.org, the average May temperature is 76 degrees and the average June temperature 
approximately 85 degrees. In addition to these warm temperatures, the Hannibal climate is 
relatively humid, recording morning humidity levels at 83 and 84 percents for May and June, 
respectively (City-data.com). When considering the calendar month and date of the play, this 
information clearly informs and influences the director's decision in designating the given 
circumstances of Date and Time. 
One other element influencing the time of year designated as Tom Sawyer's setting is one 
related to the Given Circumstance of Social Environment: schools and education. Several scenes 
in the play refer to school attendance. For instance, in Act I, Scene V of Barton and Bond's 
adaptation, the children, hearing the school bell, rush into the classroom so as not to "git into no 
trouble" ( 19). For this reason, the play cannot be set too late in the summer, as school would no 
longer be in session; thus, early June seems to be a very reasonable deduction. 
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While considering the time period and date of the play' s setting, it i s  important to also 
examine the events that occurred during this year in the general timeline of American history; 
indeed, this time period - particularly the year 1845 - was very significant. Many events 
occurred in and around 1 845, events that shaped the nation and its people. For instance, 1 845 
saw Manifest Destiny and a passion for westward expansion sweep the nation as well as 
witnessed the beginnings of the Gold Rush ("U.S. History Timeline: 1 840- 1 877"). These events 
inevitably incited a desire for adventure in the hearts of many Americans; this adventurous 
nature is vividly portrayed in this play through the exploits and day-dreams of young Tom 
Sawyer and his creator, Mark Twain. 
Economic Environment 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is set during the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. 
While many people strictly associate the Industrial Revolution solely with machinery and 
factories, a large part of the development and spread of the Industrial Revolution was closely 
linked to transportation (Camfield, "Introduction to Thematic Essays" 2). During the 1 840s and 
prior to the invention of the railroad, steamboats served as a primary means of transportation and 
ultimately helped to open the doorway of the western frontier. In fact, "many people moved 
'west' on steamboats; then the steamboats supplied all the goods they needed to live in these 
remote areas" ("Steamboat Learning Center Floating Classroom"). By the 1 800s, thousands of 
paddlewheel steamboats populated the Mississippi River, many of which frequently visited river 
cities like Twain's Hannibal and Sawyer's St. Petersburg. In fact, Hannibal soon grew into 
Missouri' s  second largest town, primarily because it was on the river. Although the railroad later 
supplanted the steamboat as Americans' preferred method of transportation, steamboats continue 
to provide economic benefits to Hannibal. Today, however, steamboats like the Mark Twain 
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(Fig. 4-5) function primarily as popular tourist attractions. Clearly, steamboats have had an 
impact and influence on the economic success and development of towns like Hannibal and St. 
Petersburg. 
: . -- - - -�- � - - --- � � - - - - -
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Fig. 4.  "Mark Twain Riverboat" photograph, from ww .marktwainriverboat.com, 2005. 
Fig. S. Photograph of Mark Twain Steamboat and Mississippi River, Hannibal, MO. From 
author's personal collection (2005). 
Mark Twain grew up in the height of Hannibal's  steamboat era; thus, his memories and 
writings focus primarily on the river and steamboating's influence on the culture. However, by 
1 860, the steamboat use had declined due to the advent of the railroad (Camfield, "Introduction 
to Thematic Essays" 2). Normally, this change of preferred transportation would be detrimental 
to a town such as Hannibal; however, the city continued to thrive and now is equally well·known 
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for its "rich railroad history" (Hannibal, Missouri - Facts and Figures 2). For example, the 
Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad, the first railroad to traverse the entire state of Missouri was 
finished in 1 859. Furthermore, the first railway mail car used to sort mail en route was first 
made in Hannibal, while the Hannibal railroad shop crew was the first to manufacture a 
locomotive west of the Mississippi (3). Between steamboats and steam engines, transportation 
and its related commerce has kept Hannibal economically sound and thriving throughout the 
years. 
Political Environment 
Several major political movements that occurred during the 1 840s may have greatly 
influenced Twain's  writings; traces of these movements subtly appear in The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer and significantly shape several of the characters' attitudes and actions. First, under the 
guidance of Presidents Tyler and Polk, the nation subscribed to the policy of Manifest Destiny. 
Manifest Destiny was the Americans' belief that they were destined to spread their beliefs and 
"glorious institutions of civilization and democracy" westward across the nation ("U.S.  History 
Timeline: 1 840-1 877"). One of the primary tenets of this drive to expand democracy and 
civilization was aimed at the "barbaric" Native American population. Just prior to the 1840s and 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, the Cherokee nation had endured the "Trail of Tears," and the 
national policy of"lndian Removal" was well underway (Camfield, "Introduction to Thematic 
Essays" 4). Americans at this time in history did not view the Natives as human equals, instead 
describing them as savages. Twain obviously was exposed to this attitude and, although he 
spoke out against slavery later in his life, his early writings such as Sawyer harbor traces of this 
common, negative attitude toward Native Americans. This attitude is especially clear in 
Sawyer' s  villain character, "Injun Joe," a stealing, "murdering half-breed" (Twain 52). It is also 
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obvious in the ways in which St. Petersburg residents interact with Joe. Doc Robinson, for 
example, simply uses Joe to complete work that he would not allow himself to do, due to his 
higher social and political position. This anti-Native American attitude is due in part to the 
political policy of Manifest Destiny. 
Also during this time period, many politicians campaigned for the official annexation of 
Oregon, particularly because during the 1 83 Os and 1 840s many Americans were traveling over 
the famed Oregon Trail and settling in the valley there. This was an "important part of westward 
expansion" and contributed to many Americans' yearnings for adventure and travels into the 
unknown ("U. S.  History Timeline: 1 840-1877"). These attitudes, encouraged by the political 
policies of Manifest Destiny and Oregon Fever, seemed to be contagious, spurring young 
Missouri boys like Twain and Tom Sawyer to seek adventure and travels beyond their 
hometowns. 
Finally, encouraged by the political attitude of Manifest Destiny, the early 1840s saw 
rumblings of the Mexican-American War. Both President Tyler and Polk supported the 
annexation of Texas; however, Mexico refused to relinquish its claim on the territory and, in 
1 845, began to prepare for war (Fishkin 259) .  One year later, the Mexican-American War 
commenced and continued until 1 848. 
Social Environment 
As indicated above, many political attitudes - like Manifest Destiny and its 
accompanying anti-Native American attitudes - simultaneously influenced social perceptions 
and behaviors during Tom Sawyer's time period. One such social-political issue that influenced 
people at this time was the newly emerging re-definition of women' s roles and rights. Only 
three years after the 1 84 5 setting of Tom Sawyer, the first women's  rights convention was held 
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in Seneca Falls, New York (Fishkin 259). The 1 840s, then, marked a time of transition and 
uncertainty for women and their expected responsibilities. This is seen throughout both the 
novel and script of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. The town itself appears to possess a very 
strong matriarchy. Aunt Polly, for instance, is single-handedly raising not only her daughter 
Mary but also her sister's children, Tom and Sid (Twain 2, Barton 7). Throughout the novel and 
play, women like Aunt Polly are encouraged to nurture and care for children, as is mandated by 
the traditional, stereotypical woman's  role. 
However, as a woman, she also struggles with disciplining the boys. While she often 
threatens to "tan yer hide" (Barton 7), she rarely follows through with a physical punishment, 
instead assigning additional chores such as painting the fence. Some scholars assert that this 
struggle is evidence not only of the tenuous role of women in American society at the time but 
also the changing forms of domestic discipline. "Aunt Polly may state her belief in the need for 
firm physical discipline . . .  but she does not consistently put such principles into practice," instead 
she resorts to "loving discipline" that focuses more on internal, psychological correction 
(Messant 228-229). Certainly, this era was a domestic transition time for women and their 
households. 
While women' s roles and alternative methods of punishment were being explored during 
the 1840s and throughout Tom Sawyer, the social roles and responsibilities expected for each 
social class were also apparent. According to Twain scholar and biographer Albert Bigelow 
Paine, Hannibal "had society - all kinds - from the negroes to the town drunkards . . .  up through 
several nondescript grades of mechanics and tradesmen to the professional men of the 
community, who wore tall hats, ruffled shirt-fronts, and swallow-tail coats" (ch. 7). Indeed, 
being a steamboat port city contributed to Hannibal being a "bustling, rough and tumble 
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environment" suitable for Tom Sawyer ("Steamboats, Steamboat Life"), but this atmosphere 
naturally led to a separation between the working class and the upper classes. Although 
throughout the script and novel versions of Tom Sawyer, the town of Hannibal appears quite 
insular, supportive, and accepting - who else would endure Tom' s endless pranks and honor him 
at his funeral? - there are also clear outsiders in the community who are not accepted. The "half­
breed" Injun Joe, the drunkard Muff Potter, and the orphan Huck Finn are all excluded or looked 
down upon by the other townspeople. On the other hand, occupations that required additional 
education - such as a judge or doctor - would be considered more honorable and of higher social 
ranking, as most Americans of this time believed that "education transforms" (Camfield, 
"Introduction to Thematic Essays" 4). Clearly, a difference existed between and influenced 
members of various classes and social groups in Twain's  Hannibal. 
One such upper class member of Hannibal society many have been the local doctor; in 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Doc Robinson represents this occupational class. Due to his 
higher social status, Doc requires others like Injun Joe and Muff Potter to do his dirty work. 
However, despite his higher social class, Doc Robinson harbors a darker secret, a secret not 
uncommon to scientists and medical professionals of the time period. As implied by Doc 
Robinson, Muff Potter, and Joe's late night endeavors in the graveyard, medical and scientific 
people of this time were avidly attempting to explore the human body. In fact, many major 
medical schools made grave robbing, despite its negative connotations, a "common practice" 
(Floyd). Furthermore, the Mark Twain Cave itself - located just outside of Hannibal, Missouri -
was purchased by Dr. Joseph McDowell during the 1 840s; inside, he stored human corpses upon 
which he conducted numerous medical experiments (Duckeck 1 ). 
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As is implied by the script and frequently mentioned throughout the novel, during this 
time period there was no electricity or running water in most homes. Instead of the electric or 
gas light, candles, lanterns, and firelight were the standard sources of indoor lighting during this 
time period. In fact, candles were not only used to light the home but also to assist people in 
maneuvering through dark spaces, such as the cave in which Tom and Becky get lost. "Visual 
purposes and marking directions in the cave demonstrate the necessity of candles during that 
period. Without candles, Tom and Becky get lost and begin to lose hope of rescue" 
(AllFreeEssays.com). People of this time period would have been quite accustomed to relying 
on the flickering light of candles and candle-lanterns to see in the darkness. 
In addition to having no artificial lighting, other amenities that contemporary American 
audiences now take for granted in their homes were strikingly absent in Tom Sawyer's home. 
The most obvious of these is running water. Instead of simply turning on the tap as Americans 
do today, the children of Hannibal had to "carry water from the town water pump to their homes" 
(AllFreeEssays.com). Furthermore, Tom Sawyer himself mentions that "some of us stuck our 
heads under the water pump" (Barton 7). In this way, the water of the Mississippi served as not 
only entertainment for its citizens but also a practical domestic tool. 
Similarly, in 1 845, the sewing machine was invented by Elias Howe, and this proved to 
be a significant economic and social consideration for families such as Twain' s  and Sawyer' s. 
The advent of the sewing machine enabled stitchers to produce work much faster; however, 
many, like Aunt Polly, could not afford such a machine and lost their jobs as well as necessary 
income (Maginnis). Clearly, in Tom Sawyer, Aunt Polly did not have the luxury of having a 
sewing machine, for she specifically mentioned that she sewed Tom' s collar. Because she does 
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not have a sewing machine, Tom's tearing of his collar has greater significance, as it would take 
Polly precious time and money to re-stitch it. 
The invention of the sewing machine also had an impact on American women's  way of 
dress during this time. Around the late 1 840s, clothing became more elaborate (Fig. 6), as the 
sewing machine enabled stitchers to do much more in less time (Maginnis). However, for mral, 
working women like Aunt Polly, these elaborate costumes would not have been appropriate or 
practical, for the frills would have simply gotten in the way of their physical work. Becky 
Thatcher, however, being of slightly higher economic status and newly arrived from another, 
perhaps larger city, may have had items more similar in design to the beginning elaborate trends 
of the time. 
Fig. 6. 1 840s Women's  Dress, from The Costumer's Manifesto website (2005). 
Along with clothing fashion of the 1 840s, the literary and artistic trends of the era 
inevitably influenced Mark Twain and, subsequently Tom Sawyer. For instance, during the mid-
1 840s, the musical style of blackface minstrelsy emerged and became popular, as it combined 
various aspects of American culture and tradition in a lively, upbeat musical fom1at. In fact, the 
years 1 840-1 870 mark the "classic age" of blackface minstrelsy (Ivey), with the Virginia 
Minstrels one of the first of these traveling groups to perform publicly in 1 845 (Spitzner). 
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During this time period, minstrelsy groups like the Virginia Minstrels traveled the rural areas of 
the United States and, using a banjo, fiddle, tambourine, and the rhythm-making bones, played a 
variety of frontier music that they sung in a pseudo-slave dialect (Kingwood College Library). 
Popular songs of the time included "Green Grow the Lilacs," "Old Grey Goose," "Jimmy Crack 
Com," "Skip to my Lou," and "Buffalo Gals" - one song that Twain specifically refers to by 
name in the original novel The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (Twain 8). 
Throughout the script, the children also :frequently refer to games and playing. In fact, a 
sense of play pervades both the novel and script, for it is, after all, about the "adventures" of 
Tom Sawyer. Many of these games and popular pastimes are grounded in nature and physical 
prowess. For instance, Ben Rogers and the other characters refer often to their escapades of 
"coon huntin' " ":frog-giggin' " "fishin' " and "swimmin"' (Barton 1 1  1 8) Indeed in a rural ' ' ' ' 
. ' ' 
outdoorsy culture such as Hannibal and St. Petersburg, many of the young boys and girls' 
pursuits would be closely related to the environment surrounding them. In addition to these 
outdoor activities, baseball was also gaining popularity in America during this time (Fort Scott 
National Historic Site). The first official rules for baseball were recorded in 1 839, while the first 
organized team - the New York Knickerbockers - opened their first season in 1 845 (Spitzner). 
Certainly, baseball or some variation thereof would have been a well-known sport in Tom 
Sawyer's  1 845 St. Petersburg, and it does seem that the boys in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
had also been caught up in the craze, for they :frequently ask, "Ain't you gonna go play ball with 
us?" (Barton 9). 
While the boys played baseball, the girls like Becky Thatcher and Amy Lawrence played 
games as well. While games of"Let's Pretend" have been eternally popular and are evident 
throughout Tom Sawyer via Tom's vivid imagination, young girls of the 1 840s also participated 
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in more organized games such as "Graces" (Fort Scott National Historic Site). In games such as 
these, traditional feminine skills such as fluid, graceful movements were encouraged. The game 
of"Graces," for example, was played by two players (typically two girls, although boys 
occasionally would play but never together) and, using a stick, tossed a hoop to one another (Fig. 
7). 
Fig. 7. Graces game, from Fort Scott National Historic Site (2005). 
Many of these games might be played in the schoolyard during recess. Indeed, Tom 
Sawyer and the other children of St. Petersburg did attend school regularly� in fact, they envied 
Huckleberry Finn who does not go to school and instead spends his days fishing (Barton 1 8). 
School settings during the 1 840s were typically one room schoolhouses with a single teacher, 
and students studied for approximately four or five hours a day (Jackson 7). During these hours, 
they were "engaged in short lessons, and short recitations, so as to have diversity of 
employments . . .  followed by recess" (7-8). While educational theorists during this era valued 
education for children, they also warned against precocity, urging a balance between knowledge 
and being "permitted to ramble and play in the open air, or engaged in . . .  such amusements as 
will give rest to the mind" (Woodward 78). Thus, Aunt Polly 's  dilemma in disciplining Tom, a 
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very clever young boy, becomes slightly more challenging, for she must encourage him to attend 
school but she also must encourage him to enjoy the open air. 
Religious Environment 
While the script does not specifically pinpoint a particular religious denomination for St. 
Petersburg's local church, it appears to be a Christian, Protestant denomination. This 
observation is supported by Twain' s  autobiographical connection and childhood religious 
experiences. Twain's  family, at his mother's insistence, attended the local Presbyterian church 
and Sunday school during Twain's childhood in Hannibal, MO (Fishkin 238). Furthermore, at 
this time the second Great Awakening of Protestantism was sweeping through the South and the 
Mississippi River valley, filling the cities and towns with conservative, charismatic groups of 
"reborn" Christians such as Baptists and Methodists (Camfield, "Introduction to Thematic 
Essays" 3). These groups supplemented the Presbyterian and Congregationalist churches that 
already "dominated the religious landscape" of the Midwest. Indeed, religion was very 
important and prominent in the lives of people such as Mark Twain and his family. 
Due to his religious upbringing, Mark Twain was also quite aware of the "good little 
boy" stories that predominated Sunday School classrooms and children' s literature of the time 
period. Until the publication of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, two general types of American 
children' s literature were popular: "Aesopian tales of Good and Bad children . . .  and spiritual 
biographies of woebegone but saintly waifs" (Griswold 144) . Of course, not all children of the 
1 840s behaved in this manner. Twain himself had a known "tendency to pranks" and "detested 
the indoors and would run away if not watched - always in the direction of the river" (Paine, ch. 
7). Thus, in response to these moralistic tales of angelically good boys, Twain created the 
mischievous Tom Sawyer who was "a real human boy - that is, a rascal, a mischief maker, a red-
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blooded kid with a little spunk" (Griswold 147). Through Tom Sawyer, Mark Twain turned 
religious instruction and Sunday School "on its head" (148). Indeed, religion was a strong 
motivating factor in many lives, particularly that of Mark Twain. 
Another potential religious influence during the 1 840s was Mormonism. At the time, the 
Mormon denomination was growing quickly and, in 1 846, a group began journeying west under 
the leadership of Brigham Young. While not directly connected to the Missouri area, this 
religious movement and upheaval inevitably made an impact on the development of other 
American denominations, many of which did take root in Missouri and surrounding states. The 
aforementioned Great Awakening and growth of Mormonism may have encouraged the other 
denominations to add to their congregations as well ("U. S. History Timeline: 1 840-1877"). 
While not stated directly in the texts of the script or novel version of The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer, the above information serves as a very valuable supplement to the factual, given 
circumstances located in the play' s text and dialogue. Armed with these insights, the director 
can better create the world of the play as well as encourage her actors to include appropriate 
subtext and subtleties in their performances. All in all, this supplemental research ensures a 

















(Page 3 1 )  
Previous Action 
Tom is famous around town for standing on his hands. 
The Thatchers moved to St. Petersburg last week. 
Tom spends "most [free] times" with Huck Finn. 
Aunt Polly is  raising Tom and Sid, who are her sister Jenny's sons. 
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Tom escaped from his room while Polly was asleep, played hookey regularly, etc. 
Aunt Polly sewed Tom's shirt collar. 
Tom played hookey from school today and went swimming. 
Amy and Tom have been engaged for several days. 
Tom was late to Sunday School last week. 
The boys have earned tickets for memorizing Bible verses. 
Widder Douglass' husband died. 
Muff Potter has a reputation for being drunk. 
Injun Joe begged for food from Doc Robinson's  father' s  kitchen five years ago. 
Doc Robinson drove Injun Joe away from his house five years ago for begging 
and had him jailed. 
Huck and Tom created their own oath. 
Huck and Tom saw Hoss Williams steal chickens. 
Someone has been sneaking by the tannery; Injun Joe has been living there. 
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Polar Attitudes 
Tom Sawyer: I feel like I am an invincible, adventurous hero, and I can do everything all 
on my own. (Beginning) 
I see that I need people in my life to support me and my adventures. (End) 








I am willing to compromise in order to be part of a loving family. (End) 
I want to be the best mother-figure I can be and am determined to raise 
Tom correctly and lovingly. (Beginning) 
I see that my efforts to make Tom a good, well-meaning boy have been 
worthwhile. (End) 
I am attracted to Tom Sawyer is attractive but I must be good and 
independent. (Beginning) 
I see that I can trust Tom Sawyer to look out for me. (End) 
I will do anything to survive and feed my addiction. (Beginning) 
I did not mean to hurt anyone with my actions. (End) 
I want to be popular and control Tom Sawyer's heart. (Beginning) 
I want to be popular and worshipped by Joe Thatcher. (End) 
I need to maintain order in my family and this town. (Beginning) 
I want to celebrate the courageous people we have in this town. (End) 
I feel jealous of Tom's adventures and want to be a better boy than he is. 
(Beginning) 
I am envious of Tom's success. (End) 








I feel proud of Tom for being so brave. (End) 
I am lonely and want someone to love. (Beginning) 
I am thankful that I now have a "son" to raise and love. (End) 
I feei like I am an outcast, so I oniy iook out for myself. (Beginning) 
I feel like I am an outcast and am angry that people have been prying into 
my business and meddling with my secret things. (End) 
I need to support Amy and be her best friend. (Beginning) 
I want to see all the action and marvel at the adventures. (End) 
I will do anything to know more about science but am not comfortable 
doing my own dirty work. (Beginning) 
I feel like my actions led my life out of control. (End) 
I just want to be a kid and have fun. (Beginning) 
I just want to be a kid and have fun. (End) 
I want to share God's word with the townspeople. (Beginning) 
I want to share God's word with the townspeople. (End) 
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Analysis of Dialogue 
Language, dialect, and dialogue constitute a major eiement of The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer. In fact, in both of his boyhood-oriented novels, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and 
Huckleberry Finn, author Mark Twain made every attempt to capture the flavor and atmosphere 
of rural Missouri through his characters' speech. While Twain's ear for language and ability to 
transcribe regional vernaculars shines most prominently in Huckleberry Finn through his 
depiction of Jim's traditional slave dialect, it is also clear in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, 
albeit slightly more subtle. "The language is sharp, alive, unadorned. It is the speech of 
everyday life, spoken the way children would speak it. The dialogue - and Mark Twain uses it 
to a greater extent than almost any previous American novelist - is completely realistic" (Rubin 
2 1 2). In keeping with Twain's realistic writing style, most stage adaptations, including Dave 
Barton and Matt Bond's  version, have tried to simulate a similar dialectical writing style, either 
suggesting dialect study in director' s notes or phonetically writing the actors' lines so as to 
encourage them to adopt the Missouri dialect during script study. Clearly, language and the 
dialect constructions - particularly word choice, imagery, pace and vocal inflections - are an 
essential component to both the original novel and stage script and should be adhered to so as to 
truly and fully bring the down-home atmosphere of rural Hannibal to the stage. 
While Twain and dramatists such as Barton and Bond have taken care to transcribe and 
use the local dialect and standard colloquialisms, the danger in directing this sort of folksy, 
down-home, near-southern dialect is to neglect its reality and integrity, allowing the actors to 
overdo and exaggerate the words. Without proper preparation and attention, the proper accent 
and quaint colloquialisms can be degraded from rich, subtle timbres into stereotypical, hokey 
twangs; rather than creating rich, believable, autobiographical characters, a tum of this sort 
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would create artificial, mocking caricatures and subsequently raise a barrier between the 
audience and performers rather than draw them into Tom Sawyer' s  world as this sort of dialogue 
originally intended. Thus, it is essential that a director fully analyze the words and attempt to 
recreate the original dialect and sense of language as Twain and the playwrights intended. 
Both Mark Twain' s  language and Dave Barton and Matt Bond's stage dialogue do much 
to paint a verbal picture of Hannibal and Tom Sawyer' s St. Petersburg, Missouri. For this 
reason, it is essential to consider the geographic area in relation to Tom Sawyer' s  language, as 
nature is one of the primary influences on both Tom Sawyer's plot and language style. These 
authors realize that "physical environment . . .  plays a definite part in shaping and altering a 
character's speech;" the physical environment of the rough-and-tumble river town affects both 
the choices of words used by the characters but also the ways those words are vocalized 
throughout the novel and play (Kopf 39). Nature and the geographic location is always 
important to consider when preparing a production; however, it becomes especially important for 
Tom Sawyer because environment plays such a crucial role in the story: it shaped Twain' s 
childhood and subsequently shapes Tom Sawyer's adventures. 
One of the primary ways nature and the surrounding environment of Hannibal and the 
River are reflected in Tom Sawyer is through the imagery and regionally-specific phrases 
frequently used by the characters. In fact, many of the images and metaphors used throughout 
the play refer to things with which Tom and the people of St. Petersburg are very familiar: their 
natural surroundings. Tom, for example, while wooing Becky Thatcher describes her lovely 
blonde hair as one of the most beautiful things he knows: "a sand bar in the sun" (Barton 22). 
Certainly, nature and their physical surroundings are very real and tangible to the inhabitants of 
St. Petersburg; thus, these natural images dominate their dialogue. 
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Along with these nature-related imagery phrases, other word choices and constructions 
are common among the residents of Hannibal and St. Petersburg and imply a more laid-back, 
folksy atmosphere. For instance, Tom, Huck, and the other children often shorten words such as 
"huntin"' rather than "huntinG'' and '"low" in place of"ALlow" (Barton 1 1 , 1). These 
contractions not only add an audible, upward lilt to their speaking patterns but also imply a more 
relaxed attitude and tone, typical to that of a small rural town that might sit "drowsing" in the 
sunshine and in which the people care more about the message than the precision in which it is 
spoken (PBS). Along these same lines, the local residents of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
frequently use relaxed pronunciations, or word slurs. With an effect similar to that created by the 
aforementioned contractions, relaxed pronunciations such as "gonna" and "outta" contribute to 
the laid-back atmosphere of the rural town (Barton 5-6). Finally, Tom, his friends, and relatives 
also commonly use double and even triple negatives in sentence constructions: "No you cain't 
neither" (1 ). Typically associated with rural areas and nonstandard English, these contradictory 
constructions create local color in the speech and, for these people, seem to serve as their way of 
adding additional emphasis to the their claim. In many ways, this regional, rural Missouri dialect 
bypasses standard, proper grammatical structures and in so doing creates a relaxed, folksy way of 
speaking that ultimately embodies the attitude and atmosphere of the rural area and the down­
home nature of Tom Sawyer. 
Not only do language and dialect reflect environmental influences but they also reveal 
individual character backgrounds and attitudes. Becky and Judge Thatcher, for instance, are 
relative newcomers to rural St. Petersburg; as a result, their vocal mannerisms and vocabularies 
are less relaxed and more precise, as if reflecting a more civilized background and higher 
educational level. Furthermore, Aunt Polly and Widder Douglas frequently refer - both 
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intentionally and inadvertently - to religion, communicating the women' s  deep religious faith 
and the importance of religion in that particular era. There is not a scene in which either woman 
does not refer to religious faith or God throughout the play. 
There is little difference between the slang and word slurs used between the adults and 
children of St. Petersburg; all village residents, regardless of age, speak similarly. This provides 
more credibility and consistency to the dialect, making it a standard component of the local life. 
Because nearly all characters in the story speak in this colloquial manner, the audience more 
readily accepts the reality of the speaking patterns, regardless of how foreign the dialect 
originally sounds. By consistently adhering to these unique vocal patterns, a more complete 
theatrical reality can be created. 
The geographic setting of Tom Sawyer not only affects the characters' chosen text and 
word choices but also inevitably affects how each person speaks and articulates their words. 
Outside of the city' s confines and in a rural town such as St. Petersburg, this "slower-paced, 
spread out, rural environment often produces a slower, more relaxed speech" (Kopf 39) .  By 
listening and observing native Missouri speakers as well as studying the patterns and written 
vernacular of the script, one can see the truth in this statement (See audio sample, located in 
Appendix); the overall rate of speech is slightly slower, with round, drawn out vowel sounds and 
slurred words (International Dialects of English Archive). In this way, the audible vocal patterns 
and tendencies lend themselves to creating a wholesome, relaxed tone that is reflective of the 
rural village setting. With a naturally round, warm tonal quality, the Missouri dialect helps to 
create an inviting atmosphere and sense of community. This sense of community is an essential 
thematic element in the story of Tom Sawyer, and by reinforcing this thematic tie through the 
language and dialect, it is also a community to which the audience also wishes to belong. 
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Analysis of Dramatic Action 
As a touring children's production, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer will not have acts 
separated by an intermission; rather, the play will be presented in its entirety within the context 
of 50-55 minutes. Thus, in the following pages, I have divided the entire play into titled units of 
action and have also labeled scenes one through four (the original Act One) with specific line­
by-line acting verbs. 
Note: The following text has been retyped so as to be clearer for the unit analysis. Throughout 
the rest of this thesis documentation, all listed page numbers pertaining to Barton and Bond's 
script refer to the original form of the text (as included in Part I). 
'f. � � s.  u-t.s. 
�. �(/./\ ; � .s 
-r: ; AS. ) �  
�.  o JdYA.d..e s. 
-r. � S.,.(_.S 
S .  1 n S 111 � 
SCENE ONE 
(Evening in St. Petersburg. It is Spring and the twilight is long. It is the 
time of day when chores are finished and boys sneak out for fantastic 
imaginary adventures. Dogs bark occasionally, and a bird sings in a distant 
treetop. SID SA WYER enters RIGHT, fencing with an imaginary opponent, 
using an imaginary sword He lunges and parries with great swashbuckling 










Take that you varlet! . . .  An' that . . .  An' that . . .  An' that 'n 
that 'n that 'n that! Oh, you ain't had enuffyet, huh? Well, 
then, take THAT! 
(TOM SA WYER enters LEFT during this pantomime, and stands, 
watching the proceedings with the contempt young boys show for 
peers caught looking slightly silly) 
(Announcing with great pomposity) Let this here be a 
lesson to anybody who'd challenge Sid Sawyer, the terror of 
Sherwood Forest! Nobody kin lick me! 
I ' low I kin lick you! 
I'd like to see you try it! 
(During the following exchange, the two boys circle each other like 
two Bantam roosters preparingfor a.fight. Neither of them really 
wants to fight but neither is wiling to back down at the expense of 
his pride.) 
Well, I kin do it. 
No, you cain't neither. 
Yes I kin! 
You cain't! 
Oh, you think yo're mighty smart, don't you? I could lick 
you with one hand tied behind me . . .  ifn I wanted to! 
Oh yeah? You 'n whose army? Why don't you do it then? 
It's 'cuz yo're afeard. 
(During the next lines, the two square off facing each other, almost 
nose to nose.) 
-r: �l��  t\rm�Tom I AIN'T afeard. 
You are. s .  c:; y'\ LL/ ,S Sid 
(Jn an instant, the two are rolling in the dirt, pounding each other, 
TOM manages to get astride SID 's chest, and is pounding him with 
both fists.) 
Holler 'nuff . . .  HOLLER 'NUFF . . .  HOLLER 'NUFF! 
(Jn tears of humiliation) Nuff . . .  NUFF! 
(SID breaks away and runs OFF LEFT followed closely by Tom, 







Let that be a lesson to anybody who'd challenge Tom 
Sawyer, the terror of Sherwood Forest, and everywhere 
else, too! Yahl Yah l !  YAH! ! !  
(BECKY enters) 
(Looking at BECKY) What's yore name? 
(OFF STAGE) Rebecca, come on in. 
I 'm coming. (To TOM} You can call me Becky! (She runs 
off) 
(Savoring the sound) BECKY! BECKY! BECKY! 
BECKY! 
(TOM does a cartwheel across to RJGm and runs OFF as the 
LIGmS DIM to black) 
Lo v� A+ ri·,,-� 
:; ,jVYt-
SCENE TWO 
(The traveler opens to reveal A UNT POLLY'S kitchen. A UNT 
POLLY is at the stove, SID is seated at the table, RIGHT, and 
COUSIN MARY is serving SID 'S plate. A UNT POLLY crosses to 
the foot of the stairs and calls) 
Aunt Polly Tom! Oh, Tom! You better git in here 'fore supper gits 
cold . . .  Tom, if you don't git in here, I ' ll tan yer hide . . .  
TOM! Tom? OH, TOM! ! !  (Pause, listening for his reply) 
Now whar d'you spose that young'n is? 






He's  gone off somewheres with that dirty ol' Huck Finn, I 
reckon. That's where he is most times. 
Ah, Mary, tryin' to raise yore Aunt Jenny's  boys is a trial 
and tribulation, 'cept fer Sid. Sid don't worry me none, but 
sometimes I wonder why the Good Lord burdens me with 
the likes of Tom and his mischief. 
Tom's j ist a boy, Mama, and ya know how young'uns are. 
I 've tried ta do right by the boy . . .  teachin' him manners, 
cookin' three square meals a day, keepin' his clothes 
mended and clean . . .  
Aint Polly sit down ' n  I ' l l  git you a hot cuppa tea. 
(SID rises, A UNT POLLY sits. SID crosses to stove to pour tea.) 
s .  p ...-v ol � 
M . w ,. -rYI � Mary 
Sid 
S .  t_y.. �tn.-lt"s. 
Tom's  alluz fightin' 'n yer alluz havin' ta get him outta 
scrapes. Huh, Aint Polly? Not like me, huh? 
(With a warning) Sid? 
'n Tom plays hookey from school. He oncet crawled outta 
his bedroom winda afta you'd gone to sleep, Aint Polly. 'n 
Tom makes faces at girls 'n makes noises in church. He's  
alluz actin' a fool! 
111-tl �e..-r"" Aunt Polly 
'P. '\ -foo+ q1 .,.,.,..,.,.._ 
Now Sid, you know the Good Book says "He who calls his 
brother a fool is in danger of Hellfire!" We'l l  have no more 
of that . .  or I ' l l  tan yore hide! (To MARY) But Tom does 
play hookey and he's alluz doing cartwheels and stuffin' 
toads in his pockets. 
Mary 
Sid 
Tom's a boy, Mama. 
That's right, Aint Polly. Tom'sj ist a boy . . .  a BAD boy 'n 
he's  gonna grow up 'n go to jail! 
(SID 's words hit home. MARY gives him a "Quiet down, now! " 
look and A UNT POLLY crosses once more to the foot of the 
stairway) 
p. tt(S. � "'\ �s Aunt Polly Tom? To-0-0-0-0-0-0-m! THOMAS SA WYER! ! !  
Sid 
(fOM crawls into the room on hands and knees, from RIGHT. He 
has been hiding in the pantry, stealing jam, and the evidence is 
smeared all over his chin) 
(Drawing out the syllables into a whine as he points to 
TOM) A-1-N-T P-0-L-L-Y! 
J � l'V\ - 11'1 i ( +- CA 'tJ VI+' 
(2( J.. --P7, ( (. tA 
5 .  ft.-11\'.. A l �  Sid 
(A UNT POLLY turns and nabs TOM by the ear, pulling him up onto 
his toes) 
Well! Where've you been? Didn't you hear me a-callin' 
you? Speak up! Where've you been? 
'P. 'f111" 1.1.\-l( S Aunt Polly 
He's been hidin' in the pantry, stealin' jam, Aint Polly. 
Forty times I've said ifn you don't let that jam alone I'd 
skin you. Sid, hand me that washcloth! 
(SID hands A UNT POLLY a washcloth.from the towel hook near the 
stove. A UNT POLLY scrubs TOM'sface vigorously) 
Ow! Ow! Yer a-killin' me! Ow! Look out, you '11  put out 
m'eyes! Ou-u-u-u-u-cc-ch! 
Now you j ist set down there and eat your supper, and I 
don't wanta hear another word outta you! 
--------------· - --
M ·  c.ltM'- V<f Mary 
(TOM takes his place at the table. A UNT POLLY serves his plate 
and turns to the stove. SID dips hand into the sugar bowl and turns 
it over. A UNT POLLY turns, sees the mess, and gives TOM a sound 
whack over the head with the wooden serving spoon) 
Ow! What're you hittin' me fer?. I never done nothin' .  It 
was Sid. I alluz git blamed fer everythin' . 
?. rl � �"<. io!rv'> Aunt Polly 
That's right, Mama, it was Sid. Tom wasn't doin' a thing. 
(Taken aback at her error, but trying to save face) Well . . .  
Well . . .  Well, Sid you oughtn't to do that. Tom, I reckon 
you didn't git a lick amiss. Like as not you had it coming 
S kt s ,· d  o...� 
V'h , le::._ 
,........,,.,--�---��-----fer somthin' else that I didn't catch you at. L 1 e as not you 
p. � " 1:.i. u.-r.. 
-r. dtv'I \ (.I  
'P. '�"'' ·(A":' 
Tom 
Aunt Polly 
/. \Jt:Af1n Tom 
?. s� pi. "'fl Aunt Polly 
..,-, WOf\�< /"!) Tom 
'f. C o 1-:� r s  Aunt Polly 
...,-. l:M•'(·f'd" l� Tom 
?. e,1r-/'YN>h Aunt Polly 
1. e.11 ... �1.lo Tom 
f. C.dM•'fle-.rJ� Aunt Polly 
skipped school today, fer one thing. 
Oh, no Ainty, I didn't! Honest, I didn't! 
(Pauses, then tries a new approach) Tom, it war middlin' 
warm in school today wam't it? 
Yes'm. 
POWERFUL warm, wam't it? 
Yes'm, I guess so. 
Didn't you want to go in a swimmin', Tom? 
(Slightly frustrated because A UNT POLLY is dangerously 
close to the truth) Why, no'm . . .  Well, not very much. 
(Feeling his head) But you ain't too warm now? 
Some of us stuck our heads under the water pump . . .  mine's 
damp yet . . .  see? 
(tenaciously) Tom, you didn't have to undo your shirt collar 
where I sewed it, to pump on yer head, did you? Stand up 
and let me see! 
(TOM stands up and turns so that A UNT POLLY can see that the 
shirt collar is sewed securely) 
Bother! Well, go along with you. I reckon you're better 'n 
you look. 
Well now, I thought you sewed his collar with WHITE 
thread, but it's sewed with black! 
S:- )<:_ 1· p f ,· r �\ ..;;;,c,, V,oc, l .._.; 
Tu-K..-«0 � � .-t'ior\ \,,.) 
(TOM EXITS LEFT, running) 
f, e f" i/\ f1> Aunt Polly 
NI .  l'-' �'+s Mary 
Why, I did sew it with white thread! THOMAS 
SA WYER! ! !  THOMAS SA WYER! ! !  
(Callingfrom OFF LEFT) I ' ll git you, Sid! Getting' 
blamed fer somethin' you done, then tellin' on me fer 
playin' hookey! I ' l l  l ick you good, first chanst I git! 
Tirat thaf boy, he I I  be the death of me yet. Ire s fu I ofthe - . · l p\,wiS. Old Scratch, but he's my own dead sister s boy, and I ain  t D i s. CA P  1 "'  <V 
got the heart to really thrash him. Irn you'd had a brother, 
Mary, maybe I 'd know better how to handle your Cousin 
Tom. 
Mama, you j ist set down out on the veranda and I ' ll clean 
the dishes after I hear Sid's prayers. Don't worry none 
about Tom. He' ll come home when he thinks you've gone 
to bed. 
(Wearily) Well, he's gonna paint that backyard fence 
tomorrow. I hate to make him work on Saturday, but I've 
gotta teach him he cain't jist do as he pleases. I j ist cain't  
figure the boy out. 
S: · � l o � Sid 
B .  1 "v 1-1-LJ Ben 
s .  s1.11s(:>e � Ben 
I. er;1c-rl'k:i Tom 
'5 s.v. l.N-M Ben . � Tom j, () rt<-.... h 
$ .  ,·"�"' 1..+s. Ben 
"). .sc:o-(-r.s Tom 
"g _  f' ( " �-� Ben 
..,-. .-Je m r� Tom 
Ben 
--r. °' v-i"' ,..,, � * Tom 
N vt.-\ �  
g .  rt. .Si t ( s Ben 
SCENE THREE 
(AUNT POLLY is revealed sitting in her rocker, asleep. She has 
reversed her shawl so that it is a different color, and has removed 
her apron and hung it on the back of the chair. As the traveler 
opens, SID is seated on an upturned barrel, eating an apple, and 
gloating over TOM, who is slowly and methodically painting on the 
fence) 
You missed a place, Tom. Aint Polly'll skin ya if ya don't 
do a proper job, an' yo're already in enuff trouble ! 
Yeah, Sid, 'n as soon as ever I finish paintin' this fence, 
yo're gonna be in a lotta trouble fer tellin' on me. You jist 
wait! 
Touch me'n I'll tell Aint Polly! 
(SID dashes OFF with TOM in hot pursuit. As SID leaves, TOM 
goes back to his job, planning to take care of SID later. As TOM 
continues painting, very slowly, he starts to whistle. He paints the 
outline of a heart on the fence, admires it, then paints ''T.S. + B. T " 
inside the heart. He hears BEN ROGERS calling.from DOWN the 
street. He frantically paints out the heart, just as BEN ENTERS) 
Oh, there you are. What're ya doin' fer Pete's sake? Ain't 
you gonna go play ball with us? 
(Suddenly inspired) No, Ben. My goodness, no. You 
really think I'd wanna give up PAINTIN' fer ball-playin'? 
Heck, a fella can play dodgeball any old Satiday, but Aint 
Polly don't let me paint the fence but oncet a year. 
Huh? 
I druther paint a fence than go fishin' ! 
Tom, you gotta be joshin' me . 
I mean it. All week long I been hopin' Aint Polly'd call me 
in and say, "Tom, you can paint the fence!" 
Are you plumb crazy? Paintin' a fence is a JOB, not fun. 
(Laughing) Now yer the one who must be joshin' .  Why 
ev'rybody knows that paintin' a fence is more fun than even 
playin' hookey. 
Let me try, Tom. Please? 
Ya can even play tic-tac-toe . 
(They do, and TOM wins) 
Play me agin, Tom, 'n if l win, I git to paint the fence. 
(I'hey play again. This time BEN wins) 
I lose, Ben. You kin paint for a liddle while. 
(BEN starts painting in broad strokes) 
(Like the LITTLE ENGINE THAT COULD) "I'm havin' 
fun. I'm havin' fun. I 'm havin' fun." 
-,n L- T"" \A V\-h "') 
-r�-\11� T,., 1� 
�� t+i ".:'.:) \;\f *(,.,. 
Sc,,. M 
Aliigllt, -Ben. fimes-uP.-Yol'i"ve had enuff furi'fer a while�------
'E, .  ;t\�i� I 
of:,(-G.-v·1 
Ben 
B .  c.£.\(..k>�J Ben 
..., . G.IMfd�. Tom 
cM "  \ \l-Jf'\�O 
P,... j\l\!..ht > Amy 
'f. ff'�' �r s Tom 
L · (;.YI M..::l o+f"Lyda 
f+ ,  �.-1MA""s. Amy 
L .  (}.&'f\ I CS. Lyda 
A: ,  SI.A� -pe &\:S1 Amy 
p("I) )?� s. 
..-r o:;;\'l • t \ c1 �  Tom I ' \II \ M 'it \,C.. 
�""'1'Jhr--0 -t-h ...... 
6' yYIJ.+- d _/.. . 
No, I 'm really havin' fun. (Pause) Tom, I ' ll give ya my 
brass doorknob if n you let me keepa pain tin' .  
(TOM takes the doorknob and takes a seat on the barrel as BEN 
continues painting) 
"I'm havin' fun. I'm havin' fun." 
(Laughing) You shore are, Ben. You shore'r! Hey, you're 
doin' a right smart job, but don't never leave no streaks. A 
GOOD painter don't never leave no streaks. 
J e.-t'V\ f1·..+i o-A. 
---------------· -
(As BEN continues his chant, AMY LA WRENCE and LYDA HOLLIS . 
enter. Throughout the process and following dialogue. TOM has rl ,· r.f"?rl-i o .,. I , Fi �  n1"'..::J 
remained seated on the barrel, watching Ben 'havin 'fun " doing +-or U \ i  rN� HIS work!) l'V\ f' 
Why, if it ain't Tom Sawyer! I do declare, Lyda, looky. 
It's Tom Sawyer! Hello, Tom. (With the sound of a love­
sick calf in her voice) Ain't seen you in SO LONG! 
Hello, Amy. Hi, Lyda. My goodness, Lyda, that there's a 
right purty dress! 
Aw, go on Tom Sawyer. 
Now, Lyda. When a boy makes you a compliment yer 
s'posed to curtsy 'n  say ''thank you." 
Well, Amy Lawrence, it's fer shore I ain't curtsyin' to the 
likes of no Tom Sawyer! (She exits, nose up in the air) 
My goodness, Tom. Ain't it a warmish day? Why, I was so 
heated this momin' I put on this here NEW dress, 'cause it's 
so nice 'n light. D'ya like it? 
Aw, Amy, you know I do. Why I 'd like a gunny sack, ifn 
you was to wear it. 
Law, Tom! You plumb make me blush! But I'm glad you 
like my dress. Don't you think it goes with my hair? I 'm 
SO glad I have dark hair. Fair hair j ist makes one look 
plumb washed out, don'tcha think? 
I reckon so, Amy. Yore hair IS nice. 
Now, you take pore Becky Thatcher . . .  Her hair 's  the color 
of dirty sand, and that's really too bad 'cuz she's not very 
pretty. 
Well, now, Amy. Seems to me that ain't a very kindly 
thing to be sayin' 'bout a new girl in town! I mean, well, 
she AIN'T ugly or nothin' .  
Tom Sawyer! I ' m  real surprised at you. You KNOW I ' d  
never say an unkind word 'bout ANYBODY! Seems to me 
you gotta hankerin' fer Becky. (Softly) Have ya, Tom? 
Well, what if I did! You don't own me, Amy! Don't 
nobody own ME! 
But Tom, we're s'posed to be engaged! Don't that mean 
you hafta alluz choose me? I alluz choose YOU! (She 
teases TOM by messing up his hair) 
Why cain't ya jist leave me alone, Amy! Shucks, ifl'd a 
knowed you wuz gonna be this way, I 'd never got engaged 
to ya! So there! 
A .  P"'f\'�"'(.s, Amy 
rt-t--,. ,,·,...jcs 
(Furious) Alright fer you, Tom Sawyer! Why yo're 
nothin' but a . . .  a . . .  a . . .  CAD! 'N I ain't engaged to you 
no more, neither! So there, smarty! (She goes off stage in a 
huff} 
-r. "" 'f vt'.15. Tom Whew! Don't reckon I'll  ever understand womenfolk! -----%-'--. _,._6""""111'-l..�-'--s-1--, ...... �-e-o _____ Tllan ·s. � Tllat was more 11 llian og g1ggin' ·-o-r-c-oo_n __ Fi . � I \)I f  huntin' ! It shore were nice of you, Tom, to let me paint. I � 1 ... 'r- · • 
reckon I done as good as anybody, huh? 
Shore . . .  You done fine . . .  now scoot! 
(TOM stuffs his loot in a small fabric bag which he ties to his 
overall strap; stands back and admires the finished paint job, then 
goes DOWN RIGHT and kisses A UNT POLLY on the cheek, waking 
her) 
'f, ,_f ! i>WKr� Tom Aint Polly, come 'n see. It's all done, ever bit of it. Kin I 
go'n play now? 
P. dl)-.>.\ah Aunt Polly Why Tom, don't break my pore old heart by lyin' .  I cain't 
bear it. 
-r-. c)<J<-..... � s Tom I ain't! It's all done. 
'P. $vol("'l-�1 Aunt Polly Well, we'll j ist see, and if yo're a lyin' ,  Tom . . .  
(TOM leads A UNT POLLY to view the masterpiece) 
Well, I never! There's no gittin' around it, you CAN work 
when you've a mind to, Tom. 
(TOM beams with pride) 






Not that you alluz have a mind to! 
Kin I go now, Auntie? Kin I? 
Run along . . .  but mind you git back sometime this week, or 
I ' ll tan you, boy! 
(TOM runs out RIGHT and WIDDER enters) 
IN .  "" Mvt. \ ;,  Widder 
�. t:\i vts · Aunt Polly 
v -11\fll (\'l:..s. 
"'1 .  'f lM'Y'I':. Widder 
r» ().tRl ('(\fl �I Aunt Polly 
(!..t \ i l,:,n.·b 
Polly, you sure do a wonder with that boy! 
Why, it's a labor of love, Miz Douglas. The children are a 
trial to me, but they give me a feelin' ofhavin' somethin' to 
do, and someone to love. The Lord's been good to me. 
Amen! Oh, Polly, sometimes I wish I had a boy to take care 
of. I need to give love to a child. Ever since my husband 
died, I feel myself dryin' up and gittin' to be plumb useless! 
Oh, I do wish I had a young'un to raise! 
Well, Miz Douglas, I'm not too sure you know ALL that 
yo're a-wishin' . . .  But young'uns ARE a blessin' ! 
(LIGHTS DIM TO BLACK) 
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'). cl '�"'l-'i.:5. Tom 
µ- .  j l \""M'� Huck 
:rt. P1?1_? Huck 
� 0..cc�� Tom 
SCENE FOUR 
(The street in front of the school, played in front of the traveler. 
TOM and others are "horsing around, " playing leap-frog, some 
playing the "hand game. " HUCK FINN enters, dragging a dead 
cat on a string. There is general welcoming.from the boys, and the 
girls draw away) 
He's  so dirty! 
My Ma says Dot to never play with h im but I think he's  
kinda cute! But he don't go to school. 
Wel l, that ain't h is fault, since he's an orphan. And ' sides, I 
wisht I could play hookey 'n not get caught. I'd love to go 
a-fishin' .  
Well, if it ain't old Huck Finn! Where ya goin', Rucky? 
Thought I 'd  go do some fishin ' down by the crick. The 
catfish is s'posed to be bitin' this week. 
Heck-fire, Hucky. They tell me you got the best kinda 
livin' .  Never hafta go to school, don't  never hafta do 
nothin' . 
Ifn I ain't gotta mind to. 
Shore would be nice ta play hookey from school and go 
fishin' with ya, Huck. 
I 'd  go in a minute. 
Me, too! 
(ad libbing) Yeah, shore would be keen. I 'd  say. What a 
life. Wisht I wuz him. Huck's  mighty lucky! 
(AMY removes HUCK'S hat and messes his hair. All the kids 
laugh) 
Aw, shucks! 
(School bell rings several times. SID enters running) 
There goes the bell. YO'RE all gonna be late, 'n I 'm gonna 
TELL. (He exits through CENTER of curtain) 
Oh, that Sid makes me so mad! Come on, he WILL tell on 
us. You KNOW how he is. (She exits through CENTER of 
curtain 
(except TOM and HUCK) Bye, Huck . . .  Come on, Tom . . .  
Hurry, he's 'about to ring the tardy bell. 
Say·, Huck. What's that you got there? 
A old dead cat. See, it's all dried up. 
Ugh! Whatta ya want with a dead cat? 
Why they's good fer lotsa things. Gettin' rid of warts, fer 
one thing. 
Bet they aren't near as good fer gettin'  rid of warts as 
spunk-water. 
(Proud of his superior knowledge) Spunk-water! Ha! A 
dead cat is j ist naturally a heap better. 
I got a wart right here on my finger. I wuz plannin' to use 
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When ya gonna try the cat? 
Tonight at the graveyard, I reckon. 
Lemme go with you! 
Course, if'n you ain't afeard. 
Afeard? Tain't likely. Will you meow? 
Yeah, 'n you meow back if you git a chanst. Last time you 
kep' me a-waitin '  around 'til the neighbors went to throwin' 
rocks at me. 
I couldn't meow that night 'cause Ainty was a-watchin' me. 
But I ' ll meow tonight. 
Well, I reckon I better git on a-fishin' .  See you 'bout 1 1 :30. 
(HUCK exits RIGHT. BECKY enters. TOM and BECKY move to 
apron) 
Oh, teach me to draw a man, Tom. I do so want to learn ! 
(J'he two sit on the edge of the apron) 
(Drawing a stick figure on the slate) See! It' s  really a sight 
easierin' recitin' lessons. Here, you try now. 
(He passes the slate and chalk to BECKY, who wipes the slate and 
starts to draw, with fierce concentration. TOM edges very close to 
BECKY) 
There, that's very good! My, you already know how to 
draw passin' good! My, yo're hair's purty, Becky! 
Why, thank you, Tom. I don't care much for the color. 
There ain't a thing wrong with the color, Becky. It's  purty . 
Like a sand bar in the sun. 
(shyly) Is it prettier than Amy's hair, Tom? 
Why, I hardly ever noticed Amy's hair to speak of. Don't 
rightly recollect what color it is, to tell the truth. 
But I hear from Lyda that you and Amy . . .  
Aw, Becky, don't pay no attention to HER. Why, she don't 
hardly know NOTHIN'. She alluz makes up things. I 
declare she does. (Pause) Becky, how would you like to 
git engaged? 
Engaged? What's that? 
See, what you hafta do is swear that you' ll alluz choose ME 
at parties 'n I ' ll alluz choose YOU, 'n then we kiss, 'n we're 
engaged! 
(Embarrassed) Oh, Tom! I couldn't KISS you! l j ist 
couldn't! 
(Anxious not to lose his advantage) Shucks, Becky, I'd do 
anythin' to be engaged to you. Yo're the nicest, purtiest girl 
I ever saw. 
(Closing her eyes tightly and leaning slightly forward) 
Well, alright, but you must close your eyes, too, Tom, or I ' ll 
be mortified. 
(J'OM leans over and kisses her quickly on the lips) 
Tom 
Becky 
There now, that wam't bad, wuz it? 
No. I reckon it was kinda nice, but please, Tom, don't you 
ever tell. 
Tom I wouldn't tell fer the world! Why when I wuz engaged to 




1. u "" s. v- .--e � Tom 
I. S\A.M" <..\ · -t-,. 1 ¥-<:. 
(TOM realizes his mistake too late. Becky bursts into tears and 
pulls her pinafore up over her head.) 
Then I'm not the first girl you wuz ever engaged to! Oh, 
Tom, how could you be so sneaky! (Tears, almost hysteria) 
Don't you ever speak to me again! 
Oh, please Becky, don't take on so. 
(BECKY continues to cry) 
Oh, don't cry, Becky. I don't care for her anymore. 
Yes you do, Tom. You know you do. 
(TOM tries to put his arm around her. She pushes him away, crying 
louder and louder. TOM, his pride hurt, starts OFF RIGHT) 
There ain't no call fer such carryin' on, Rebecca Thatcher! 
(He stops, turns slowly, to try another approach) Becky . . . 
I don't care fer nobody but you. 
(No response from BECKY) 
Becky? (Pleading) Won't you say somethin'? (TOM takes 
prize possession, the brass doorknob, from his pocket, and 
offers it to BECKY) Please, Becky, won't you take it? 
(BECKY slaps his hand away and runs OFF LEFT. TOM slowly 
turns his head toward the audience) 
Womenfolk! 
(He sighs and LIGHTS DIM TO BLACK) 
ZI 
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SCENE FIVE (Original Act II) 
(AUNT POLLY'S backyard, played in.front of the traveler) 
Huck Meeeeeeow! Meowwwwww ! Meow! ! 
(From Off Left, voices are heard) 




Scat you naughty cat! 
(Louder) Me-e-e-e-e-e-e-0-0-0-w! ! 
Quiet, you stinkin' cat ! ! 
(Even louder) M E  0 W W W  W W! ! 
(A shoe is thrown from off left, and HUCK stops meowing) 
Tom 
1 st Voice 
(Off stage) Meow! Meow! Meow! 
Consarn that cat, anyway! 
lh {_ 'S G (.....Y'e.. +- "S 'j Y'\ .... I 
..+ii s�'"""" f' '-' 
(Another shoe is thrown and this time it hits HUCK TOM enters 
CENTER through curtain) 
(The two cross RIGHT as traveler opens to reveal a graveyard. In 
darkness, a howling dog is heard, then a few crickets, a barking dog 
in the distance, then a blood-curdling howl. Lights slowly dim UP 
to reveal a graveyard. Six or eight gravemarkers are leaning as if 
to topple over. An owl hoots three times and the dog howls again) 
Tom Lordy, Huck, it shore is  dark. 
Huck (With false bravado) Tarnation, Tom. 'Course it's dark, 
it's night midnight. Ain't nothin' to be afeard of. 
(Dog howls again and both boys run to hide behind a gravemarker 
left CENTER) 
Tom Rucky, do you believe the dead people like it fer us to be 
here? 
Huck (Whispering) I wisht I knowed. It's awful solemn like ain't 
it? 
Tom Yeah 
(The boys are genuinely terrified now. They huddle closer behind 
the marker) 
(After a pause) Shhhh! 
Huck What is it, Tom? 
Tom Shh! There it is agin! Didn't ya hear it? 
Huck I .  . .  
Tom 
(The rumble of voices and clank of tools is heard from the back of 
the theatre) 
There! Now you hear it? 
Huck Lord, Tom, they're comin' !  They're comin' fer shore. 
What'll we do? 
Tom I dunno. Think they'll see us? 
Huck Oh Tom, they can see in the dark, same as cats. I wisht I 
hadn't come! 
Tom Maybe ifn we keep perfectly still they won't notice us at 
all . Look! See there, what is it? 
(A lantern is seen moving down the aisle of the theatre, carried by 
three figures in dark clothing. The figures are carrying a pick and 
shovel.) 
Huck It's devil-fire! Oh Tom, this is awful !  It' s the devils, sure­
enough. Three of 'em! Lordy, Tom, we're goners ! Can 
you pray? 
Tom (Eyes tightly closed, kneeling and trembling) Now I lay me 
down to sleep, I pray the Lord my soul to keep. If l should 
die before . . .  Oh no! Why' d I hafta pray THAT prayer? 
Huck Hush, Tom! Looky, they're humans! One of them is 
anyway. One of 'em's old Muff Potter's  voice. 
Tom Yeah. Say, Huck, I know one of them voices. It's Injun 
Joe! 
Huck You're right. I druther they'd be devils than him. Let's get 
outta here! 
Tom Wait! They' ll see us. 
(The boys return to hiding. INJUN JOE, MUFF POITER, and 
DOC ROBINSON pass within inches of their hiding place. They go ('\/\ \;\vA {,,YO'v\J 
to a grave UP CENTER) E111 � 1 A< �.$ 





Jist you don't rush us none, Doc. We're the ones doin' the 
dirty work. Here, Muff, take this and start a-diggin' .  (To 
Robinson) What kind of a doctor 'r ya . . .  what needs dead 
bodies? 
For my research. Now hesh up and get to work! 
lfn I didn't need the money I'd a not had a thing to do with 
this here business! I don't like it none at all. 
(The three begin digging and shoveling. They soon remove a body 




Now the cussed thing's ready, Sawbones, and you'll j ist out 
with another five or here it stays! 
(Moving in to threaten DOC ROBINSON) 
Look here, what does this mean? You required your pay in 
advance, and I've paid you. 
Yes, and you've done more'n that. Five years ago you 
drove me away from yer father's kitchen one night, when I 
come to ask fer somethin' to eat. You said I wam't up to no 
good and had me jailed for a vagrant. Did you think I 'd 
forget? And now I've GOT ya, and you got to SETTLE, ya 
know? 
(INJUN JOE shakes his.fist in DOC ROBINSON'S face. DOC 
lashes out suddenly and knocks INJUN JOE down. He falls over 
MUFF, who is using his large hunting knife to cut the ropes tying 
the body. The knife is knocked downstage. MUFF struggles to his 
feet) 
Muff Here, now, don't you hit my pard! 
(MUFF grapples with DOC, who throws him to the ground and hits 
him over the head with a nearby marker. INJUN JOE grabs the 
fallen knife and, as DOC ROBINSON turns toward him, stabs the 
DOCTOR in the chest. DOC falls on top of MUFF) 
Injun Joe I've waited a long time to git you. 
-
(JOE robs the body. He then places the knife in MUFF'S hand. He 
rolls Hoss Williams ' body back into the grave. MUFF rolls over on 
his side, groaning, beginning to regain consciousness. He opens his 





Lord, what's this, Joe. 
It' s  dirty business. What'd you do it fer? 
I? I never done it! I'm all in a muddle, cain't recollect a 
thing. Tell me, Joe, honest now. I never meant to, Joe. 
Tell me how it happened, Joe. 




Why, you two was scuffling and he fetched you one with 
the headboard and you fell flat; then up you came, 
staggering l ike, snatched the knife and jammed it into him, 
j ist as he hit you over the head again .. and here you've laid, 
dead as a wedge 'til now. 
(Weeping and groaning) Oh Joe! What am I gonna do? 
(Pause) Joe, you ain't gon a tell, are ye? Joe, please, I 
ain't never used a weapon before, Joe. I never hurt anybody 
before, 'n I always took up fer you, Joe. Oh, Joe, please 
don't tell !  ! 
Come, now, that's enuff of that! This ain't no time for 
blubberin' .  You know I ain't never gonna tell a soul! No, 
you be off yonder way and I ' ll go this way. MOVE, now, 
and don't leave no tracks behind you. 
(MUFF runs off down the center aisle. JOE watches his leave) 
Ha-ha! Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha! (He exits UP RIGHT) 
(After a moment, TOM and HUCK come out of hiding, shivering 
and shaking until they can hardly speak) 
/hl.. () t-\-r h d -P 
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Doc Robinson's dead, Tom, so it' l l  mean hangin' fer shore. 
Pore ol' Muff. He's alluz been kind to me. It ain't right fer 
him to hang when it was Injun Joe that kilt the Doc. 
Who'll tell? Us? 
What'r ya talkin' about? S'pose somethin' happened 'n 
lnjun Joe DIDN'T hang? Why, he'd kill us sometime or 
other, jist as dead sure as we're a-standin' here! 
That's aj ist what I was thinkin' to myself, Huck! 
If'n anybody tells, let Muff Potter do it, if'n he's fool enuff. 
(After a long pause, in a subdued voice) Huck, Muff Potter 
don't KNOW it! 
By hokey, that's so, Tom. 
You shore you kin keep mum? 
We gotta keep mum! Tom, let's take an oath and swear we 
won't talk. 
I 'm agreed. It's  the best thing. 
Reckon we could use the same oath we used when we see 
Hoss Williams a-stealin' those chickens that time. 
Well, I don't hardly know no better oath! Gimme yer hand. 
We swears we will keep mum 'bout this and we wisht we 
may drop down dead in our tracks if'n we ever did tell 'n 
rot! 
(Both boys spit elaborately over their shoulders to seat the oath) 
Becky 
SCENE SIX 
(A village street. Tom is alone on the stage. He stands on his hands 
and attempts to walk, without success. BECKY ENTERS RIGHT, S hovv it'-'\ o.(4-
carrying a book. When she sees TOM, she flounces UP CENTER, ._) 
elaborately ignoring him, opens the book and pretends to read. 
TOM, seeing BECKY, attempts to impress her by doing first a 
cartwheel, then a forward handspring, and then a forwardfli.p. 
BECKY turns to watch. As his completes the flip, TOM catches her 
eye) 
My, it surely is a mortal shame how downright dumb some 
people can be. Turning flips j ist like a silly monkey. 
(BECKY exits LEFT and AMY LAWRENCE enters DOWN RIGHT) 
Amy Why, hello, Tom. My, you shore are a fine acrobat! There 
j ist ain't nobody 'round who's near as good as you! Do 
another trick! Do! 
Becky 
Tom 
(TOM obediently stands on his hands. Applause from AMY) 
Goodness sakes, Tom. That's plumb dangerous!  Here, you 
got dirt on yore clothes. 
(She brushes TOM'S shoulder, and he catches her eye) 
You kin kiss me, if ya wanna, Tom! 
(TOM does. BECKY RE-ENTERS) 
Tom, I'm sorry. Let's make up. (She sees the kiss) Tom! 
Oh, I hate you, Tom Sawyer. I hate you, hate you, hate 
you! (She runs off in tears) 
Wait, Becky. I can 'splain. Oh, Becky, please wait! It 
didn't mean nothin', really. 
(He turns to AMY helplessly) 
Amy (Slaps TOM'S face soundly) Why, yo're a liar, Tom 
Sawyer! And a rotten-mean boy! Don't you ever try to get 
me to kiss you agin! Leadin' me on when you like Becky 
better. 
(AMY goes off in a huff. TOM is left alone and miserable. He 
crosses DOWN to apron and sits on edge. The traveler closes 
behind him. Tears are almost ready to start) 
Tom DON'T LIKE NEITHER ONE OF 'EM ! !  I don't! 'N I 
don't like SID, and I don't like Aint Polly, 'n !don't like 
NOBODY! (Pause) 'Cuz they don't like ME . I outtaj ist 
RUN AWAY! 
(TOM rests his face on his arms, beginning to cry. INJUN JOE 
enters LEFT, crosses to TOM, grabs him - startling the boy - and 
turns him around) 
Injun Joe You! What's yer name, boy? 




(Barely able to utter a sound) Tom Sawyer . . .  sir! 
(Laughing) Well, it looks like you already know who I am. 
Ha, ha, ha! Hey, you ain't one of them boys that's been 
sneakin' 'round the old tannery behind Widder Douglas's, 
tryin' to steal my things are you? 
(TOM shakes his head vigorously) 




(Less frightened now) Y essir! 
D'ya know where the Judge is? You seen him 'round? 
Answer me, boy! 
Tom Why, yessir, I mean no sir, I mean, well, him and the rest of 
the men went over to the cotton gin to git Muff Potter. I 
hear tell they found out he was a-hidin' there. 









(Noise of a crowd is heard from the back of the theatre. JUDGE 
THATCHER enters, holding MUFF by the collar and followed by 
the entire cast except for AUNT POLLY, MARY, and BECKY. The 
procession comes done the aisle and onto the stage. JNJUNJOE 
steps quietly to the side, watching. TOM spots HUCK in the crowd 
and runs up to him) 
Boy, am I glad yo're here! I thought I wuz a goner, fer 
shore. Injun Joe (Lowering his voice) Injun Joe come up 
behind me and grabbed me, but all he wanted wuz had I 
seen the Judge, and fer all us boys to stay away from his 
sleepin' place at the old tannery. I ain't never been down 
there, have you, Hucky? 
Sh! He'll  hear! (Whispering) Yeah, I been down there! 'N 
that ain't all. I gotta treasure map I found hid there. 
Oh lordy, Huck! Git rid of it! If n he finds out you took it 
he' ll cut yore heart out'n eat it! He's most likely the 
meanest cuss anywheres 'round, lettin' pore ol' Muff Potter 
git blamed for HIM a-killin' Doc Robinson! 
Tom, 'member our oath! We wam't never to breathe a 
word of what we seen, or we'd drop down deader'n a 
doornail. 
I ain't said a word to nobody but you, Huck! 
Well, Potter, what've you got to say fer yerself? 
I never meant to do it! I never meant to do it! Somehow, it 
don't seem possible I could a-done it. Wam't nobody else 
there but Injun Joe, though. 
ct'.��'0 -thc.... 
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(INJUN JOE draws his knife and moves to have a clear view of 
MUFF) 
But Joe wouldn'ta done it! So I reckon I musta. 
(HUCK clamps his hand firmly over TOM'S mouth and turns him 
away from the crowd) 
Judge Come on, Potter. Off you go to jail, and come court 






(The JUDGE leads MUFF off LEFT, to cheers from the crowd, who 
follow. INJUN JOE hangs back, gives TOM and HUCK a puzzled 
look, then slinks off after the crowd) 
Tom, you GOTTA remember the oath! Ifn somebody told 
on lnjun Joe, he'd likely kill 'em! 
Hucky, I think lnjun Joe was 'bout figgered out that we 
know somethin' ! Did ya see how he looked at us? Oh, 
Lordy, Huck, we gotta run away! We gotta! 
Where to, Tom? There ain't no place safe. 
We could git over to the island, Huck, 'n be PIRATES!  
Then ever'body'd be sorry fer the way they treated us and 
lnjun Joe'd most like NEVER find us! 
Yeah, Tom, I declare yer right! 'Sides, it'd be a powerful 
lotta fun! Let's go now! Ain't nobody 'round to stop us. 
(The two of them start to dash off. HUCK exits and TOM stops. He 
looks around at the village for a moment of reflection) 
(Running back on) Come on, Tom. We're gonna be 
PIRATES! 
Tom Ya-hoooooooo! ! ! !  
��� p<:... -·h:o 
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SCENE SEVEN 
(Traveler closed. A UNT POLLY and WIDDER DOUGLAS enter 
RIGHT, A UNT POLLY grieving and crying) 
Aunt Polly Oh, Lordy. Why was I so hard on the boy? Ifn I'd a-been 
more understandin' he'd never a-run off and got drownded. 
Somehow, Polly, I still don't believe they're drownded. 
Why, they must be. Otherwise Tom woulda come home by 
now, if fer nothin' else, at least 't eat. That boy did love t' 
eat. (She breaks down again) 
Widder 
Aunt Polly 
Widder Yes, Polly. Now, now, Polly. (Embracing A UNT POLLY) 
They looked for them boys fer a week . . .  even fired a 
cannon over the river to make 'em float to the top, if'n they 
WUZ drownded. 
(More wailing from A UNT POLLY) 
Now Polly, you got to bear up under this, fer the sake of 
little Sid and fer Mary, too. 
(A UNT POLLY controls herself and stands) 
Can you make it on to the church now? It ain't but a few 
more steps. 
(The two cross CENTER as the 'traveler opens to reveal the church. 
The cast, except for INJUN JOE, MUFF, TOM, HUCK, and DOC 
are seated in various states of grief Ther is a general weeping and 
wailingfrom the assembly. When the congregation sees A UNT 
POLLY approaching, they stand to show their respect. A UNT 




Praise the Lord 
Praise the Lord 
Amen . . .  Be seated. 
Widder 
(The congregation sits. During the following, TOM and HUCK 
enter, unseen by the crowd and hide at the rear of the church. They 
react to the following scene, as if each word uttered was a cause for 
celebration) 
Folks, we are assembled here in memory of two young boys 
from our village, Thomas Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, 
who appear to have run off to the river and drowned. I 
reckon if anybody's got anything to say about the boys, 
now's as good a time as any. 
(Rising) Brother, I've got somethin' to say. (Looking 
around at assembly) Ifn you folks AND me had ever cared 
a hoot about what was happenin' to that pore Finn boy, he'd  
a-been a more fittin' youngun to have around. 
Mary Amen! And if'n I'd a-been more willin' to take up fer Tom 
when he warn 't wrong, I coulda made Mama a lot kinder to 
him. So, it' s my fault, too ! (Weeps copiously) 
Amy And mine. 
(Wailing and crying, A UNT POLLY and MARY collapse in each 
other 's arms) 
Preacher Oh, Father, look down on these poor souls assembled here. 
Comfort them in their grief; strengthen them in their faith, 
restore them in their peace . . .  
(TOM and HUCK come down the aisle of the church) 
. . .  and what are YOU doing here? 
(TOM and HUCK stand, smiling.from ear to ear. PREACHER is 
thunderstruck. One or two at a time, the crowd raises their eyes. 
Pandemonium begins. A UNT POLLY is lost in tears) 
Mary (Seeing the boys) Mama! Mama! They're here! They 
aren't drownded! 
(A UNT POLLY raises her head, sees TOM and rushes to embrace 
him. HUCK is left alone. He starts for the door. WIDDER catches 





Why, thank ye, Ma'am. I didn't think nobody ever keered 
Child, I worry lots about you, not havin' nobody to look 
after you. Ever' time I see you, it j ist breaks my heart! 
Why don't you come live with me? Wouldn't  that be nice? 
No'm. I don't reckon I kin do that. S'pose my Pappy wuz 
to come back. Why, he'd thrash me if'n I were livin' on 
charity. It' s awful nice of you to offer, and I thank you j ist 
the same, but I better git on back down to Pap's shack by 
the river. 





Tom, Tom, Tom! Oh thank the Lord! Tom, boy, where 
wuz you? I 'bout died of grief, thinkin' you wuz drownded. 
(Hesitantly) Well, you see, well . . .  well, we run away to be 
pirates 'n never come back 'cause nobody l iked us 'n we're 
alluz getting' licked 'n blamed fer everythin' ! (Softly) But, 
I got to thinkin' 'bout you, Aint Polly, 'n hid in the pantry. 
Then I heard you 'n Mary plannin' the funeral 'n I cried, 
Aint Polly, I really cried. I'm sorry, Aint Polly. You can 
thrash me. I got it comin' .  
Tom's home, and I ain't gonna thrash you. Let's go home! 
I'm gonna bake a cherry pie! How'd that suit you, Tom? 
That'd be powerful good, Aintie. 
go 




(MARY, POLLY, WIDDER, and the rest leave, except/or BECKY 
who hasn 't moved TOM looks at her. The traveler closes behind 
the two of them) 
Hello, Becky. 
Hello, Tom. Welcome home. (BECKY crosses slowly 
DOWN to TOM and takes his hand) Wanna get engaged? 
(J'he two kiss, briefly and gently, laugh, then hand-in-hand run out 




(MUFF POTTER 'S trial is in session. Traveler open. JUDGE 
THATCHER presides. All the village is in the courtroom. TOM and 
HUCK are standing together at the back of the room. INJUN JOE 
is on the stand, his testimony nearly finished) 
. . .  and you saw with your own eyes, the defendant Potter 
stab and kill Doc Robinson. 
Injun Joe 
Judge 
I did. And I seen him robbin' the body, too! 





Yer honor, there ain't nothin' I KIN say. But I ain't never 
even hurt a fly before! 
Then you confess to the crime? 
Yer honor! I got somethin' to say! 
(JNJUN JOE eyes TOM suspiciously) 
Judge Well, son, this is most unusual ! However, with a hangin' at 
stake, I suppose we should hear ANYTHING that bears on 
the case. Come on over here to the witness stand. 
(TOM does so) 
Now, put your hand on the Bible and swear to tell the truth, 
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. 
Tom I swear! 
Judge All right, son, tell us what you know. 
Tom 
(INJUN JOE edges toward the witness stand) 
Well, Judge, your honor, I . . .  well, WE seen what 
happened! Me'n Huck was in the graveyard getting' ridda 
some warts, 'n we seen the whole thing. It warn't Muff 
Potter a-tall !  It were 
(JNJUN JOE grabs TOM by the throat. Everyone freezes in shock) 
Huck IT WERE INJUN JOE! 
(INJUN JOE releases TOM and runs out down the aisle) 
Tom 
Injun Joe 
INJUN JOE DONE IT! 
Watch you! You kids'll be sorry for this! ! !  
(The crowd, except for the JUDGE, TOM, and HUCK run off after 
INJUNJOE) 
Judge Thomas, Huckleberry, the two of you have saved an 
innocent man from hanging. Even more important, you've 
kept me from passing sentence of death on an innocent 
man! We're giving a picnic for the village next Saturday, 
and we'd be right proud to have you two as guests of honor! 
Huck Thankee, Judge, yer honor! 








(Traveler open. In the cave. Lighting is dim, only the area where · 
TOM, BECKY, and HUCK stand is lit. TOM carries a lantern) J � "'�u. l{t'......lf.M n-h� 
'Cardin' to the map I got from Injun Joe, it' s  down thatta 
way. 
Aw, lemme see, Huck. 
Oh, Tom, we shouldn't have left the picnic! This old cave 
is dreadful, and Injun Joe's still loose! I wanna go back, 
Tom, I wanna go back! 
Hush, now, Becky. Me 'n Huck are here. Ain't nothin' kin 
happen. 
But we've been gone a long time. Please, Tom, let's go 
back to the picnic. 
Wait! Hold on! I wuz wrong! Here's the "X" right here. 
We're dem near standin' on it! Move over, Becky. 
(HUCK pushes BECKY; she trips over a box) 
Tom (Catching BECKY before she falls) Is that it, you s'pose? 
Becky 
Huck 
Look Rucky, it's a chest, sorta! Open up the lid! 
(HUCK opens the box to reveal piles and piles of gold 
coins) 
Becky! Look! 
It's money. Lotsa money, Tom. 
(On his knees digging into the coins) By Jingo. I bet 
there's near a million dollars here! 
(All three are on their knees, pickup up handfuls of coins and letting 
them fall. They are laughing wildly. Suddenly, from behind a rock, /h& B -<  tt1-e......­
INJUN JOE appears. The children stop laughing and scramble to 
get on their feet) 
Injun Joe Now I gotcha! (He pulls his knife) Git away from the 
money. That's mine! I hid it here, and it's all mine! 
Run fer help, Huck. I'll take care of Becky. Tom 
(HUCK breaks and runs. JNJUN JOE grabs BECKY. BECKY 
screams. TOM starts pounding on him. When JOE releases 
BECKY to reach for TOM, TOM and BECKY run. JOE grabs the 
lantern and blows it out. LIGHTS TO GO BLACK) 
Injun Joe I ' ll git you, Tom Sawyer. You set the law onto me, 'n I'm 
gonna git you! (Laughs) Ain't no way you' ll git away, 
younguns. There's a bottomless pit behind you 'n  I'm 
between you 'n  the way out! 
(INJUN JOE relights the lantern. Lights come up softly to reveal 
him DOWN RIGHT. TOM and BECKY are on a ledge up LEFT) 
Tom Youj ist better git away 'n leave us alone! Huck's went for 
the Judge! 
lnjun Joe (Advancing toward the two) Ain't very likely I'd leave you 
alive, after you told! 
(INJUN JOE lunges toward TOM, BECKY screams again) 
Tom 
Injun Joe 
Leave her alone! Tum her loose. 
(Holding BECKY 's foot and laughing) Shore I will, after 
I'm done with the two of you. What if you was to fall into 











Let go of her! I'm a-warnin' you. Tum her loose ! ! !  
(TOM, desperate, takes his brass doorknob out of his pocket and 
throws it. On target, it knocks INJUN JOE off balance. With a 
great scream, he falls backward into the bottomless pit, as HUCK, 
the JUDGE, and the rest of the cast arrive on the scene, carrying 
lanterns and picnic baskets. Lights come up to illuminate the 
crowd, and TOM holding and comforting BECKY) 
(Taking BECKY into his arms) This fine young man has 
saved my little girl ! 
Shucks, it warn 't nothin' ! 
He's talkin' 'bout Tom, Huck! 
You're both fine young men and the community is indebted 
to you both! Bring the treasure over here. 
(HUCK and JOE HARPER bring the treasure chest in.front of the 
JUDGE) 
Ya know, I can see no legal reason why these youngsters 
shouldn't have equal shares in the money they found, since 
the man who stole it is dead and we have no way of locating 
the rightful owners! Now, I will take charge of Becky's 
share and see that it is wisely used, and I'm sure that Tom's 
Aunt Polly will do the same for his share. 
(A UNT POLLY beams and nods) 
Huckleberry, are your parents here? 
I ain't gone none, sir. Ma died three years ago 'n my Pappy 
ain't been here in over two months. Reckon he won't be 
back. 
Well, my boy, in that case, I guess all we can do is turn your 
share over to the county to pay your board at the Orphan's 
Home. I 'm sorry, son, but the law is the law. If you have 
no adult to take care of you, you have to go to the Orphan's 
Home. 
Hold on a minute, Judge. Does that mean ANY adult can 
take care of him and watch his money fer him? 
Yes'm. That's exactly what it does mean. Is there anyone 






If he'l l  have me, I'd admire takin' care of him. How 'bout 
it, Huck? You'd hafta go to school, but I 'd  feed 'n love 
you. We both need somebody. (Pause) Well, Rucky? 
Well, Miz Douglas, reckon yo're as nice a lady as they is. 
I 'm no good, though. So, I don't reckon you'l l  want me 
after awhile. 
Huck, look at me. Will ya try it, 'n if it don't work out, why 
then we' ll change things. I ' ll try . . .  will you? 
(A pause. Then HUCK rushes to WIDDER) Oh, yes'm, 









Three cheers for Huck! 
And for Tom! ! !  Hip, hip . . .  
Hooray! 
Hip, hip . . .  
Hooray! 
Hip, hip . . .  
Hooray! 
LIST OF CHARACTERS 
Tom Sawyer 
Huck Finn 
Ben Rogers * 
Judge Thatcher * 
Doc Robinson * 
Muff Potter * 
Sid Sawyer * 




Amy Lawrence * 
Cousin Mary * 
Widder Douglas * 
Lyda Hollis* 
* Denotes character doubling 
SCENE SETTINGS 
Scene 1 - Street 
Scene 2 - Aunt Polly's Kitchen 
Scene 3 - Street (w/Fence) 
Scene 4- Street 
Scene 5 - Graveyard 
Scene 6 - Street 
Scene 7 - Church 
Scene 8 - Courtroom 
Scene 9 - Cave 
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Dramatic Action Analysis: Moods 
Scene One Units Mo d Adjecbve or Metaphor 
The Imaginary Hero hazy, bold, puffy 
The Challenge red, rough, bubbling 
The Winner wide, swaggering, sweet 
Love at First Sight soft, slow-motion, a delicate flower 
Scene Two Units Mood Adjective or Metaphor 
Time for Dinner loud, homey, a homemade stew 
Sid's Expose dark, shadowy, a weasel 
Jam-Thief Caught Red-Faced 
Sly Sid at Work 
Skipping School Interrogation 
Discipline Plans 
Scene Three Units 
The Taunting Tattle Tale 
Setting Up the Scam 
Dangling the Carrot 
Flirtatiously Fishing for Compliments 
Finished! 
Showing Off for Freedom 
A Blessing 
Scene Four Units 
The Grass is Greener 
red-pink, frantic, fast, loud 
gree� slimy, an evil smirk 
hard, uneven, a winding path 
a deep sigh, a tipping scale 
Mood Adjective or Metaphor 
sharp, pointed 
blue, lazy, a tightening rope 
an elusive carrot, magnetic 
giggly, bubbling, a prancing horse 
wide, solid 
the Cheshire Cat's grin 
sweet, soft, quiet 
Mood Adjective or Metaphor 
sunny, bird songs, fresh 
Hurry Up 
Making the Midnight Date 
The Engagement 
Putting his Foot in his Mouth 
Futile Apologies 
Scene Five Units 
The Secret Signal 
Seeing the Devils 
Murderous Business 
A Convincing Story 
The Oath of Silence 
Scene Six Units 
Showing Off 
Caught in a Love Triangle 
Confrontation with Joe 
Catching the Culprit 
Escape to Pirate-Land 
Scene Seven Units 
Regrets and Encouragement 




frantic, disorganized, broken 
whispered, surreptitious, gleeful 
a budding flower, blushing, shuffling 
a cork, sudden, stuffy 
tears, whiny, flickering eyes 
Mood Adjective or Metaphor 
dark, moonlit, crickets singing 
foggy, screeching 
sour, red, cold, sharp as steel 
smooth, wide-eyes, a rolling rock 
whispers, sealed, tight 
Mood Adjective or Metaphor 
swollen, upside-down, a lion 
a maze, a trap, confined, small 
rotting, dark, ragged 
loud, slumped 
leaping, springing, waving 
Mood Adjective or Metaphor 
purple, grey, rainy with bits of sun 
wailing, wave-like, shaking heads 
a trumpet processional 
sunny, an apple pie & warm blanket 
Scene Eight Units 
Confessions 
Honoring the Honest Heroes 
Scene Nine Units 
Treasure Hunting 
The Battle 
Rewards for all 
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Mood Adjective or Metaphor 
a gushing waterfall 
warm, a pat on the back 
Mood Adjective or Metaphor 
a never-ending path, dim with glints 
of sparkle 
dark, red, flailing, sharp, quick 
tinkling, warm, soft, a circle 
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Character Analyses of Main Characters i n  The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
Because Dave Barton and Matt Bond's play is so closely based on Mark Twain' s  original 
novel and the goal of our production is to remain as true to the original text as possible, 
information regarding characters and character development must be taken from both the original 
novel and the play script. While much of this overlaps, a more thorough picture of each 
character can be drawn by combining the texts. 
Character Analysis of Tom Sawyer 
Information from the novel: 
o Forgets all of his troubles quickly and has a fleeting sense of guilt 
"Within two minutes, or even less, he had forgotten all his troubles" 
(Twain 4). 
o Frequently in a hurry to find the next adventure and does not always think 
before he acts 
Cousin Mary comments that Tom is "always in such a rush that he 
never thinks of anything" (96). 
Tom admits that "I wish I hadn't done it - but I didn't think" ( 103). 
o Finds joy in simple pleasures and skills such as whistling 
o Dislikes going to Sunday School 
o Pretends and imagines himself in adventurous situations with little to no adult 
responsibility such as being a pirate 
He and the other boys would rather be "outlaws a year in Sherwood 
Forest than the President of the United States forever" (49). 
o Has a way with words and convincing others 
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Whitewashing fence episode 
His friends are frequently impressed with Tom' s "facility in writing 
and sublimity of his language" (58). 
o Tends to be the leader of the group 
When the boys escape to the island, Tom is "in command [of the 
raft]" (72). 
o Good-willed and well-intentioned 
Widow Douglas comments that he was "up to every kind of mischief 
but he was just as unselfish and unkind" (82). 
Becky comments to Tom, "How could you be so noble!" ( 109). 
o Tends to be slightly arrogant and boastful 
Walks with a "dignified swagger" (109). 
Shows off doing handstands, etc. 
Information from the script : 
o Always up for a challenge and trying to prove himself and his bravery 
SID: Why don't you do it then? It' s  'cuz yo're afeard. 
TOM: I AIN'T afeard. 
SID: You are. 
(In an imtant, the two are rolling in the dirt . .  .) (Barton 2-3). 
o Orphaned and sent to live with Aunt Polly, his mother's sister 
o Often plays hookey with Huck Finn 
SID: He's gone off somewheres with that dirty ol ' Huck Finn, I 
reckon. That ' s  where he is most times. ( 5) 
o Often gets into trouble and "scrapes" by fighting, etc. 
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SID: Tom's alluz fightin' 'n  yer alluz havin' ta get him outta scrapes. 
(5) 
o Very physically active and shows off 
AUNT POLLY: . . .  he' s alluz doing cartwheels and stuffin' toads in 
his pockets. (5) 
Identified by several children as the boy who can do handstands 
Tries to impress Becky with acrobatics 
o Likes to play jokes and have fun. He'd prefer not have to do all the work 
himself. 
Whitewashing fence scene (9-1 1) .  
o Admired by other children 
o Feels picked on and misunderstood 
TOM: I alluz get blamed fer everythin' ! (6) 
TOM: I don't like NOBODY! 'cuz they don't like ME. I outta jist 
RUN AWAY! (30) 
o Superstitious 
Wants to remove wart with spunk water but opts to try Huck' s dead 
cat remedy in the graveyard 
o A growing boy who is frequently hungry 
AUNT POLLY: Tom woulda come home by now, if fer nothin' else, 
at least t' eat. That boy did love t' eat. (33) 
Tom has tried to steal Polly' s  strawberry jam frequently. 
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As indicated by the title The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Tom Sawyer serves as the 
central character of this story. Both the original novel and later stage adaptations chronicle the 
adventures and coming-of-age journey of this young boy; all of the action centers around Tom -
it is instigated by him, experienced by him, or observed by him. Several Twain scholars have 
specifically noted that the piecemeal construction of the novel does not degrade the integrity of 
the text; rather, " . . .  the reality of the adventures lies not so much in their order as in their relation 
to Tom" (Rubin 2 1 0). Because he is involved with and impacted by all of the major events in the 
story, Tom is the most dynamic character; throughout the play, Tom' s adventures as well as his 
responses to these adventures take on a more global and mature tone, thus depicting his initial 
steps toward adulthood. A perpetual show-off, Tom constantly strives to be the center of 
attention and indeed he is, for ultimately, The Adventures ofTom Sawyer is Tom's boyhood 
testament and life story. 
Although Mark Twain does not, throughout the entire novel, assign Tom a specific age, 
most scholars agree that Tom is around the age of puberty, approximately 1 1  or 12  years old 
(CliffsNotes.com). Indeed, due to the original novel' s  autobiographical basis, this would also be 
approximately how old Mark Twain himself in the mid- 1 83 Os and 1 840s, the time during which 
he chose to set his work (Twain vii). These are merely estimations, however; in actuality, this 
ambiguity regarding Tom' s age further serves as a clever method of audience involvement and 
personal connection, for an indefinite age allows the audience to see Tom at different states of 
maturity throughout the play. This developing maturity and adult awareness of the world varies 
from person to person; subsequently, Tom Sawyer's coming-of-age resonates more deeply with 
people of multiple age ranges and experiences. 
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Tom, like all people, is a "  work in progress," and The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
documents the beginnings of his progress from young child to young adult (Douthat). Indeed, 
throughout the play, Tom's adventures take on greater weight and consequence, forcing him to 
also assume greater responsibility and more mature viewpoints. At the play' s opening, for 
instance, Tom is very self-absorbed and childish, attempting to establish his status and position 
of power among other children of the village, particularly his younger, tattle-tale brother Sid. 
Using childlike imaginary play and basic physical power, Tom "licks" Sid and reasserts his 
position as the leader, "the terror of Sherwood Forest" (Barton 2-3). At first glance, Tom has a 
cocky "swagger" and air of bravado about him (Twain 99, Barton 2); however, as the story 
progresses, the true levels of Tom' s personality are exposed, revealing simply a young boy 
whose swagger belies his insecurities. Because of his natural curiosity and frequent mischievous 
adventures, he feels slightly picked on, labeled as the boy who "alluz gits blamed fer everythin'" 
(Barton 6). Furthermore, Tom's vivid imagination occasionally becomes too vivid, as he allows 
it and his superstitions to get the best of him. Shortly after the opening scene, for example, Tom 
accompanies Huck to the cemetery, where we see their confidence and bravery replaced by fear 
and superstition. Although Huck confidently assures Tom that there is nothing in the graveyard 
to "be afeard of," the minute they hear an unfamiliar sound their fear takes hold: 
HUCK: Lord, Tom, they're [the ghosts] are comin' !  They're comin' fer shore. 
What'll we do? 
TOM: I dunno. Thnk they'll see us? 
HUCK: Oh, Tom, they can see in the dark, same as cats. I wisht I hadn't come! 
(Barton 24-25) 
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Clearly, Tom is still a young boy whose vivid imagination not only allows him to assert his 
powerful position among his playfellows but also reveals his childlike fears. 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is, however, a coming-of-age story; thus, by the end of 
the play, Tom's initial childishness has been replaced by a more mature viewpoint and 
perspective. Throughout the course of the play, Tom turns from some of his selfish, childish 
ways and begins to see the larger picture. He is no longer the lone hero of his imagination, the 
"terror of Sherwood Forest," but he is now the hero of the entire St. Petersburg community as he 
saves Becky from Injun Joe and discovers the hidden treasure. His perspective has broadened 
and his "actions [now] require a high degree of moral integrity" (CliffsNotes,com). Although 
devoted to the childish pact he and Huck made in the cemetery, his maturing sense of honor and 
more global perspective inspires him to break the oath and bravely reveal Injun Joe's guilt. In 
this way, Tom demonstrates his budding maturity and willingness to accept some of the 
responsibilities of adulthood. 
While Tom changes and matures throughout the play, he also continually maintains a 
sense of fun and adventure. Even after witnessing Doc Robinson' s  murder, Tom does not let it 
dampen his enthusiasm for life; rather, he and Huck use the murder to create new, exciting 
adventures as they determine to escape St. Petersburg society and become pirates on Jackson 
Island (Barton 32). Tom' s optimistic and fun-loving attitude pervades the entire play and all his 
adventures, demonstrating that even if he must grow up he can still maintain a sense of youthful 
adventure and fun. 
Part of Tom Sawyer's element of fun is his desire to play jokes and employ his 
cleverness. He has a witty sense of humor and a sharp mind, traits which allow him to think 
quickly on his feet and take advantage of every situation. While slightly gullible himself (as 
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demonstrated by his superstitious nature), he delights in talcing exploiting other's naivete as is 
demonstrated in the famous white washing fence scene. Here, using a variety of tactics, Tom 
convinces Ben Rogers that whitewashing was a desired activity and subsequently coerces him to 
do the large job originally assigned to Tom. Certainly, Tom is a classic trickster: "He is the 
wise-fool. . .  [he) points out the flaws in carefully constructed societies . . .  He rebels against 
authority, pokes fun at the overly serious, creates convoluted schemes - that may or may not 
work" ("The Trickster"). 
This trickster Tom ultimately wants attention and do to right; his curious nature and 
imagination - his boyhood - simply get the best of him more often than not. While Mark 
Twain' s primary inspirations for the character of Tom Sawyer was his own boyhood and a 
"combination of the characteristics of three boys whom I knew," Tom Sawyer also bears a 
striking similarity to the fictional character Tom Bailey who appeared in Thomas Bailey 
Aldrich' s  "Story of a Bad Boy" in 1 869 (Twain vii, Tom Sawyer Homepage). Like Tom 
Sawyer, Tom Bailey was a "not such a very bad, but a pretty bad boy" (Tom Sawyer 
Homepag�). Indeed, Tom Sawyer is highly mischievous, but despite his escapades he does mean 
well. Cousin Mary, for instance, frequently reminds Aunt Polly that despite Tom's antics, he 
"jist a boy, and ya know how young'uns are" (Barton 5). Rather than contemplate his actions, 
Tom tends to act rashly, a decision which frequently puts him in trouble' s path; however, as 
Widow Douglass notes, Tom might often have been "up to every kind of mischief but he was 
just as unselfish and unkind" (82). Ultimately, Tom wants to be remembered as the hero he 
imagines himself; throughout the play and his coming-of-age experiences, he truly begins to 
become a more mature sort of hero albeit a hero in progress. 
Character Analysis of Huckleberry Finn 
Information from the novel: 
o Social outcast and quasi-orphan 
"juvenile pariah of the village" (Twain 33)  
"son of the town drunkard" (33) 
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"Huckleberry was cordially hated and dreaded by all the mothers of 
the town, because he was idle and lawless and vulgar and bad - and 
because all their children admired him so" (33-34). 
o Poor but proud and unwilling to take charity 
"Huckleberry was always dressed in the cast-off clothes of full-grown 
men, and they were in perennial bloom and fluttering with rags" (35). 
o Free spirited and independent 
"Huckleberry came and went, at his own free will . . .  he did not have to 
go to school or to church, or call any being master or obey anybody; 
he could go fishing or swimming when and where he chose, and stay 
as long as it suited him; he was always the first boy that went barefoot 
in the spring and last to resume leather in the fall . . .  he could swear 
wonderfully" (34). 
o Admired by all the children and seen as a "romantic" ideal of freedom (34) 
o Realizes his place in the world and aspires for more 
'"Confound it, Tom Sawyer, you're just an old pie, ' longside o' what I 
am. Oh, lardy, lordy, lordy, I wisht I only had half your chance" (59). 
o Superstitious like Tom 
o Relies on Tom's companionship 
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"Only if you [Tom] get married I ' ll be more lonesomer than ever" 
(129). 
Information from the script : 
o Dirty and unkept in appearance 
SID: He's gone off somewheres with that dirty ol' Huck Finn. 
(Barton 5) 
LYDA: He's so dirty ! ( 1 8) 
o Children are mystified and awestruck by him, although parents forbid them to 
play with him 
AMY: My Ma says never to play with him but I think he's kinda 
cute!" ( 18) 
LYDA: I wisht I could play hookey 'n not get caught. I 'd love to go 
a-fishin' .  ( 1 8) 
o Does not attend school and keeps his own independent schedule 
AMY: But he don't go to school. 
BEN: Heck-fire, Huck. They tell me you got the best kinda livin' .  
Never hafta go to school, never hafta do nothin' . ( 1 8) 
The second half to one of the most famous duos in American literary history, 
Huckleberry Finn serves as Tom' s oppositional counterpart. In both their living situations and 
ways of viewing the world, Tom and Huck' s  perspectives lie at entirely opposite ends of the 
spectrum. Although both boys are veritable orphans, Tom lives in relative comfort and security, 
surrounded by the acceptance - and occasional frustration - of the local community; meanwhile, 
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Huck is the son of a drunk and negligent father and, due to his free and lackadaisical attitude, is 
relegated to the social outskirts of society. 
As an outsider, he has grown to be a legend in the eyes of the local children and parents. 
"Huckleberry was cordially hated and dreaded by all the mothers of the town, because he was 
idle and lawless and vulgar and bad - and because all their children admired him so" (Twain 33-
34). To the townspeople, Huck embodied their greatest fears and dreams. Free from adult 
authority and guidance, Huck is able to do and say anything he pleases. While this ultimately 
proves to be of his benefit in The Adventures ofHuckleberry Finn and assures his open­
mindedness in the subject of racism and slavery, some parents see his lack of parental guidance 
as detriment and danger, for he defies all social categories they know. He is a child but yet bears 
all the responsibility of an adult. Furthermore, many adults of St. Petersburg feel responsible for 
and pity the young boy: "Ifn you folks AND me had ever cared a hoot about what was a­
happenin' to that pore Finn boy, he'd a-been a more fittin' youngster to have around" (Barton 
34). For this reason, Huckleberry is an outcast, but a different sort of outcast than are the adults 
Injun Joe and Muff Potter. 
In contrast to the adults' perspective of Huck, the children idolize him and his free­
wheeling lifestyle. "Heck-fire, Huck. They tell me you got the best kinda livin' . Never hafta go 
to school, never hafta do nothin"' ( 18). To the youth, Huck epitomizes the freedom of 
adulthood: the ability to do whatever one wishes but not have to work or take on all aspects of 
adult responsibility. Unfortunately, this is a romanticized view of Huck's  lifestyle and one 
which Huck, although flattered by the children's admiration, tries to counteract. 
Although seeming to enjoy his independent existence and carefree way of life, Huck also 
subtly yearns for acceptance, love, and a family. While the children and Tom marvel at Huck's  
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easy and unrestrained life, he subtly reminds them that, unlike him, at least they have people in 
their lives who care for them and he would perhaps be willing to follow orders if they were given 
with and inspired by loving concern ( 1 8). Huck accepts his situation in life and certainly does 
not take a martyr's approach to his social exile; however, he does not sugar-coat his situation 
either and instead points out positive qualities on behalf of the opposite argument. In this, Huck 
displays his fair-minded, accepting nature. Indeed, Huck, because of this position on the fringes 
of St. Petersburg society, can "act as a sort of moral commentator on society" and, particularly 
later within the pages of his own novel, attempt to open the citizens'  eyes to the reality of the 
world around them (CLiffsNotes.com). 
Along with this open-minded perspective on life and society, Huck is also a very proud 
and loyal young man. Despite his father' s infrequent and harsh visits, Huckleberry remains loyal 
to his father' s  teachings and rule. When offered shelter by the hospitable Widow Douglas, Huck 
defers to his father, saying, "I don't reckon I kin do that. Spose my Pappy was to come back. 
Why, he'd thrash me ifn I were livin' on charity" (Barton 35). While the people of St. 
Petersburg talk of Huck's  free and uncivilized manners, he actually is quite proper and polite, 
following his father's  wishes but declining the offer with the utmost respect. Like Tom, Huck 
wears a favade of bravery and bravado; he seems content in his individual, independent lifestyle, 
but at certain points throughout the play his favade disappears, revealing a young boy who 
simply wants to be loved and accepted. 
Modeled after a real boy from Hannibal named Tom Blankenship, Huck embodies 
Blankenship's  positive and open-minded attitude despite his hard life situation. The fictional 
character Huckleberry Finn clearly coincides with this intriguing real-life character, a boy who 
was described as "ignorant, unwashed, insufficiently fed, but he had as good a heart as ever any 
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boy had" (Mark Twain Museum). While this is indeed evident in The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer, it becomes even more apparent when Huck begins his own journey in The Adventures 
of Huckleberry Finn. 
Character Analysis of Becky Thatcher 
Information from the novel: 
o A fresh and pretty face; a delicate young girl 
"a lovely little blue-eyed creature with yellow plaited into two long 
tails, white summer frock and embroidered pantalettes" (Twain 1 4) .  
o Piques Tom's fancy due to her newness and beauty 
"a new angel" ( 14) 
"flower" ( 1 5) 
o Tends to jealousy 
"She felt a sharp pang and grew disturbed and uneasy at once" ( 100) 
o Attracted to and intrigued by Tom Sawyer 
"She tried to go away but her feet were treacherous, and carried her to 
the group instead" ( I  00) 
o Tries to be strong and independent 
When Tom is talking to Amy Lawrence, Becky's "lips trembled and 
the tears came to her eyes; she hid these signs with a forced gaiety and 
went on chattering" ( 100). 
Information from the script : 
o Shy, especially around boys like Tom 
Makes Tom close his eyes and not tell anyone about his kiss 
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o Drawn to Tom and is especially awed by his adventures as well as his drawing 
skills 
o Has a unique beauty and delicate manner that appeals to Tom 
o While not helpless, she wants Tom' s help and protection 
o Kind and well-mannered 
o Concerned with appearances 
o Slightly na1ve 
o Prone to jealousy and feminine competition, especially when Amy Lawrence 
is concerned 
A young girl named Laura Hawkins lived across the street from the boy Mark Twain in 
Hannibal (Mru:k Twain Museum), and this girl provided the loose inspiration and groundwork for 
Tom Sawyer' s Becky Thatcher. While some scholars believe Becky to be a relatively under­
developed character, Becky Thatcher is essential to the coming-of-age journey depicted in The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer, for she embodies the awkwardness of young love and stands as the 
quintessential "beautiful, unapproachable girl" (CliffsNotes.com). Indeed, Becky's essence is 
captivating and unique; as Tom discovers the fluttering heart of love through his interactions 
with her, Becky also explores the whirlwind of emotions that accompany young love. In 
Becky's actions and reactions to Tom' s advances and faux pas, one can clearly see the confusion 
and emotional rollercoaster that many teens experience in their first, true love relationship. 
Although she proudly feigns indifference at Tom's flirtings with Amy Lawrence, she ultimately 
yearns to capture his attention and be free to fully express her feelings for him. Although Becky 
may not be as well-developed as some of the other characters, her impact is immense, as her 
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angelic appearance opens Tom up to a more mature sense of love and care for another person 
and subsequently is a major part of his coming-of-age journey. 
As Becky takes part in Tom' s coming-of-age, she also changes slightly, proving that she 
is not a static character meant only to compliment Tom' s story. In fact, throughout the 
development of her relationship with Tom, one can witness her multiple levels and realistic 
emotions - pride, jealousy, sadness, joy, for Becky's development and coming-of-age is much 
more subtle than Tom's. Ultimately, in the cave scene, Becky fully reveals her personal growth 
and depth. Although placed in a treacherous situation, she fully trusts Tom and shows 
significant courage in the face of death and fear. Certainly, by the end of the novel, Becky has 
more pluck and substance than her prim and proper appearance implies. 
Character Analysis of Aunt Polly 
Information from the novel: 
o Concerned about appearances 
Wears spectacles "built for 'style, ' not service - she could have seen 
through a pair of stove lids just as well" (Twain 1 ) . 
o Kind and "simple-hearted" (3) 
"simple-hearted and honest as the day was long" (66). 
o Constantly strives to do her best to raise Tom, Mary, and Sid 
'"I was meaning for the best, Tom. And, Tom, it did do you good" 
(69). 
o Sometimes speaks - and speaks harshly - before she thinks 
According to Tom, "she never licks anybody . . .  She talks awful, but 
talk don't hurt - anyways it don't if she don't cry'' (9). 
( 
o Deeply religious 
Knelt down to pray for Tom 
o Interested in experimental treatments and elixirs 
"She was one of those people who are infatuated with patent 
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medicines and all newfangled methods of producing health or mending 
it" (66). 
Information from the script : 
o Has a strong religious faith and belief in God 
Frequent references to religion and how the "Lord's been good" to her 
(Barton 14) 
Insists Tom and children go to Sunday School 
o Cares deeply for Tom and the children and strives to do her best to provide 
and properly raise them 
POLLY: "I've tried ta do right by the boy . . .  teachin' him manners, 
cookin' three square meals a day, keepin' his clothes mended and 
clean" (5) 
WIDDER: Polly, you sure do a wonder cleanin' that boy up (14) 
o Often act or speaks before she thinks; her words or actions seem harsh, 
although she truly is a kind-hearted woman 
She swats Tom for the sugar bowl before learning it was actually Sid 's  
fault. 
o Is confused and frustrated with Tom's antics 
POLLY: I jist cain't figure that boy out. (7) 
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Tom' s mother-figure and guardian, Aunt Polly has kindly taken the young boy in upon 
the death of her sister Jenny; however, she feels she has taken on more than expected, as Tom's 
antics often frustrate, routinely confuse, and occasionally amuse her: "lfn you had a brother, 
Mary, maybe I'd know better how to handle your Cousin Tom . .  .I jist cain't figure the boy out" 
(7). Despite her frustrations, Polly, like any mother, does everything in her power to be a 
positive role model and guiding force in the children's  lives, daily trying to provide for their 
physical, emotional, and spiritual well-beings. Certainly, raising three children - especially Tom 
- is a challenge for a single woman on the :frontier, but Polly takes it in stride, seeing it as her 
Christian duty and work. The children "give me a feelin' of havin' something' to do, and 
someone to love. The Lord's  been good to me" (14). 
Throughout the play, Aunt Polly' s  strong religious faith is evident. She :frequently refers 
to her blessings, and her speech is infused with religious references and epithets. She also insists 
Tom and the others attend Sunday school, for in her mind this is an essential component of a 
positive up-bringing. 
Even with her Christian beliefs and attitudes, Polly has her downfalls. In particular, she 
tends to speak harshly and quickly, thus making her seem stricter and more severe than she truly 
is. She commonly threatens to "tan [Tom' s] hide" (5) or thrash him. Upon reflection and 
analysis, however, it becomes clear that her sharp words and actions are spurred by her intense 
desire to "do well" by the children (14) .  "I hate to make him work on Saturday, but I've gotta 
teach him he cain't jist do as he pleases" (7). Indeed, her proverbial bark is worse than her bite, 
and she struggles daily to both love and sufficiently discipline Tom. Ultimately, Aunt Polly is a 
kind, honest woman with Tom's best interests in mind. While she deems him a "blessin'" to her, 
he is also fortunate to have her in his life. 
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Character Analysis of Injun Joe 
Information from the novel: 
o Not a full Native American Indian but tries to fulfill the derogatory Native 
American stereotype 
"half-breed" (Twain 55) 
"The Injun blood ain't in me for nothing" (53). 
o Seeks revenge and holds grudges 
Attacks Doc Robinson because his father drove him away from his 
kitchen five years prior (53) 
o Outcast from society and very negative attitude; violent 
"stony hearted liar" (63) 
A "miscreant" who "sold himself to Satan" (63) 
So "formidable was his character" that the boys are scared of him and 
hesitant to reveal what they know (65). 
Information from the script : 
o Resents being an outcast and is filled with anger and hatred 
o Seeks revenge for past wrongs done to him but chooses to take retribution into 
his own hands 
Threatens Doc Robinson for Doc' s  father' s  actions toward Joe 
Threatens Tom and Huck when they reveal his role in the murder, 
saying they'll "be sorry for this" (Barton 38). 
JOE: I'll git you, Tom Sawyer. You set the law onto me, 'n I 'm 
gonna git you! (39) 
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o Conniving, manipulates those with lesser power than he and attempts to take 
power from others 
Convinces Muff Potter, who respects Joe, that Muff committed the 
murder 
Threatens Doc Robinson and kills him 
o Concerned only for himself 
Wants Muff to be convicted so he can go free 
Wants to keep his things and treasure hidden and to himself 
JOE: I hit it here and it' s  all mine. (39) 
o Others - particularly the boys - fear him 
HUCK: I'd druther they'd be devils than him. (26) 
HUCK: He'd kill us sometime or other, jist as dead sure as we're a­
standin' here! (27) 
TOM: He' s  most likely the meanest cuss anywheres 'round. (3 1) 
In The Adventures of Hucklebeay Finn, Mark Twain made a definite statement in favor 
ofracial equality; however, his work The Adventures of Tom Sawyer unfortunately does not 
possess the same level of tolerance for other races, particularly in regard to Injun Joe. In this 
story, Joe functions as the antagonist and dastardly villain who appears to have no sense of ethics 
and is bent on vengeful violent acts. While for contemporary readers this seems offensive and 
uncalled for, these sorts of attitudes toward and stereotypes of Native Americans was typical and 
had infused Mark Twain' s  perspectives from birth. In Injun Joe, Mark Twain "demonstrated the 
typical Indian' s  treachery, murderousness, cowardice, and depravity" as commonly accepted 
during the time period (Harris 499). However, in analyzing the character of Injun Joe more 
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deeply, one begins to understand the reasons for his attitude and behavior, some of which are 
partially related to this very stereotype. 
In Mark Twain's reality, Injun Joe was a local legend named Joe Douglas, a man of half 
Osage Indian and half African-American descent (Mark Twain Museum). Not only was he a 
part of one racial minority but two; thus, this man inevitably met with doubly harsh attitudes and 
biases. If these same traits applied to Tom Sawyer's Injun Joe, then clearly this character would 
be justified in expressing anger about being doubly discriminated against and seeking revenge. 
His anger and indignation, however, prompted him to seek revenge on his own and in angry, 
spiteful, evil ways. Furthermore, by earning a reputation as violent and dangerous, Joe created 
his own isolation, assuring he would be less likely to experience discrimination but also forcing 
him to live alone and unaccepted by society. His only interactions are negative, consisting of 
thievery and manipulation, and he only achieves his material, vengeful goals because he is crafty 
and resourceful. Ultimately, he wants to be recognized and vindicated for the wrongs committed 
against him; however, he has already established a diabolical reputation by fulfilling the evil 
Indian stereotype. The hurtful attitudes are firmly imbedded in the fearful hearts and mind of the 
local people, so he is forced to permanently adopt an evil exterior and demeanor. 
Under this evil exterior, Joe also functions symbolically in The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer. In some senses he is the "most important character in the novel," for his embodies the 
evil and dark side of the world that a young boy such as Tom encounters as he matures 
(Douthat). Indeed, Tom encounters Joe several times throughout the play, and with each 
encounter Tom's actions become weightier and require more mature decisions and behavior. Joe 
himself is a relatively static character, meaning that he does not evolve throughout the course of 
( 
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the play, but he does play a significant role in play as a whole, providing a source of adventure 
and darkness to the lighthearted antics of Tom Sawyer. 
Character Analysis of Sid Sawyer 
Information from the novel: 
o Tom' s younger, half-brother 
o The model of a good little boy 
"quiet boy, and had no adventurous, troublesome ways" (Twain 2) 
"Sid would have thought. And Sid would have come and done it, too." 
(96) 
Information from the script: 
o Enjoys tattling, particularly on Tom to Aunt Polly 
Reveals Tom's ploy with the white vs. black thread on the collar 
TOM: Yo're gonna be in a lotta trouble fer tellin' on me. (Barton 9) 
SID: There goes the [school] bell. YO'RE all gonna be late, 'n I'm 
gonna TELL. 
LYDA: Oh, that Sid makes me so mad ! Come on, he WILL tell on 
us. You KNOW how he is. ( 1 8- 19) 
o Can talk too much and be an annoyance, despite his attempts to be good and 
impress 
POLLY: "Sid don't bother me none." (5) 
Cousin Mary's  frequent warnings that he's said too much (5-6) 
o Engages in his own devious behaviors but typically blames them on Tom 
Dumps over the sugar bowl 
( 
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TOM: If Aint Polly knew half of what HE does when she ain't 
lookin' . . .  (9) 
Sid Sawyer, Tom' s younger and slightly annoying half-brother, serves as Tom' s foil. 
Where Tom is the bad boy, Sid plays the good boy. However, just as Tom contains elements of 
both good and bad, Sid also displays hints of wickedness amid his goody-two-shoes behavior. 
While Tom's attempts at goodness are honest and go awry only due to his innate curiosity and 
adventurous nature, Sid' s goodness is merely a fayade to cover up his true mischievousness 
character. One particular characteristic that frequently belies Sid's proper, perfect appearance is 
his reputation as a tattle tale. Sid particularly delights in tormenting Tom by revealing Tom's  
imperfections and escapades to Aunt Polly; however, his tattling is  not limited to Tom, as the 
other village children' s comments indicate. "Come on, he WILL tell on us. You KNOW how he 
is" ( 18). Although Sid may play the perfect little boy in the eyes of the adults, his true demeanor 
is much more devious. 
There is a slight discrepancy between the novel and script's  characterizations of Sid; in 
the novel, Twain describes Sid as a "quiet boy, [who] had no adventurous, troublesome ways" 
(2), but the script paints a more prominent, cunning picture of Sid. While in the novel he does 
enjoy tattling on Tom, Sid's goody-two-shoes, know-it-all behavior is heightened in the script, 
serving as a greater annoyance to the other children and a more significant contrast to Tom's 
well-intentioned unruliness. While this works well within a dramatic, stage-worthy context, the 
novel' s  Sid may perhaps be closer to the true-life inspiration for Sid: Mark Twain's younger 
brother, Henry. In fact, in his autobiography, Mark Twain noted, "He is Sid in Tom Sawyer. But 
Sid was not Henry. Henry was a very much finer and better boy than ever Sid was" (Mark Twain 
Museum). However far from the original person, in Sid, the authors of both genres have taken 
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elements associated with an annoying younger sibling and created Sid, a representative of the do­
gooder, model boy. Sid 's  behavior, however, ultimately serves as the proverbial burr in Tom's 
side as he constantly watches over Tom for tattling fodder. Perhaps Sid's sneaky mischief and 
annoying behavior is merely a result of his unspoken desire to live exciting adventures like Tom. 
Character Analysis of Widder Douglas 
Information from the novel: 
o Kind, wealthy, hospitable young widow 
"fair, smart, and forty, a generous, good-hearted soul and well-to-do, 
her hill mansion the only palace in the town, and the most hospitable 
and much the most lavish in the matter of festivities that St. Petersburg 
could boast" (Twain 26) 
o Lonely and yearns for someone to love 
Information from the script : 
o Lonely and feels useless without a husband or child (ie someone to take care 
of) 
WIDDER: I need to give love to a child. Ever since my husband died, 
I feel myself a dryin' up and gittin' to be plumb useless ! Oh, I do wish 
I had a young'un to raise! (Barton 14) 
o Hospitable and welcoming 
Offers twice to take Huck in and adopt him 
Allows Joe to stay in her tannery 
"as nice a lady as there is" ( 4 1) 
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o Cares about others 
Consoles Polly at the funeral 
HUCK: Why, thank ye, Ma'am. I didn't think anybody keered 'bout 
me. 
WIDDER: Child, I worry lots about you. (35) 
o Sees the larger picture and serves as the voice of reality and conscience 
Reminds Polly that she needs to "bear up under this, fer the sake of 
little Sid and fer Mary, too" (33) 
Reminds the townspeople that if they had looked after Huck he would 
be a better boy (34). 
The Widow Douglas (or "Widder Douglas" as written in Barton and Bond' s script) 
appears in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer as a precursor to her significant role in Twain' s  
second boyhood novel, The Adventures ofHuckleberry Finn; however, in both novels she serves 
as the epitome of the kindly patron and the respected voice of reason. Presumably widowed at a 
young age, Widow Douglas has no children but longs to have someone in her life to love and by 
whom to be loved. She reminds all other characters of the importance of community and, by 
adopting the pariah Huck, shows the importance of community acceptance and hospitality.  Not 
only does she take in Huck but she also allows lnjun Joe to stay in her tannery, demonstrating 
her good-hearted and inclusive nature. Although not a hugely prominent figure in Tom Sawyer, 
Widow Douglas subtly makes a significant impact on the minds and hearts of the townspeople 
through her positive role modeling and open acceptance. 
Character Analysis of Muff Potter 
Information from the novel: 
o Frequently drunk and slightly unintelligent 
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'"He ain't sharp enough to notice us. Drunk, the same as usual" 
(Twain 52). 
o Harmless and lazy but kind and loyal 
"He ain't ever done anything to hurt anybody. Just fishes a little, to 
get money to get drunk on - and loafs around considerable . . .  but he's 
kind of good . . .  he' s  kind of stood by me when I wsa out of luck" 
( 120). 
Information from the script: 
o Social outcast due to severe drinking problem 
TOM: Yeah, and he's drunk, as usual. (Barton 26) 
o Dim-witted, gullible and often "muddled" (27) 
Joe convinces him that he killed Doc Robinson 
o Loyal and kindly man 
Stands up for Joe against Doc, saying "Don't you hit my pard" (26) 
- Reminds Joe that "I took up fer you, Joe" when no one else would (27) 
HUCK: He's alluz been kind to me. Even fed me and looked after me 
after my Pap beat me and left town. (27) 
o Non-violent and attempts to be honest 
"never hurt nobody before" (27) and has never used a weapon 
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MUFF: Yer honor, there ain't nothin' I KIN say, only that I musta 
been outta my mind with demon rum! (37) 
o Poor 
Agrees to help Doc Robinson in order to afford his lumbago medicine 
Muff Potter' s main function in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is to further the plot and 
serve as the scapegoat for Joe's murder of Doc Robinson. Like Injun Joe and Huckleberry Finn, 
Potter lives on the fringes of society, primarily due to his severe drinking problem. Because he 
drinks so much, he presumably has lost his family and any sort of steady income; thus, he resorts 
to seedy work such as grave robbing for Doc Robinson. In reality, Muff is a timid, kindly man. 
Huck comments that Potter has helped him in the past and Muff himself notes that he would 
"never hurt a fly" and has never used a weapon (37, 27). That in mind, he also shows his loyal 
devotion to his partners when he attacks Doc Robinson on Joe's behalf, crying, "Don't you hit 
my pard!" (26). Muff' s kindly manner and simple honesty arouses the audience' s sympathy and 
serves as a significant source of motivation to inspire Tom to find his courage, reveal the truth 
about Injun Joe's part in the murder, and free the innocent Muff. 
Character Analysis of Cousin Mary 
Information from the novel : 
o Encouraging to Tom in being good and learning Bible verses 
o Serves as another mother for the boys 
Information from the script: 
o Tends to be an optimist and points out the good in Tom; serves as the familial 
mediator 
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MARY: Tom's jist a boy, Mama, and ya know how young'uns are. 
(Barton 5) 
Shoots Sid a glance when he' s  said too much 
o Helps Polly care for the boys 
Hears Sid's prayers 
Feels responsible for his drowning and guilty that he wasn't properly 
defended when in the clear 
Based on Mark Twain's older sister Pamela, Cousin Mary is the quintessential big sister 
figure who helps her mother, Aunt Polly, care for her young cousins. Nearly an adult herself, 
she sees both sides of the issue and serves as the optimistic intermediary in family battles (Mark 
Twain Museum). Mary always finds the brighter, more positive side of things, and subsequently 
is Tom's advocate and ally against Sid's tattling. She reminds Polly that Tom is "jist a boy" and 
will inevitably be young and foolhardy (Barton 5). Furthermore, she provides Polly a necessary 
reprieve from her constant struggle to raise the boys. 
Character Analysis of Amy Lawrence 
Information from the novel: 
o Tends to talk and flirt incessantly 
"Amy's happy prattle became intolerable" (Twain 1 01 ). 
Whenever Tom suggests the conversation' s end, "the girl chirped on" 
( 101) .  
Information from the script : 
o The village flirt who is very aware of her beauty, often flaunting it 
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Frequently asks leading questions so that Tom and other boys will 
compliment her 
Often comparing and lauding her beauty against others, particularly 
Becky Thatcher 
AMY: I'm SO glad to have dark hair. Fair hair jist makes one look 
plumb washed out . . .  Now, you take pore Becky Thatcher . . .  she' s not 
very pretty. (Barton 13) 
o Attracted to Tom and "engaged" to him 
o Gossips often 
o Prone to jealousy, especially when dealing with Becky 
Amy Lawrence is Becky Thatcher's  rival; where Becky is blond and demure, Amy is 
brunette and brash. Confident in her beauty and searching for further affirmation of her 
attractiveness, Amy flirts outrageously, particularly with Tom. She has, for the time being, 
secured Tom' s fancy by asking him to be "engaged" to her; however, once he says the wrong 
thing or his affections turn toward Becky Thatcher, Amy flies into a fit of rage, calling Tom a 
"cad" and ending the relationship ( 13). Amy's anger, however, is fleeting, for she soon returns 
to attempt to win Tom's affections again. Amy can be very bold, brash, forward, and flirty ­
always working toward what she wants and satisfying herself before others. 
Character Analysis of Judge Thatcher 
Information from the novel: 
o Very distinguished and more cultured than others in the village 
"fine, portly, middle-aged gentleman with iron-gray hair" (Twain 22) 
An "august creation" (23) 
o Educated and wise 
"he had traveled and seen the world" (23) 
o Demands a sense of respect and reverence 
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"They half wanted to hear him roar, and were half afraid he might, 
too" (23) 
Information from the script: 
o Fair and has a sense of justice for all people 
JUDGE: We should hear ANYTHING that bears on the case. (Barton 
37) 
Accepts and treats Huck as a normal boy rather than orphaned outcast 
o Wealthy but generous 
Hosts a picnic for the entire village 
Wants to use picnic to honor boys' bravery 
o Powerful and respected in community 
Use his presence as a threat to Injun Joe when in the cave 
People look to him to pass judgment on Muff and allocate the treasure 
money 
New to the community of St. Petersburg from the neighboring, larger town of 
Constantinople, Judge Thatcher is one of the most highly respected, educated members of the 
community (Twain 23). The people look to him to determine proper punishments and generally 
keep order in the town; thus, the Judge has a formidable but generous presence. He is fair in his 
judgments and keeps an open mind. This open-minded nature is apparent not only in his court 
rulings and willingness to hear all sides of the arguments but also in his conversations with Huck 
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Finn, for he treats Huck with respect and talks to him as an equal rather than a social outcast. 
Clearly, he and his family are quite well-off financially, as they throw a picnic for the entire 
village of St. Petersburg; however, as is demonstrated by the village-wide picnic, he is willing to 
share his wealth so as to benefit others. Mark Twain's  own father was a judge in Hannibal 
during Tom's childhood, so it logically follows that elements of Twain' s  father would find their 
way into this character and Twain' s autobiographical tale of Tom Sawyer. 
Character Analysis of Ben Rogers 
Information from the novel: 
o Light-hearted and carefree 
"Ben' s gait was the hop-skip-and-jump - proof enough that his heart 
was light and his anticipations high" (Twain 9). 
o Admires Tom and Huck and is part of their gang of friends 
Information from the script: 
o Admires Tom and Huck, curious and envious of their adventures, and wants to 
partake in them as much as possible 
o Slightly gullible (due to admiration and reverence for Tom) 
Convinced by Tom to "have fun" whitewashing the fence (Barton 10) 
Ben Rogers constitutes one of the several young boys in St. Petersburg who greatly 
admires Tom Sawyer and yearns to be a part of his adventures. For this reason, he is eager to 
include Tom in the boys' games - "Ain't  ya gonna play ball with us?" - and take part in 
whatever Tom is doing, so much so that he offers his prize possession, a brass doorknob, as 
compensation to continue painting the fence ( 10). As evident in the whitewashing encounter, 
Ben is slightly gullible but very much carefree and interested in having fun. 
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Character Analysis of Lyda Hollis 
Information from the novel: 
The character of Lyda Hollis does not appear specifically in the novel; rather, this 
character was created for this particular stage adaptation and subsequently any character 
information should be taken from the script and from additional research done on 
children and young girls of the time period. 
Information from the script: 
o Amy Lawrence' s companion and best friend 
o Not as enamored by Tom Sawyer as the others 
LYDA: It' s  fer shore I ain't curtsyin' to the likes of no Tom Sawyer! 
(Barton 13)  
o Awed by Huckleberry Finn and jealous of his lifestyle 
LYDA: I wisht I could play hookey 'n not get caught. I'd love to go 
a-fishin' .  ( 1 8) 
o Annoyed by Sid's reputed tattling 
LYDA: Oh, that Sid makes me so mad ! Come on, he WILL tell on 
us. You KNOW how he is . ( 19) 
Like Ben Rogers, Lyda Hollis is one of the gang of children in St. Petersburg. Lyda's  
primary purpose in the play is to provide commentary and insights into the other characters such 
as Tom, Sid, and Huck. As Amy Lawrence's  best friend and sidekick, she only is never on-stage 
alone or without the presence of Amy. Unlike her best friend, however, Lyda is not as enamored 
by Tom Sawyer and seems annoyed by Amy's  constant flirting and doe-eyed gawking at the 
young mischievous boy. 
Character Analysis of the Preacher 
Information from the novel: 
o Has a very presentational manner and eloquent way of speaking 
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"He was regarded as a wonderful reader. At church sociables he was 
always called on to read poetry; and when he was through, the ladies 
would life up their hands and let them fall helplessly in their laps . . .  as 
much to say, "Words cannot express it; it is too beautiful" (Twain 27). 
o Conveys much energy in the pulpit and enthusiasm for his job 
Information from the script : 
o Leads the worship services in St. Petersburg 
o Struggles to find good in Tom and Huck; tends to focus on their mischief 
PREACHER: Now, it is my burden to try to think of good things to 
say about Thomas and Huckleberry. I reckon there ain't a lot I can 
say. (Barton 34) 
o Feels guilty for his past treatment of Tom 
PREACHER: I won't rest easy, rememberin' how I belted him for it. 
Ifl'd a known how quickly God was planning to take him away, I'dve 
forgiven him instead of beatin' him. (34) 
o Devout in his preaching and faith 
In a religious town such as St. Petersburg, the preacher (or reverend, as he is named in the 
novel) inevitably plays a significant role; however, within the context of this play and in light of 
Tom's aversion to Sunday School, the preacher's  role is not as prominent; instead he serves as 
another villager's perspective on Tom's mischief and appears as a hindrance to Tom's freedom 
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and play. The Preacher, however, takes himself and his work very seriously, which is why he 
takes drastic measures such as "beatin"' when Tom misbehaves (34). The Preacher simply 
wants Tom to adhere to the rules, particularly in the area of life he deems most important: the 
church. For the Preacher, the church and religion encompass his entire world; thus, he is very 
enthusiastic and occasionally verbose and melodramatic in his preaching (Twain 27). Upon Tom 
and Huck's  assumed deaths, however, the Preacher does show his humanity in his admittance 
that he could have done more to connect with Tom (Barton 34). 
Character Analysis for Doc Robinson 
Information from the novel: 
o Interested in scientific experiments 
o Concerned about keeping his wholesome public appearance 
Has Joe and Muff Potter remove the body rather than doing it himself 
Urges them to hurry to pull up the body before the moon comes out 
(Twain 53). 
Information from the script : 
o Has questionable ethics and means of getting what he wants 
o Curious and experiments in uncommon scientific methods 
Needs a dead body for his experiments (Barton 26) 
o Nervous about being seen; conscious of his social standing and appearance 
Short and terse replies to Joe's  questions about the body 
Urges Joe and Muff to hurry in their task 
o Untrusting and frightened oflnjun Joe 
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JOE: Five years ago you drove me away from yer father' s kitchen one 
night, when I come to ask fer somethin' to eat. You said I warn't up to 
no good; and had me jailed for a vagrant. (26) 
o Impetuous in response 
Suddenly lashes out and hits Injun Joe when threatened 
Doc Robinson's character was based on a doctor from Hannibal who was rumored to 
have preserved and experimented on dead bodies, including his dead daughter's, in the local 
caves. A character whose sole purpose is to provide a twist in the plot, Doc Robinson's  
appearance in  The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is short but crucial; his murder raises the stakes 
and provides a significant portion of the plot line. Doc Robinson is the local doctor and, 
although he longs to make his name in the medical books for his groundbreaking experiments, he 
also hesitates to take on the illicit actions his experiments require, such as stealing dead bodies 
from the graveyard. Because he wishes to maintain his respected position in society, he hires the 
outcasts to do his dirty work and pushes them to finish their work quickly and unobtrusively. 
However, he does not realize that Injun Joe harbors murderous resentment towards him 
following an incident that occurred between Joe and himself several years prior. Ultimately, his 
frantic prodding to hurry his henchmen along combined with his insult to Joe prove to be Doc's 
undoing, as they prompt Joe's murderous rage and lead to his death. 
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Idea of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
Similar to many famous works that have been designated as "children's  literature," The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer seems deceptively simple at first glance. The broad, vague title -
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer - seems to lay bare the story, suggesting little symbolism or 
complicated plot points. However, upon closer inspection and consideration of the novel as well 
as the dramatic script, one quickly notes that Tom Sawyer and his adventures are actually much 
more complex than they initially appear. Throughout the novel and script, Tom, through his 
many adventures, learns significant lessons about life and himself; ultimately The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer documents the complicated coming-of-age experience of a young American boy. 
Throughout the course of the novel and play, for instance, each of Tom' s adventures 
leads him further down the path of maturity towards adulthood. Each mischievous endeavor 
builds upon the last, and they grow progressively darker and more serious in tone as time passes 
and the action ensues. With each adventure, Tom' s childish pranks "take on more and more 
gravity" (Douthat). Tom begins the play, for instance, by simply snitching jam from his Aunt 
Polly' s pantry and tricking his friends into whitewashing the fence for him, but by the play' s 
conclusion, his adventures are much more substantial, including testifying to witnessing a 
murder and defending Becky in the cave. At the start, Tom appears as simply a mischievous, 
selfish child but by the end, he discovers he must "take the initiative to help others instead of 
himself," a realization that demonstrates his growing maturity and "moral integrity" (Douthat). 
In many ways, Tom represents the youthful American Everyman - or Everyboy - who 
encounters and triumphs over several great trials along the way to adulthood. Thus, Twain 
subtly and simultaneously depicts the two sides of American life: the fun and pranks of children 
as well as the responsibility and potential darkness of adulthood. 
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In many ways, the idea of and general themes surrounding The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer are like the Mississippi River, a prominent physical feature that was so integral to both 
Twain and America's developments. If a riverboat pilot only glances at the surface of the River, 
for instance, he may overlook the potential dangers lurking in the riverbottom below. In the 
same way, one must examine The Adventures of Tom Sawyer carefully to discover its subtle 
complexities and comments on American culture and coming-of-age. Twain himself recognized 
this fact, and in a letter sent to his friend Walter Dean Howells, he specifically stated that Tom 
Sawyer was "not a boys' book, at all. It will only be read by adults. It wa$ only written for 
adults" (DeVoto 245). Howells did not agree, however, and immediately responded with the 
compliment that Sawyer was the "best boy's story" he had ever read (246). Although Twain did 
agree to consider his novel as a boys' book, he subtly continued to advocate the book's great 
meaning for adults as well: "I hope it will not be shunned by men and women . . .  part of my plan 
has been to try to pleasantly remind adults of what they once were themselves, and of how they 
felt and thought and talked, and what queer enterprises they sometimes engaged in" (Twain vii). 
Certainly, Twain not only wanted his reader (or viewer, when applying the philosophy to the 
script and stage) to enjoy Tom Sawyer's tale but he also wanted his audience members to 
contemplate more fully their own lives and to recall the inherent joys of youth. 
Indeed, the idea of the play The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is complex and multi­
faceted, containing much more meaning than the vague title suggests. The primary idea of this 
play is that our lives - a series of adventures - all build upon one another to culminate in a 
corning-of-age experience; however, it is up to the adventurer, like Tom Sawyer, to retain the joy 
and mischief of youth amid the darker responsibilities of maturity. 
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Previous Reviews 
As a script written primarily for use in educational contexts such as middle and high 
schools or community and children's  theatres, Barton and Bond' s stage version of The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer is rarely reviewed in publications beyond small local newspapers, 
despite its frequent production. However, reviews of other Tom Sawyer stage adaptations -
specifically the most recent Broadway musical version by Ken Ludwig and Don Schiltz - are 
readily available and can serve as testament to the effectiveness of bringing Torn Sawyer from 
novel to the stage. Of even greater significance are the critics' responses to the original 1 876 
publication of Mark Twain's original novel, for this text serves as the foundation for all stage 
adaptations. Subsequently, these historical reviews of the novel can provide great insight into 
the critical response regarding the overall plot and themes of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, all 
of which are reflected and included in stage adaptations such as Barton and Bond's. 
Written in bits and pieces during the winter of 1872, the spring and summer of 1874, and 
the spring and summer of 1875, Mark Twain's original novel The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
• 
was first published on 9 June 1 876 in the United Kingdom, with its American publication 
following a year later. Similar to any artistic work, Twain's novel was victim to critical 
subjectivity and received positive and negative reviews upon its public debut in both countries; 
however, the overwhelming critical consensus greeted the novel with praise, noting its realism 
and universal age appeal. For instance, William Dean Howell, Twain' s personal friend and 
editor who encouraged Twain to market Tom Sawyer as a book for young boys rather than solely 
for adults, published an early review of the novel in the Atlantic Monthly, deeming Twain' s  
work "realistic to the highest degree" and lauding its ability to give "the best picture of life in 
that region." Along those same lines, Twain' s  London critics also found the book "very human" 
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in its depiction of complex characters and the atmosphere of a lively Mississippi town 
(Illustrated London News). With its realistic characters who spoke in regional Missouri dialect 
and its overall tone of rough-and-tumble fun, Twain's  novel certainly painted a complete, vivid 
picture of American life as it truly was during the 1 840s, a trait that critics subsequently 
applauded. 
Along with this gritty realism, critics of the original Tom Sawyer also commented on 
Twain' s ability to reach multiple age levels through his Tom Sawyer's adventures. Critics 
appreciated the fact that Tom Sawyer served as a veritable American "Everyman," for his "wild 
and fantastical dreams" are reminiscent of those harbored by every American boy (Howells). 
Making this especially more appealing, however, is the fact that Tom not only has those dreams 
but also "cannot rest till he has somehow realized them." In this way, Twain' s  critics saw him 
appealing to both the youth - those who currently have similar aspirations as Tom - and the 
adult - those who once had such dreams - populations. Although appreciative of this 
universality, critics of the novel also cautioned potential readers that The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer was not a "tame story for little boys" but rather addressed harsher issues of rural 
Mississippi life as well (Hartford Daily Times); clearly, this realistic nature and adult appeal 
served, in some ways, as a double-edged sword for the publicity of the novel . This, however, 
remained one of the only cautions voiced by most critics; indeed, many even found it to be the 
novel' s  greatest appeal: 
It is a masterly reproduction of boy's life and feeling, but, at the same time, it is 
written above boys: that is, the best part of it--the wit, the humor, the genius of it 
will fly miles above every boy's head in the country. The boys can appreciate the 
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adventure in it as a mere narrative, but not that which makes the adventure 
valuable to older readers, who recall their own boyhood in it. (Warner) 
Overall, Twain' s  The Adventures of Tom Sawyer met with great success upon its initial 
publication, and throughout the years, particularly after the publication of The Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn whose subtitle clearly identified Huck as Tom Sawyer's "comrade," the novel 
only rose in popularity and sales, earning its name among the ranks of the American literary 
giants (Tom Sawyer Homepage). 
Because of its prominent place in the American literary canon, The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer has often been brought to life on the stage and screen. Indeed, Twain' s  natural narrative 
structure would seemingly lend itself to a dramatic script, as it employs "the scene or episode as 
the chief structural element. His fiction abounds in memorable scenes remembered out of their 
context . . .  Directions are given not only for the setting but for the costuming of his characters as 
well . . .  The plot advances by means of action and dialogue within the scenes" (Wiggins 282-
283 ) . Thus, over the years, several film, stage, and musical adaptations of Tom Sawyer have 
been attempted, with the most recent stage version written as a Broadway musical by Ken 
Ludwig and Don Schiltz in 2001 (Sommer). As with any artistic work and the original novel 
itself, this stage adaptation was met with both positive and negative reviews. 
In the spirit of the original novel, Ludwig and Schiltz' s  Tom Sawyer appealed to 
audience members of all ages. Numerous critics deemed it "suitable for the whole family" and 
"material for all ages, [but] with whiffs of seriousness through all the fun" (Anni cone). Clearly, 
Ludwig and Schiltz discovered and put to the stage the episodes essential to overall adventure. 
In fact, critics commented that the authors "adroitly cut and pasted together most of the book's 
anecdotes,", "par[ing] it down to the dramatic core" (Sommer, Simon). 
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Aside from these very general comments, however, the most striking and common 
compliment to the Broadway production was in regard to Heidi Ettinger' s set design. In her 
design, she captured the story' s playful, adventurous essence through bright and playful colors as 
well as conveyed the homespun atmosphere by using a patchwork quilt motif (Loney). While set 
design is a crucial element in any theatrical production, it should not serve as this adaptation's  
saving grace and cannot carry the show. While critics found some positive qualities in the plot 
choices and lavished praise on the set, overwhelmingly they found this recent adaptation lacking, 
particularly in the contemporary additions. 
The majority of reviewers of Ludwig and Schiltz's version of Tom Sawyer identified the 
play' s deficiencies as being within the additional elements that were meant to compliment the 
original text. In comparison to Twain' s  rich storyline and text, the song lyrics, for instance, were 
"hardly memorable," "predictable," and lacking energy (Sommer, Loney). Furthermore, the 
Broadway musical version of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer was missing the "witty, outsider­
looking-in commentator'' that Twain's  original novel possessed (Sommer). Overall, critics 
agreed that the next time theatre artists attempt to make a "musical out of a masterpiece [they] 
might do well to being with a play, instead of a novel" (Loney). Clearly, despite Twain' s  
naturally dramatic writing style, the story may be  best told by the book rather than the stage. 
With this in mind, it becomes vitally important that a selected stage version of The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer remain as true to the original text and storyline as possible, with very 
few additions or alterations to Twain's  fictional genius. Maintaining textual accuracy and 
consistency with the original story line and text should subsequently be of the utmost importance 
to any director who chooses to bring Twain' s  classic work to the stage. With only a few minor 
alterations, Dave Barton and Matt Bond's version of Tom Sawyer closely mirrors the novel' s  
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storyline and attempts to maintain the regional dialect and textual phrasing used by Twain; thus, 
despite few professionally published reviews, it is perhaps a more effective stage and production 
vehicle than other adaptations. 
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Information on the Playwrights and Author 
This adaptation of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer was written in a combined effort by 
Dave Barton and Matt Bond. Unfortunately, because so many variations and adaptations of Tom 
Sawyer exist, there is minimal information available regarding specifically Bond and Barton's  
past experiences and productions; however, their primary publisher, Pioneer Drama Service, 
boasts that the pair has "over 100 years of theatrical experience between them" ("Introducing 
Dave Barton and Matt Bond"). Indeed, according to their brief biographies, both have a wealth 
of theatrical experience in a variety of production areas. In addition to playwriting and adapting 
tales for youth audiences, for instance, both have worked as actors and directors. Furthermore, 
Dave Barton has composed several musical scores, and Matt Bond has worked as a set designer. 
While they have written several other children's  plays, the duo is perhaps best known for 
their multiple adaptations of Tom Sawyer. Barton and Bond first adapted Twain's classic story 
into musical format at the request of the City of Long Beach, California ("Introducing Dave 
Barton and Matt Bond"). This first musical version was such a success that it moved on to tour 
much of Southern California and has since been performed throughout the United States. After 
the success of their musical Tom Sawyer, Barton and Bond created a non-musical version as well 
as a recent adaptation entitled Paintin' the Fence that is designed especially for elementary 
audiences. Together, the two have written and adapted many children' s  stories for the theatre 
and Pioneer Drama Services. 
Although little information is available regarding the playwrights for this version of The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer, the play closely follows the plot line of the original novel, upon 
which it is based; thus, it is essential and perhaps even more applicable to investigate the famous 
American novelist who brought the roguish Tom Sawyer to the page: Mark Twain. 
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Born Samuel Langhorne Clemens in Florida, Missouri during November 1835,  Twain 
spent most of his childhood, his formative years, in Hannibal, Missouri - a small "drowsing" 
town along the banks of the Mississippi (PBS). Clemens would later call the years spent in 
Hannibal his "'Tom Sawyer days"' and used Hannibal as a basis for creating Tom Sawyer's 
hometown of St. Petersburg. 
Indeed, Mark Twain' s personal life greatly influenced his writing. Much of Tom Sawyer, 
for example, chronicles Twain's own boyhood adventures. In fact, Twain prefaces the novel by 
stating that "most of the adventures recorded in this book really occurred; one or two were 
experiences of my own, the rest those of boys who were schoolmates of mine. Huck Finn is 
drawn from life; Tom Sawyer also" (vii). In addition the autobiographical Tom Sawyer, Twain's 
first work to gain significant, national literary recognition was similarly inspired by real-life 
events. While working as a news reporter in a California gold mining camp, Twain heard tales 
of a notorious gambler who would bet on anything - even his pet frog. From these stories, 
Twain wove his famous tale, "The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County" (Mark Twain 
video). Following the publication of"Jumping Frog," Twain's literary career began to take off; 
throughout his life, he would publish many other stories, essays, and novels, many of which 
continued to incorporate autobiographical elements. 
While life experiences contributed significantly to Twain' s writing, he was equally 
influenced by the Mississippi River. When Twain was twelve years old, his father, Judge 
Clemens, died, forcing the young boy to help support his family through an apprenticeship with a 
local printmaker (Fishkin 260). After working in the printing industry for several years, Twain 
decided in 1 857 to change occupations and become a river boat pilot on the Mississippi. 
Throughout his childhood, he had been fascinated by the river and dreamed of piloting a 
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riverboat (Mark Twain video), so his return to the Mississippi River proved to be quite satisfying 
and inspirational. 
In fact, it was during his time aboard the riverboats that he devised the name by which he 
is now best-known: Mark Twain. As boats would pass through the channels and narrow 
sections of the river, a marksman would measure and call out the water depth. A shout of "mark 
twain" meant literally "at this point two" and alerted the pilot that the water level was two 
fathoms, or 12  feet, deep. This depth was just safe enough for the passage of a Mississippi 
River steamboat (Mark Twain video, Camfield "Mark Twain's Biography"). Under this name, 
Mark Twain (formerly Sam Clemens) would enjoy an illustrious literary career, first as a 
traveling reporter and later as an essayist, humorist, novelist, and lecturer. 
In 1 870, Mark Twain married Olivia Langdon and the pair moved to Hartford, 
Connecticut, where they started a family and Twain continued to write. Several years after this 
move, Twain began writing The Adventures of Tom Sawyer in bits and pieces (DeVoto 244). 
After several years of writing, he finally published the complete story in 1 876, with very few 
changes from the original manuscript. Some scholars believe that this piecemeal writing style 
accounts for the loose plot structure and vignette-type atmosphere of the novel; however, the 
slightly disjointed style has not stopped it from becoming one of America's  best-loved books. 
On a related note, Twain's slightly disjointed writing style creates a distinct challenge for 
playwrights such as Barton, Bond and others, as they must create a solid through line for their 
play but still stay true to Twain' s story. Playwright Ken Ludwig, author of a recent musical 
adaptation of Tom Sawyer, agrees, "The book jumps from one story to another story to another. 
The toughest part of the adaptation was to find a way to link separate stories so they felt like a 
single story . . .  The point is to create an adaptation where the audience has the feeling, 'Oh, this is 
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the Tom Sawyer I remember"' ( qtd. in Selwyn 6). Despite this challenge, Tom Sawyer is still 
frequently adapted and remains as one of "the most popular American novels" (Mark Twain 
video). 
While Twain composed his famous novels including Tom Sawyer and the 1885 
Adventures of Huckleberry Firm, he also toured and lectured throughout the United States and 
Europe. He became a very popular speaker, known for his biting sarcasm, brutal honesty, and 
sharp, humorous wit (Mark Twain video). He also frequently spoke out against racism and in 
favor of the emancipation of African-American slaves. While many people retain images of this 
traveling, lecturing Twain as a bushy, white-haired man who perpetually wore a white suit, he 
actually did not begin this ritual until 1 906 - two years following his wife's death and only four 
years before his death at 75 years of age (Fishkin 276). Regardless of his chosen costume, 
however, Twain, his writings, and his characters remain a firm part of the American identity and 
literary canon. Through his writings one sees the reflection of Twain the man and the boy as 
well as of typical American life and society. 
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Learning Goals and Student Outcomes 
Due to the collaborative, creative, and exploratory nature of theatre, participants 
inevitably learn great things about themselves, their fellow cast and crew members, and the 
world as a whole during the rehearsal and production process. By participating in this 
production of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer in particular, it is my hope as the director that the 
cast and crew members wil1 learn and expand their skills in both technical areas related to their 
creative craft and general life skills. 
Intellectual, Technical, and Creative Goals 
• Gain greater insight into a classic literary text and understand the benefits and 
disadvantages of novel-to-stage adaptations 
• Build upon existing performance skills and effectively use voice and body to create 
realistic, believable characters and action 
• Work with the ensemble to create dynamic stage pictures that enhance the story 
• Be willing to take risks and make definite choices in character and performance 
• Identify and actively pursue character' s objectives 
• Gain a deeper understanding of movement power, particularly in using levels, focal 
points, gestures, and organic versus staged movement 
• Comprehend where individual characters fits into each moment and consider the 
larger picture and overall through line 
• Explore and enrich technical skills by fulfilling not only a performance role but also a 
technical position while on tour 
• Change atmosphere and tone through lights, sound, and set 
• Discover images and metaphors in the script that clarify the director' s concept 
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• Evaluate and provide positive, constructive feedback on personal performances as 
well as group performance 
Interpersonal and Life Skills 
• Learn how to work effectively in small groups and in collaboration with other artists 
by observing and demonstrating positive, encouraging ways of dealing with ensemble 
conflicts and encouraging fellow artists' creativity 
• Develop professional and personal relationships with fellow cast and crew members 
• Build positive leadership and role modeling skills 
• Discover the joy and satisfaction in hard work and the final product 
• Learn to continually strive for excellence in rehearsal and performance 
• Show respect for all human beings 
Master's Thesis Project Part III 
Post-Production Materials 
of 
�v l>ave Ba r+on It Ma++ Bond  
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Production Journal for The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
6 September 2005 
Although the official thesis production journal isn't required until the actual production/rehearsal 
process, I thought my current thesis-specific, research-oriented "vacation" merited an early 
beginning of the thesis project journaling. As of approximately 12 :30 (CST) this afternoon, I 
have been in Missouri, specifically Hannibal (Samuel Clemens' boyhood home and the town 
upon which he closely based Tom Sawyer's St Petersburg). I left Seattle early early early this 
morning and flew to St Louis, where I rented a car (a bright orange Neon - no speeding for me, 
as the cops would be sure to pick up such a conspicuous vehicle) and drove the l Oo+ miles north 
to Hannibal. My intent here in Hannibal is to gain a better, first-hand understanding of the 
town's atmosphere, to see many of the original landmarks that Twain used in writing Sawyer, to 
get as many visual and sensory inspirations as possible, and to survey the people for the proper 
accent. Although I've only had one afternoon-evening here, already there has been so much 
observed that I felt I ought to journal each night - so as not to forget anything before I return to 
WA! 
I think the day and trip began quite positively in that my horoscope for the day (which I read at 
the crack of dawn as I waited for my 6:30 am flight to leave SeaTac) seemed to indicate I should 
be taking just such an adventure: 
"Your get up and go is rolling along at full speed. Take the lead to explore 
uncharted waters and roam far from the beaten path. Some hard work now can 
pay of big in the future." 
How DO they know that??? 
The drive from St Louis to Hannibal was slightly longer than I expected but it went quickly and 
was quite simple. Basically the terrain is rolling, green, fields along the highway. A town 
sprouts up here and there along the road (Troy and Bowling Green two of the larger, that actually 
had the big blue "restaurant, gas, lodging" signs) but generally it' s  quite rural. 
Hannibal itself is larger than I expected. I'm staying at a B&B in historic downtown Hannibal. 
Outside of the historical downtown, there are several distinctly different residential areas as well 
as the usual "strips" of fast food joints and gas stations along the highways that meet around 
Hannibal. It's  actually a fair sized city. The downtown is clearly devoted to Twain and 
commemorating his work and life: there' s  a museum, preserved historic buildings, and other 
stores that capture the "old time" feel and attract the tourists. Everything, however, does tend to 
close early - as I was walking and exploring downtown around 5 pm there was virtually no one 
on the streets. I will be interested to see what it looks like tomorrow during regular shop hours. 
After checking into the Heaven' s Sent B&B (a historically registered house that happened to be 
the "city house" of Twain's  friends the Garths. Twain actually ate here at one time!), I wandered 
around the town and was successful in that I took many pictures of building exteriors and 
commemorative statues. Tomorrow I plan to actually go inside those buildings to get a better 
insight into the author of Sawyer. 
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The B&B i s  quite quaint - my room is a small one with a double bed and a bathroom (all my 
own - not shared, luckily!) just a door away. Donna, the woman who owns the place in 
conjunction with her husband, was very nice and extremely helpful in offering research venues 
after I mentioned the reason for my visit. She also mentioned that her daughter - a seventh 
grader at the local middle school - is currently reading Tom Sawyer in school, a fact that gives 
me a somewhat better idea what crowd we're truly market toward. 
Climate-wise, Hannibal and Missouri feel much different from Seattle - much much much more 
humid AND warmer! I think today was approximately 90 with a rather high humidity. I can 
totally understand why Tom wanted to douse his head with water and go swimming as often as 
possible. 
The mighty Mississippi also stretches in front and below the town. I got several good overlook 
pictures - although I'm fairly certain, as with all pictures, the photo will not fully justify the 
actual sight! It is an amazing river - large (so large, in fact, that it appears to not be moving -
although we all know better than to think it' s  wholly stagnant !)  Its sheer size and physical 
separation make it obviously an ideal place for Huck and Tom to escape to! 
After walking around town and taking many pictures of the brick building facades and houses 
and fences, we ended up going to eat at the local supper club, TJs. I always like to ask the 
people who live and work there to recommend places to eat, and this was the first they 
recommended at W alMart. (I will admit, though, it was a slightly strange eating experience 
because they seated me all by my self in the nonsmoking section - good thing I had Hannibal 
materials to peruse!) 
7 September 2005 
Today was Hannibal Day #2 and I am completely Tom Sawyer and Twain-ified ! In fact, I 'm so 
sleepy that I'm simply going to list all the things I did today and fill in the interpretive, 
responsive bits tomorrow while I 'm biding my time at the airport. 
Ran around town pre-breakfast 
Part of my running goal this morning was to explore the town - sometimes some of 
my best observations come via my runs and random paths taken! Indeed, during my 
mn today I saw many neat old homes - most presumably built after the 1 845 Sawyer 
setting but sti l l  very quaint and old-style. Apparently, 5111 Avenue was known as 
"Millionaires' Row" because so many of the lavish homes in existence during 
Twain' s  time are here; he would have visited and dined at some of them as well. I 
also ran to the top of Cardiff Hill (formerly known as Halliday Hill for the woman 
who lived at the top, the woman Twain based Widder Douglas on) and had to stop 
part way up to breathe, as it is incredibly humid here! And of course, you can't forget 
about all the mosquitoes and noisy bugs ! 
Also, along my running route I cruised past the Rockcliffe Mansion - one of 
Hannibal' s  proudest and most elaborate homes. Although I didn't go inside, the 
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outside alone was impressive - even if it really has nothing to do specifically with 
"Sawyer." 
Ate breakfast at Heaven Sent (yummy - eggs, caramel French toast, etc.) and visited with 
other guests from Lincoln, NE 
Went to Tom Sawyer Museum 
My first stop in the multi-building museum was the New Museum. The New 
museum has the Rockefeller pies and sketches, etc. Interestingly enough, Rockefeller 
was the only illustrator to actually visit Hannibal to get inspiration and accuracy for 
his drawings. For instance, if you look at the only drawing he did before he came 
(Tom's escape from Polly' s  house) and then its revision, you can see the difference. 
(In the original sketch, Rockefeller has him stepping out onto the roof top, but in the 
revision he is stepping onto a tree branch, according to what Rockefeller actually 
observed on his visit. )  
After that, I went to the Interpretive Center exhibit, which had just been redone in the 
past year or so. While a short exhibit, it had a wonderful timeline of Twain' s  life in 
Hannibal and included some very good and appropriate quotes from Twain and his 
works that support some Sawyer observations and research. 
From the Interp Center, I moved on to the actual Boyhood home. In this exhibit, they 
have rooms decorated as they might have been while Twain lived there. I made sure 
to take pies of the kitchen area as well as some of the clothing patterns, etc. 
From the Boyhood home, I crossed the street and went into Becky's House (or the 
home of the girl Twain based Becky on). The exhibition here of historical objects 
was sadly minimal, limited to only the upstairs - however, it was interesting to note 
the change between the richer Judge's home and Twain's  simple home. 
The last stop on this Twain boyhood tour was Doc Grant' s  pharmacy, above which 
Twain and his family lived for some time. This was not entirely Twain-related, but 
rather showed some of the pharmacy elements and medicine information for the time. 
Went to Ayers Pottery and chatted with Potter Ayers about town, etc. 
After touring Twain's  home and museum items, I trekked up to a pottery shop I had 
scoped out the evening before. The potter himself was at work in the studio and I 
ended up chatting with him a bit about my project, the town, and Twain himself. 
(Dialect note: he really had no dialect. A bit harder "r" sound, but that's about it.) 
He revealed to me that the museum has a new director as of about a year ago, and she 
is very progressive and honest in her vision for the museum. For instance, they're 
currently re-building the Huck Finn house and in it, she wants to include info on 
slavery during Twain' s time AND slavery during our time. He also noted that people 
often gloss over Twain' s  outspoken political views and comments - instead solely 
focusing on his novels and humor. In all reality, especially towards the end of his 
life, he was deemed slightly crazy because he was simply so outspoken on his 
political beliefs and supported causes that were a bit more liberal than most others of 
his time (abolitionism, feminism, etc.). 
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Went on Riverboat cruise 
For Twain and the town of Hannibal, the Mississippi River was a major focal point of 
life. The riverboats frequently visited the town and with them, brought exciting 
people, goods, and adventures. One of Twain's famous comments from his 
Autobiography was that he and all his boyhood friends dreamed of being riverboat 
pilots. Because the River is so central to Twain's experience and thus his writing, I 
definitely wanted to get out on the water and experience the local riverboat culture, 
atmosphere. 
Most all riverboats in Twain's day had calliopes on them and they often played. This 
Mark Twain riverboat also has a calliope and as I walked to the dock its haunting 
melody wafted through the air, pulling and calling people to the boat. When too close 
to the actual instrument, the calliope is deafeningly loud and obnoxious and corny; 
however, from a distance its call is eerily enchanting. 
Certainly, the view of Hannibal from the River is quite different - it gives one a better 
feel for the town in its entirety and provides a good view of Halliday Hill and the 
general geographical layout. Also, on the boat ride I got a good view of the heavily 
forested Jackson Island. The volume of the chirping and buzzing bugs that came 
from the Island was incredible. Indeed, this was the island referred to in Twain' s 
text; the boat captain told us that they have conducted experiments and if one put a 
raft or small boat into the water at the Hannibal landing and then headed to the 
Illinois side of the River he would drift with the powerful current to roughly the 
middle of Jackson Island. 
Also on the boat was a pair of young boys who really seemed to embody Tom and 
Huck. The two were exploring and questioning everything they encountered along 
the way and were fascinated with the River and the boat itself. Physically, they also 
reminded me of my mental pictures of Tom and Huck. One, for instance, had stick 
straight hair that seemed to never lie down in a civilized fashion and large freckles on 
his smiling cheeks. To top it all off, they never seemed to stop grinning - even when 
chastised by their mother to stay close on the boat. 
Shopped along Main Street a little bit and admired old fashioned brick business facades 
Drove out to Sawyer' s  Creek, a shopping area and mini-golf course 
This was basically a major, kitschy tourist trap. The place was virtually deserted, and 
although the staff was more than friendly the place itself was odd and had a strange 
atmosphere, almost as if it was trying too hard to play off the Tom Sawyer name. 
Drove up to Lovers Leap (where I got a good view and picture of Hannibal and the 
River) 
Drove out to Sawyer cemetery (creepy!)  
This was perhaps my favorite portion of the tour and really left me with a vivid 
image, visually and atmospherically. Although it was the middle of the day, the 
graveyard was slightly eerie, with tilting, off-kilter grave stones throughout. 
Many were leaning on one another; others were sunken or leaning toward the 
ground. All around the edges of the grave yard were large, leafy trees - almost a 
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protective wall around the sacred area. Several large trees held prominent 
positions in the graveyard as well, adding extra shade and flickering sunlight 
patterns on everything. Even as I walked along the semi-weedy path, my feet 
seemed to sink into the soil and for a moment I wondered if a skeleton hand was 
going to pop up from beneath and grab me! After seeing this, I could definitely 
see why Huck and Tom were so frightened and superstitious there. 
Went to Mark Twain Himself show 
I didn't think I would get to see this show, as it was billed to have ended on Labor 
Day weekend; however, this man' s show was in such demand this summer and by a 
group this fall that he decided to extend the run . So, I went to the play simply to get a 
good idea of what Twain was really like. This turned into an odd but highly 
beneficial experience in that I was the ONLY audience member! So, I ended up 
talking about life in Hannibal to local girl who worked the box office. I also was able 
to visit with the actor himself before and after the show. 
Indeed, the show itself was also very good but the best part was the informal research 
info I gained in just talking to the pair of them! 
Went to Bath and Body Works & talked to very friendly workers 
Went to Fiddlesticks for dinner (strange being alone - no dessert? !)  & then DQ 
Back to Heaven Sent, met ih grader who's reading TS, talked to other guest from Mpls, 
saw stray but friendly cat 
8 September 2005 
Today was a bit earlier start than yesterday, as breakfast was at 8 :30  rather than 9:30. As usual, I 
got up early to run; however, I had forgotten that along with the 2 hour time difference, the light 
and sunrise is also affected. When I had hoped to run at 6 AM it was still quite dark outside! So, 
I waited until later to run and went a shorter way than anticipated. I did, however, include a 
jaunt out to the Twain Cave as part of my run - which proved quite helpful in making sure I 
knew exactly where I was going later on this morning. 
I had saved the cave until today because I was completely inundated with information yesterday 
and needed a bit of a Sawyer break. As it turns out, the cave was a lovely place to end my 
research. Of course, the cave comprises a major component of the play - and contrary to what 
most people assume about caves this cave has no stalactites or stag mites because it is one of the 
driest caves in the country (and water drippage is what creates most cave formations). For this 
reason, the pictures I got of the cave passages and the shapes of the limestone walls will come in 
handy for my designers. Also, our guide was a Hannibal native (although he lived in ND until he 
was 10  years old); he had the thickest dialect that I've encountered here - and it almost seemed 
more southern than all the others I've heard. (Because the dialects have been so random, varied, 
and slight, I am much assured that my cast can pull off the written dialect. Apparently anything 
goes dialect-wise here !) The cave is also very cool (which feels great on a humid MO day!) ­
and stays at approximately 52 degrees regularly. This cave is also a "maze cave" in that all the 
passages join and rejoin one another in the labyrinth. At one point during the tour, our guide 
John turned out all the lights to simulate what it would be like with only candles to light the way 
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(and apparently the bats - of which we saw several! - didn't like candles and often divebombed 
them to put them out? ! ). �  later in the tour, we also had an unplanned light outage in that one of 
the switches is faulty, so we really experienced what it would be like in the depths of the cave 
without any lights and entirely unexpected! 
Following the tour, John kindly gave me my own personal tour of a normally un-guided portion 
of the maze, Using only his flashlight, he led me through some steeper, more mgged portions of 
the cave - portions that very few people asjde from the guides get to see. He was very excited to 
hear that I was directing Sawyer and wanted to make sure they could do anything and everything 
possible to help make the production accurate and top quality. What great MO hospitality! 
After both of my tours, I jumped into the car, got gas, and headed back to St. Louis. I suppose I 
could have revisited some of the monuments and view points I ha<f seen earlier, but I felt as if I'd 
had my Twain and Sawyer fill and was ready to leave. So, I meandere.d my way back to St 
Louis, expecting my car return process to be as slow as the acquisition process and thus giving 
me a bit extra (but not too much extra) time at the airport. Surprisingly enough, the check in 
process was exceptionally speedy; even the shuttle ride to the airport was significantly quicker 
than the first one! Thus, I arrived WELL before I needed to at the airport - however. that does 
give me plenty of time to update this journal and reflect on the days passed. 
25 August 2005 
I wanted my Sawyer design team to meet and get to know each other before we jumped into the 
school year and the ofticial production meeting process, so today we had a little Meet 'n Greet 
session. Basically, we introduced ourselves and talked brietly about my initial ideas for the play 
and where we wanted to go. We also realized that none of us - with the exception of Tina 
Barrigan - are long-time department faculty so we are at both an advantage and disadvantage. 
We are advantaged by the fact that we' re not tied to peci:fic schedules -0r the way things have 
"always" been, which leaves us open to try new things that could potentially be more effective or 
innovative. It's a bit of a hazard, too, though because this could also mean that we miss required 
steps along the way or not know who to go to with specific questions. My team, however, is 
quite astute, so I think we�u be able to figure it out. It's exciting to have such creative and 
enthused talent on-board. 
1 6  September 2005 
I met my Sawyer design team at the Tav tonight for beer and a picture-sharing session from my 
trip to Hannibal . It was good to show off my info, although I hate being the only one to talk for 
extended periods o f  time. rm much more interested to get feedback and discuss as a team. 
Happily, this did occur to some extent after I showed my stuff. 
From the sound ofit., the info was helpful and interesting to them; furthermore. we all seem to be 
on the same page and thinking along the same lines as far as this show's concept and design 
goes. I can't wait to really get started. 
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28 October 2005 
We had our first official design meeting today. I've included the minutes to detail what was 
discussed, etc. My SM - who is also working on the musical and is subsequently overworked 
and tired - sadly overslept and missed the meeting. I understand and know it won't happen 
again, but it also makes me a little upset. I 'm so passionate about this that I assume everyone 
else will be, but that might be a bit much to ask at this point. I'm also slightly unclear as to who 
is supposed to facilitate these meetings. Last year for Charlotte' s  Web, Tina B was the 
production manager and ran the meetings, so I assumed Jerry, as the official production manager, 
would be doing that this for us. However, I ended up running things or asking for each designer 
to report. This is fine, although I just want to make sure I'm not stepping on any toes or 
overstepping my bounds as director into someone else' s territory. 
Jerry brought in a mini-mini model of potential set. To cut down on the wideness of McConnell 
space and make it seem like the characters are really stepping from the pages of the novel, he's  
created a show portal or  picture frame, using a steamboat and some Victorian picture frame 
designs. Not sure that the Victorian designs are quite right, as the whole show seems more rough 
and rugged, but I love the concept. He also proposed a backdrop with the classic title lettering; 
this would fly away at the top of the show to let the actors literally step from the book to the 
stage. I adore this idea and the way it fits with the overall concept ideas I have. 
10  November 2005 
I met with my sound designer, Sarah Peterson, today to talk about my original ideas and her gut 
reactions to the script/novel. She's  got some great resources (her mother' s a Methodist minister 
and can connect us with some classic Methodist hymns to use in the church scene. Polly was 
probably either Methodist or Presbyterian - Protestant either way - and I'd like to stay as true to 
that as possible. There were, however, a TON of different churches in Hannibal, so options are 
available.) Sarah's also inspired to research and find contra, folksy music which should fit. We 
also decided that as alluring and unique as the calliope music is, there is no appropriate location 
for it in this play. We'll just have to content ourselves with listening to it offstage. 
1 5  November 2005 
I met with Laura today to talk more about costumes and to see sketches. (We went over to Old 
Heat a couple weeks ago to take stock of what we had and could adapt/use already. We had 
more than expected and they all tended to fit into our color palette and textures.) As always, her 
life is a drama but she did have some things to show me. I also gave her some period research 
that I'd found, so that will hopefully help her with some costume pieces, etc. I 'm looking 
forward to seeing some colored, more detailed sketches soon. 
1 8  November 2005 
We had another design meeting today (see design minutes for specifics), and I'm again struck by 
how great my team is. I 'm especially pleased with Jerry' s  work and thoughtfulness. 
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7 December 2005 
Today was our "'final" design meeting. (See meeting minutes for detailed information on topics 
covered and decisions made.) Both shop heads - Dave Barnett and Paulette Bond -- were there, 
as they need to hear about the near-finished designs so that they can begin building our sets and 
costumes right away after break. (Costumes will have to wait until post-casting, but it will all 
begin soon!) I supplied costumes/make up with more detailed character descriptions, which they 
said really helped them with some of their ideas. I also went through the novel to flesh out the 
script's descriptions and to help with casting and physicality; these notes and text flags I offered 
to my designers - particularly costume and make up - as further insight. Finally� I informed my 
team that the playwrights might make an appearance at our production as they have relatives in 
Seattle. This is slightly frightening but also a great compliment and makes me want to make the 
show that much better. Good motivation for me and the cast! 
Jerry seems more than prepared with his design and came prepared with large floor plans, 
finalized minimodel examples, and color swatches. l really like his color scheme and adherence 
to the original inspiration paintings by Bingham. He also has finaHy found and formatted the old 
Hannibal map for the show backdrop, which looks great and fits well with our color palette and 
overall focus on reality. Furthermore, it lo ks like the Twain signature will be written in the 
clouds, which has a significant symbolism that appeals to me. The only thing I'm concerned 
about with the backdrop is that it will be a little busy (with the streets, buildings, etc.); however, 
if we make the costumes pop and play much of the action on the apron, then I think it will be fine 
and a wonderful way to establish the town quality and river's presence. 
Laura also shared her colored designs. I still worry about her, as she always seems to have 
drama in her personal lite that tires her out and takes her attention away from the show. 
However., she continuaJly reassures me that she's excited for the show, so l think it \\-ill work. l 
just wish she was more confident and that l knew her better so that I could push her a little more. 
If it comes down to it, I will push more, but for now I 'm still trying to feel her personality out. 
Her drawings, however, fit very well with Jerry' s  palette and with the themes and concepts that 
we've discussed. She's also being very aware of the nee-0 for quick changes, so those shouldn't 
surprise us. Obviously, she's waiting to do some things until 1 cast, but generc:tlly her designs are 
very on-the-level of what we've discussed in our meetings. 
Tina Perna, too, is waiting for the cast list before making too many hair and make up decisions. 
However, she is more than competent, and we are very much on the same page with our visions. 
She's hoping to wig a handful of the cast, which would help immensely with quick changes and 
character doubling distinctions. She also had a few pictures of hairstyles and make up sketches, 
although her main challenge will be with hair because make up will be very naturalistic. 
Sarah's sound ideas are quite satisfactory and I enjoyed the samples she' s brought in. Her contra 
music is very similar to that I heard while in Hannibal this summer1 although it's strikingly close 
to Charlotte's Web's music. I want to make sure that any dance/movement we do in 
conjunction with this music doesn't mirror Web too much. She's also finding some classic 
hymns, as we discussed, to use in the church scene. I'd like to have the characters sing, but not a 
ca�Ila. I'm also not sure the church scene will be the only scene with hymns - maybe Aunt 
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Polly' s  house has a more religious theme to mirror her religious nature? We'll see; Sarah and I 
will meet more and we go into production. 
We've also now got Joe Wilbur on board, which is wonderful. He will be available to do tech 
things, such as push the pallets on stage (which will be light and quiet and push-able by one 
person) and run the soundboard if Kristen can't. 
Kristen and I talked briefly after the meeting about casting and callbacks. We decided she's 
going to do personal interviews with each member called back in an attempt to see who really 
wants to tour and what other skills each person has. I think this will be very helpful in the 
casting process because I'm very concerned with creating a true, working ensemble of actors. 
We'll do group building throughout the rehearsal process, but I do want to be sure that they can 
work together and live together for two quarters. Kristen and I determined some specific 
questions to ask them in the interview, and then we also touched base on the audition form, 
which she will have done soon. 
2 January 2006 
My SM Kristin and I met for coffee today to talk about Sawyer auditions and to make sure we 
were on the same wavelength as far as the entire audition process goes. She is very much on top 
of things and has created a wonderful audition form. (This was an especially tricky task in that it 
had to cover all three mainstage shows as well as the ACTF one acts. It took some coordination 
between Kristin, myself and the other directors, but I think we've come up with a comprehensive 
form that hits all the required information.) Earlier in the planning process, I suggested to 
Kristin that she interview all our callback actors to get to know them a bit better, discover their 
reasons for wanting to go on tour, and generally see if she felt they were people she could work 
with and who would work together; today, we brainstormed some of the specific questions, 
including "what is your greatest strength," "why do you want to go on tour," "describe a time 
when you had difficulty working with someone and how you resolved it," and "what technical 
area would you consider your specialty and/or be interested in learning how to do." I think this 
will be a very nice addition to our callback process in that not only will I get a feel for their 
acting ability but we can also learn more about them as a person in general . 
4 January 2006 
Tonight was the first night of auditions. Because the students are presenting two monologues, 
we've decided to divide them into two different nights so as to make for not so long evenings 
and less crabby directors ! I think this is a wise idea and is something Central should consider 
doing on a permanent basis. While it does draw out the days for auditions, it makes the whole 
process seem less rushed and stressful. 
Like any undergraduate sign up, tonight' s  group was smaller than that scheduled for tomorrow; 
however, I was quite pleased with many of the auditions I saw tonight. Unfortunately, only a 
select few are able to tour, and because we're casting two touring shows the restricted numbers 
make me nervous. From the student-rumblings that I heard prior to auditions, it sounded like 
many people would be able to tour, but if tonight' s  crowd is any predictor, it may be a little more 
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slim than expected. I'll keep my fingers crossed! I also didn't see anyone for my Becky 
Thatcher in tonight's round of auditionees. I'm hoping someone will surprise me tomorrow, but 
even in just surveying the students as they parade through the hallways daily I'm not sure I've 
seen my Becky. I think I've got some wonderfully strong options for Tom, Huck, and several of 
the male roles, but I'm not sure of the women yet. 
5 January 2006 
Auditions, Round II. As I mentioned yesterday, tonight's  crowd was much more substantial; 
however, overall I felt the auditions were much stronger last night. I wish these students had a 
specific class that guided them through the auditioning process and things to look for when 
selecting materials, etc. If we're turning out future performers and are frustrated/disappointed by 
their auditions now, what will happen when they hit the big time? I think a class like that would 
be a well-deserved addition to the current curriculum. Or perhaps it could be a year-end 
workshop? 
Once again, I didn't see anyone who particularly had the "spark" needed for Becky Thatcher. 
I'm going to call back a bunch of them and have them read for a variety of roles; hopefully, one 
will connect with the material and the character. 
As for my male roles, although there are only 1 1  or so men who can tour, I'm very pleased with 
those who are available. Several of the ones I saw between last night and tonight are precisely 
what I had in mind, so their callbacks will simply be a confirmation and perhaps a chance to 
show me they could do something different, if needed. I'm looking forward to callbacks. 
6 January 2006 
When we planned the callbacks, we thought we were so clever to stagger their start times so that 
those actors who had been called back to multiple shows could attend all their callbacks. Julie 
started tonight at 6 :30, I started at 7:30 (or was supposed to start then!), and Elise is doing hers 
tomorrow at 10  am. My plan for auditions was to have the entire group - I ended up calling back 
a total of 20 actors, more girls than guys - meet and do some improv games so that I could see 
who worked together, who the natural leaders were, who moved more fluidly, who was quick on 
their feet and had a quick wit, etc. After the improv, I asked them to read assigned cold reads in 
various pairings, and throughout the entire time, Kristin and my TD/ ASM Joe Wilbur pulled 
actors aside for a quick interview-chat. Prior to the callback, I determined which people I 
wanted to read which roles and then posted a form listing the scenes as well the 2-3 different 
groupings for each scene on the back wall of the theatre. On a nearby table, we set clear piles of 
each scene; that way, the actor could find his/her name and work on his/her scene prior to 
mounting the stage. (Although they are called "cold readings," I think it' s  much more revealing 
and fair if the student has a few minutes to take in the text and then present; some are simply 
better readers than others and I don't want that to impact their casting too greatly.) 
Unfortunately, the number of guys and girls is lopsided; thus, the guys will have to read many 
more times than the girls. Those boys are going to be tired! 
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At the beginning of callbacks (and then individually to any actor who came late from Julie' s 
audition), I made it a point to tell them that regardless of which roles they did or didn't read for 
tonight, they could potentially be cast anywhere. Because it' s  an ensemble, I wanted to see them 
do a variety of different things to see how far they could stretch; because several younger female 
actors read for only one role while many of the boys read for multiple positions, I didn't want 
them to think that I was discounting or not considering them. I encouraged them not to leave 
over-confident ("I read for Tom and only Tom all night") or discouraged ("I didn't read for 
Becky at all" or "I only read for Amy Lawrence once") but rather have fun and enjoy the 
experience. 
To my surprise, one of my actors really surprised and captivated me as Becky Thatcher. 
Initially, I had thought her a little too mature and almost exotic-looking for Becky's purity and 
allure, but she embodied a childish nature and had a Becky-like spark at tonight's callbacks, 
which made me exceptionally happy. Now I just hope I can cast her rather than sending her on 
Elise' s  tour. 
Overall, it went quite smoothly, and several students commented later that it was a very 
organized callback. However, I personally felt it to be slightly chaotic because Julie' s  was 
slightly less organized and took longer than expected. (It wasn't too terribly hectic and went 
quickly, but the fact that I had to wait for Julie' s actors slightly hindered my process) I ended up 
beginning improv games with 2/3 of the group and added the stragglers from the other callback 
into the mix when they arrived. I think it would be much better to schedule each callback for its 
own time, rather than doubling them. Granted, the students would be tired and have to be there 
somewhat longer, but it would make for much less harried and rushed callbacks. (From what 
Julie said as we walked home tonight, she felt the same about the callback format as I.) I 'm 
jealous that Elise has her callbacks all on her own tomorrow. 
7 January 2006 
I am more than happy with my cast members ! I got nearly all of my top picks, and I think I have 
a very solid, talented, energetic cast. It was a tough decision and some finagling went on, but 
generally it was a very calm and satisfactory group casting meeting. I was also glad that Michael 
was there so that we had a more experienced observer of these students and a mediator. He gave 
some feedback and opinions on actors and their abilities, which really helped make and solidify 
some decisions. He's also highly supportive of each of us and was positive and encouraging as 
we - all first-time directors at Central - waded through the casting process for THREE shows. 
9 January 2006 
Tonight was the first night of rehearsals, and I'm starting slightly unconventionally. Rather than 
doing a read-through on this first night, we're going to spend the entire time doing some group 
building games and taking care of some preliminary paperwork/housekeeping. Although I had 
toyed with this plan earlier, I hadn't fully decided to do it this way until I discovered today that 
several of my cast members were without scripts due to a shortage in ordering by the bookstore. 
It seemed to be fate that we open this way. My primary motivation behind this is to really build 
group dynamics and to see how they all work together. Because we're going to be together for 
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two quarters, one of which requires extreme togetherness (the spring tour), I feel it' s  essential 
that they communicate with one another and are comfortable with one another. Thus, I feel 
starting this way will be a good intro to group building and truly creating an ensemble. 
Tonight I also gave them a little spiel about being an ensemble and a near-family - I recognized 
the fact that we wouldn't always agree or perfectly get along, and then I emphasized that we 
need to agree to openly communicate and be honest. Hopefully, this will help and encourage a 
fluid-working ensemble. Then, for the last bit of our time together I asked them to share their 
best childhood adventure (ala Tom Sawyer)! Not only was this additional group and trust 
building but it also got them in the childhood spirit of Sawyer. It was quite a varied group of 
tales but all ones Tom would have approved. 
1 0  January 2006 
Tonight was perhaps a more traditional first rehearsal, as we did our first read-through. 
Although they're just getting used to the text/story/language, I asked Kristin to time the read -
just to get an estimate on our run time after I've done all the cuts. Happily, we ended up being 
approximately 52 minutes - so that should leave plenty of time to tighten things up as well as 
add the scene transitions and movement elements. I was glad that we weren't terribly over, as 
I'm not sure where else I'd cut and still maintain the integrity of the story ! 
This group's  energy is incredible and fun; they seem like they'll enjoy doing this play and be 
able to keep up the energy needed for children's  theatre. (Granted, we're marketing this show 
for the 4-6 grade, rather than the really young crowd, but they still need higher energy than for a 
more adult-oriented show.) 
I'm antsy to get them up on their feet and moving/blocking, but I also know it' s  important for 
them to acclimate to the text and story before having them move as well. As a director, I also 
find it especially helpful when they're more accustomed and in-tune with the text and their 
characters because I ask them frequently to organically block the scene and what they feel 
natural in their movement. Without knowing the script relatively well, they couldn't answer 
those questions. Regardless, I'm still excited to get up and moving. 
1 1  January 2006 
Tonight we had a bit of a late start because I had to attend a meeting and initial read-through of 
my play for ACTF. Luckily, Sawyer is a shorter show, so we could still get a decent read­
through in as well as another activity even with reduced time. So, tonight we met and did what I 
call an "Eye-to-Eye" read. To do this, I ask the actors to sit in a tight circle, with their knees 
touching if possible. Then, as they read, they need to look up and connect visually with the 
person they're addressing with their text. I've found this exercise very helpful for me as an actor 
and several of my former actors have also found this beneficial, so I use it in nearly every show I 
direct. From what and how they read tonight, it seemed like they started to find new aspects and 
connections in this slightly different format. It also keeps them more engaged than simply 
reading the text, as they have a job to do simultaneously. 
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After the read (which took about 45 minutes and was read at times extremely fast), we then did 
another group building and a beginning character development activity. I asked them at the end 
of last night's  rehearsal to bring in an object that they felt their character would hold most dearly. 
Then, tonight, we shared our objects and talked about how they fit with the character. It was 
interesting to see how each actor approached it - some were more abstract and symbolic while 
others began to internalize and even spoke in their character' s  perspective while presenting. This 
not only helps them start to get into their characters but also helps me begin to understand how 
my actors work and process individually. 
1 2  January 2006 
This morning we had our first PRODUCTION meeting as designers, director, etc. While overall 
it went well and we had some lovely things to share (see meeting minutes), one element was 
disconcerting to me. My costume designer wasn't there. Kristin called her, but she didn't show 
up. This concerns me, as right now her area is the one with which I feel least informed about and 
wanted most to see. I contacted her via email later and she informed me that she didn't know 
how to access the master calendar ( online for all students to access, and something we discussed 
at our last design meeting) and wasn't aware we had a meeting (although Jerry sent out an email 
regarding it last week) and probably couldn't meet at that time anyway for the entire quarter (a 
major surprise to me). We set up another time during which she, the costume shop manager, the 
makeup/wig designer, and I could meet, so at least we'll be updated. However, I'm not sure 
what will happen with her attendance at the future production meetings. I 'm more than willing 
to arrange an extra meeting time for the costuming people, but I also think it' s  important that 
everyone knows what is happening in the costume department. While my summaries would be 
fine, it' s  always better from the source. In addition, I really hoped that my design team - like my 
actors - would work as a true ensemble; this sort of thing could be detrimental to that. 
Rehearsal tonight, though, will begin our blocking rehearsals. I 've done my best to divide up the 
blocking and scenes so that people are called only for those scenes and moments pertinent to 
them. (As an actor, I know how frustrating it is to come to a rehearsal and then just sit/do 
nothing for several hours. I know they're busy, so I want to respect their time while I have the 
flexibility to do it.) While these sorts of divisions can be difficult to time and adhere to the set 
time frames, tonight we did a very respectable job keeping to schedule. Of course, it' s  not 
perfect and is roughly blocked, we got through all the portions scheduled and within the allotted 
times. Hooray! Looks like I have a diligent, enthusiastic cast and a wonderful, time-keeping 
stage manager! 
13  January 2006 
Tonight is more blocking. Although Kristin is out of town (knew that well before we started 
production), our lovely TD Joe will be working in her place. He' s  a wonderful man and so 
willing to help out - even if it' s  not precisely in his job description. I 'm so thankful for him !  
Once again, we also stayed very true to our time schedule, which was nice. We also videotaped 
one of the combat scenes so that I could take it with me this weekend and use it to help Ryan 
Wallace choreograph the scenes. (George will also help, but because he' s just coming back from 
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Asia and being thrown into teaching and this quarter I thought he'd be a bit too busy and 
overloaded. So, Wallace kindly volunteered to help.) 
Finally, we ended the night with choreographing/blocking a pirate scene between Tom and 
Huck. Although not written in the script, I feel this scene (a short one used as a transition to 
show the boys playing on the island but with no additional dialogue to irk the playwrights) is 
essential as we need a payoff when the boys say they're going to be pirates. (It takes up at least 
two chapters of the original novel, so Twain also felt it to be important.) While I had an idea in 
my head prior to rehearsal, I wanted to give the boys a chance to really play and stretch their legs 
and creativity. So, I gave them some stipulations (played on the apron, here are the props, needs 
to tell a story, no dialogue, all as pirates) and told them to make something up to show in 7 
minutes. They did happily and excitedly and showed some wonderful things that I hadn't 
thought of myself. Then, I asked them to do it again but tell a different story - they were sweaty 
by this time but more than willing. Finally, once they had performed the second, I told them we 
would use elements of my ideas and theirs to make the scene. I think they really enjoyed it, and 
it was a wonderful team effort and a good way to end the rehearsal. 
14 January 2006 
I asked the cast to sign up for 30 minute, individual rehearsal sessions for today, so I spent all 
day (10-2) meeting with my cast members. We discussed their initial thoughts on the play and 
their characters and then worked things that were especially pertinent to them. For instance, I 
spent 1 5  minutes working with my Aunt Polly on her physicality and then with my Widder 
Douglas we focused on her vocal quality. Ideally, we will be able to schedule individual 
meetings every couple weeks both this quarter and (perhaps more importantly) next, during tour. 
During these sessions, we can then work more intensively on specific elements and address any 
questions/problems each actor is having. While it does make for a long day for me, I think it will 
be wonderfully helpful and provide good teachable moments. 
1 8  & 19 January 2006 
Tonight we ran some group scenes, but because of some other commitments (Jennie had a TV 
show gig that she had to be at and James was having oral surgery) we didn't have full groups. 
While I knew about both situations in advance, it still made for dodgy scheduling and a slightly 
tedious scheduling. Inevitably, the scenes Jennie wasn't in, James was supposed to be in; 
likewise, the scenes James wasn't in, Jennie was in ! Invariably, we were missing someone from 
each scene we did run. 
On a more positive note, though, it made me realize just how essential the ensemble is. This 
show is unique in that we need the entire group to truly, effectively function; this is a good 
learning experience for both myself as a coordinating director-type person as well as my actors. 
Thursday night was also our first Prod-App session. Although I 've never led one myself, I 
thought it went pretty well. I talked a bit about visiting Hannibal and my concept for the play, 
and then my designers each presented their designs and inspirations. As I watched, I was yet 
again astounded at how wonderful and talented my designers are. It' s  been a pleasure working 
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with them, especially Jerry and Tina, and they're so talented and "on the same page" as I am. I 
think it was also good for my cast and crew to see what the planned product is - helps them 
mentally create the world of the play and begin to really invest themselves once they see how 
much time and thought we've already invested as a design/directing team. 
20 January 2006 
Everyone in the department is exhausted, including my actors. While I understand the 
exhaustion and overexertion, it makes for a tough rehearsal and a lack of focus from my actors. 
Compounding this was the fact that we were still missing an actor. Overall, even though we did 
get some things accomplished, there was a general lack of focus and an abundance of giggles, 
probably due to tiredness. Luckily, we got through everything I had planned a little earlier than 
expected, so I could send them home early AND tell them their major assignment was to get 
some rest over the weekend. 
2 1  January 2006 
Today we were lucky to have our guest-volunteer combat choreographer come in to work with 
us. Ryan Wallace and I had roughed out the combat sequences earlier, and while I feel pretty 
confident in my own abilities (I did teach stage combat in lieu of George earlier this quarter, so 
I've had a skills refresher recently), it was nice to have someone with plenty of experience both 
performing and teaching combat. In addition, I think it gives the safety component a greater 
weight when it comes from someone other than me. I direct them all the time, and while they 
respect and listen to me, having someone "special" come in to specifically work those skills 
makes it seem more important. Ryan worked with each of the combat sequences for a little over 
two hours, total, and I think they all had improved significantly once they finished. We'll 
continue to work the fights slowly and specifically for the next couple weeks, and I'm also 
hoping to have our department resident combat guru George Bellah come in at some point to 
check in on them, too. The more eyes the better! 
23 January 2006 
Every Monday night we lose McConnell to TH 101 ,  so we reconvene in Heb 1 1 8 .  I asked 
Kristin to tape out as much of the stage as she could, so we do have some dimensions and 
accuracy. However, it gets slightly cramped and puts my actors off a bit. Thus, I've come to 
consider Monday nights as a good time to run smaller scenes and work with individuals or 
smaller groups. In a smaller, more intimate space like Heb, this seems to be the most effective 
rehearsal technique. It' s  not my favorite venue, but it suffices. Despite my aversion to being in 
Heb, overall tonight's  rehearsal was really good and intense. We worked through several scene 
components very carefully and made some specific improvements. 
Also today there were some issues brought up regarding the use of"Injun" in the show. Because 
staying true to the novel and Twain's work was such an integral part of my concept, I don't want 
to completely cut it. Instead, I had planned to use it once and only once; for the remainder of the 
show, he could just be Joe and his actions should speak louder than any words or names. 
However, to cut it completely doesn't seem fair to me, either. It' s  part of the original text and 
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very representative of the time period and culture. However, for many of today's audience 
members (myself included), the phrase is tinged with negative, racist connotations. When 
Brenda did the show, she changed the name to "Bad" (or "Mean") Joe; however, ifl do anything, 
I'd prefer to eliminate it entirely. I've put out feelers to several different people: Julie Somers (a 
former high school teacher and current graduate teaching assistant), Bryan Jackson (an African 
American man who's in the grad program), Trish Bellah (youth theatre expert, parent, and 
community member who is active in the local schools}, Leslee Caull (our publicity queen), etc. 
Their responses were interesting and helpful, although varied. Most interesting of all was 
Bryan' s reaction - he was adamant that he would keep ALL of the references in deference to the 
original text and in keeping with the culture of the play. Particularly coming from a minority 
member, this was an insightful comment. I 'm still not entirely certain how to handle it, although 
regardless of the final decision, I do want to be sure it's  addressed in the study guide we provide. 
All in all, a tough call in light of today's culture. 
24 January 2006 
Over the past week or so, I've been discussing the issue of dialect with Michael Smith. There' s  a 
definite dialect written into the script ('taint likely . . . .  ), so my actors naturally fall into the 
pattern. However, in my travels to Hannibal, I noticed that dialect wasn't half as thick as I had 
anticipated or quite as twangy. There was a subtle difference from my speech to theirs, but they 
certainly weren't too deep South in their accent. Thus, when I talked to my actors about it, I 
suggested they just read it naturally and let the accent as written infuse the words. The only 
difficulty with this is that once they start with a little accent, several of them tend toward a more 
distinct drawling twang. In my dialect research, however, I also found no Missouri specific 
dialect tapes, etc. There's  a Midwest dialect (typically Chicago area-ish) and then a Southern; 
Missouri tends to fall through the cracks, unfortunately. So, I appealed to Michael for his advice 
and he recommended that I either have them pull back, have them study Southern tapes despite 
the extreme twang, or find something else. He gave me several Southern tapes to listen to over 
the weekend; as I listened I realized that they were too too too Southern, so I had to reconsider 
my approach. Finally, I came up with an idea. Tonight at rehearsal, I showed the cast a clip of 
one of my tour guides from Hannibal, pointing out his subtle twang. I also played for them 
several downloads from the International Dialects of English website (they've collected samples 
from every state) of older Missouri residents, one of which grew up in Hannibal. This gave them 
a better idea of what we're going for, and I also made them CDs of all the clips so that they'd 
have a sample to listen to at home. There still may be some variation and some twang to the 
words (it' s also what the audience expects - we assume it' s  more southern than it is) but 
hopefully not as twangy as it was. 
Tonight in rehearsal we also worked the first half of the show, with specific emphasis on the 
combat. I want to make sure we reinforce the combat, especially after working with Ryan so 
recently. Things are looking much better, but I can't wait until they're off book completely. 
(That's not required until next week, although many of my actors are awfully close. Thank 
goodness for a very speak-able script !)  
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25 January 2006 
I got to listen to some of the raw sound footage that Sarah and Joe recorded this past weekend. It 
was perfect and has added meaning because it' s  Dave Barnett' s  band - truly a departmental 
collaboration! (The only tricky bit - which I had not anticipated until after the fact - was that 
Joe charged us to do the recording. It' s  of professional quality recording, but it was also a 
significant chunk of the sound budget.)  I'm excited to have it officially to work with soon. Our 
pirate music is especially fun and perfect! 
Brenda came to rehearsal tonight, too, which was nice (although slightly intimidating). I 
mentioned it to my actors prior to rehearsal (I wanted them to be aware that other eyes would be 
coming in over the next few weeks to check on us. I assured them that the eyes would be 
checking on ME rather than on THEM so as to allow them the freedom to work and continue to 
take risks.) but they were still a little nervous. While it made them all a little forced and tense, 
they also were highly focused - both a testament and compliment to them wanting to make me 
look good but also a testament to them that they wanted to look good and rehearse well for those 
visiting. 
As we watched the show together, Brenda sat behind me and whispered things/suggestions/etc. 
into my ear. She had some really good things to offer and some nice insights. She also 
mentioned several things that I had been contemplating and observing myself, so it was a nice 
validation for my instincts, too! Overall, it was a successful run (AND one of the first of our full 
show runs) and I got some nice insights and help. Again, the more eyes and the more input the 
better! 
26 January 2006 
We had our second Prod-App class tonight, and again it went pretty well. Rather than inundate 
them with quizzes that merely ask them to regurgitate info and facts or other busy work sessions, 
I really wanted to make this Prod-App useful. Also, after working on several bigger shows at 
Central, I've noticed that there' s  often a void and distance between the actors and the crew. This 
really doesn't lend itself to a cohesive production, so we've decided to include several sessions 
of Team Building for our Prod App sessions. This week, to further reinforce the ensemble and 
teamwork concepts, each of us Instructors of Record led a group building activity. Perhaps the 
best of them all was Tina's activity - the Spider Web - because it really made them all work 
together and go beyond their comfort zone as they lifted terupmates through the web. We had 
plenty of games to fill the time (even had to leave a couple out) and the cast and crew seems to 
work really well together. 
After all the active games, however, my cast was really tired. Prod-App nights are tough on the 
actors because while everyone else gets to go home they have to remain and keep working. We 
worked hard, but they were all clearly tired and occasionally had a hard time getting through a 
scene or really investing as much as I've seen them do before. 
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27 January 2006 
Tonight we did another full run of the entire show, with a bunch of stopping and starting. We 
had to tweak a few things as we went and they were pretty responsive to that, but it was a long 
run and slightly chaotic (at least for me, as I was thinking of so many different things). A full 
run, though, really helps them physically and mentally get into the swing of the show. Looking 
forward to doing more of those soon, especially now that we've worked the individual scenes 
and rough blocked everything. 
30 January 2006 
Today was a little stressful because one of my actors went into the hospital. James was throwing 
up all last night and then started throwing up blood, so he was in the hospital all day, on IVs, etc. 
I'm really worried about him, but when we talked this afternoon he said he was feeling better and 
would be back tomorrow. Even if he is back tomorrow, I'm going to be very watchful of him 
and make sure he doesn't overextend himself. 
I also had a little confrontation with Thomas tonight, which put me slightly on edge. He and 
Jennie were late to rehearsal and his phone call to Kristin included a very lame and silly excuse. 
As is expected for latecomers, when they finally did arrive we requested a late dance. While 
Jennie bashfully complied (and apologized for being late), Thomas blatantly refused. We had a 
bit of a confrontation and rather than have a major blowout in front of the whole cast, I simply let 
it go. It did bother me, though, as it felt like he was subtly challenging my power/direction, so 
I 'm going to address it with him individually. With Thomas, a one-on-one seems to be more 
effective than in front of the whole group, so I'm hoping he'll have some explanation or we can 
suss out what really happened. 
Once we had everyone (with the exception of James) there, we looked at a clip from a CTE 
production of Oklahoma so that I could show them examples of turning out and opening up for 
the proscenium. Generally, they do okay with that, but many of them have more experience 
acting in the Tower's thrust format, so they have tendencies to tum in too much for the more 
presentational proscenium. We've talked about it at rehearsal, but for some of them, seeing it 
helps more than just doing it. 
This week is also off book week, so we did a standing line-through. This way each of them 
could see where they needed help and needed to look over their lines more. I also had them find 
new spots in our circle during each scene shift so that they would stay active and engaged 
throughout the entire line through. This seemed to help keep them focused. Afterwards, we then 
worked specific scenes and smaller groups, because we were in Heb. 
3 1  January 2006 
Tonight we got to work scenes 1-4 off book and on stage! They worked SO incredibly hard 
tonight and were really focused. I left rehearsal feeling very happy with what we'd 
accomplished with the night. It helps so much for them to be off book ! 
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1 February 2006 
I talked to the man in charge of the local youth center today and got some potential times, etc. for 
our cast to go down and observe real kids in real situations. Not all of my cast members are 
interested (or need) to go, but I've got several who are excited about it. It should be good 
research for them, particularly physically. 
Tonight we also worked scenes 5-9. These scenes and tweaking them sometimes gets tedious, as 
everyone is needed and needs to be engaged but not everyone has a line. I 'm really trying to 
watch those non-speakers in those scenes, as they can so easily steal focus. I think we've 
tweaked the basic blocking but now it's  a matter of them understanding how essential it is for 
them to engage and invest in the scene they're watching. 
We have had to arrange special meetings with our costume design team because Laura can't 
meet during our regular Tuesday morning Production Meeting. Usually, we meet on Friday 
mornings but this week, due to the Faculty retreat, we opted to meet on Wednesday. However, 
in true Laura form, everyone was present at the meeting but Laura. Slightly frustrating, but in all 
honesty the bulk of her job is done and Paulette knows more on the status of costumes. So, we 
met without her, but it was still frustrating because we had made the meeting especially to suit 
her schedule. Next week we go back to our usual time, and hopefully that will help. 
2 & 3 February 2006 
Both nights we ran the entire show, off book and without me stopping them. It's so good for 
them to get the show into their minds and bodies and I see them trying and doing more character­
driven things without the dam scripts in their hands. I feel so lucky to have such a great group to 
work with! 
Friday, however, was a little tricky in that we didn't have a Tom Sawyer. Our Tom (aka Thomas 
0) has a gluten allergy and had a reaction to something he ate on Thursday night. He ended up 
going to the hospital and being instructed to lay low and do no movement/tumbling for several 
days. Thus, after talking with him about it, we decided it was best for him to not attend rehearsal 
tonight and get better rather than to come to rehearsal and get sicker. Kristin stood in for him 
and did a fine job, but it really made it apparent how crucial he is to the cast. In fact, several of 
them commented how much more apparent tonight's rehearsal made the fact that this truly is an 
ensemble piece. They're really starting to come together both on the stage and off 
6 February 2006 
I did the majority of our individual sessions tonight, as we were in Hebeler 1 1 8 and it' s  difficult 
to truly run the show in the cramped space. (When my actors comment on that, however, I do 
point out to them that they will be touring and should be able to work in a smaller, unfamiliar 
space! I think that may be something we attempt during one of our meetings in the spring, prior 
to tour. Maybe we'll rehearse/load-in/perform in several different spaces so they get a feel for 
and can adjust to the change.) One individual, in particular, went especially well. I did Wes's  
Shakespeare exercise "Kick the Box" with Jennie tonight, as she has a tendency to drop the ends 
of her lines and really could use the physical energy to infuse her vocally. It seemed to work, 
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and she even asked if she could borrow my ball-box to practice on her own. Love those kinds of 
actors! 
After the individuals, we worked several scenes and moments for the remainder of the evening. 
While being out of our regular rehearsal space can be a bane at times, it also does allow for 
focused time on smaller groups and scenes. 
7 February 2006 
Tonight Kristin and I decided that she would no longer be up on the stage during scene shifts; 
rather, the actors now are responsible for moving things and placing props, as they will have to 
do it themselves while on tour. We have not yet specified who will move what object (although 
I've already roughed out a list), because I want to see what happens naturally with them and who 
can move what piece more easily or comfortably. Unfortunately, we don't have our sliding 
pallets yet, which slightly hinders our set up for both the graveyard and kitchen scene. For those 
scenes, the set pieces are limited to the area of the pallet; thus, it would be immensely helpful to 
have them ASAP. From my understanding, however, there has been some dissention and power 
tripping in the scene shop lately, which inevitably has impacted the progress of my set. Luckily, 
my set designer is a no-nonsense guy and will help guide things in the right direction in the next 
few days. I'm anxious and slightly frustrated that we don't have all our set pieces yet, but I'm 
confident that we will have them soon. 
Also, tonight I timed each individual scene (not the scene shifts, though, because it was the first 
time the actors did them alone and they were slightly awkward yet) to get an idea of where the 
show will be time-wise. We were at approximately 50 minutes with just the scenes - with a bit 
more tightening; we should be in good shape! 
The only other issue presenting itself today was the fact that I've been called and scheduled for 
an MF A interview in Irvine, CA on Saturday, 1 8  Feb. While this doesn't interfere with 
rehearsals, I do need to get over the mountain on that Friday night (ie our second tech night). 
Jerry - with his production manager hat on rather than his Sawyer set design hat - and I 
discussed it and thought it might be feasible to do an earlier tech that late afternoon/early evening 
so I could get on the road and over the mountain to catch my flight. Of course, to make this 
adjustment, I had to speak to the other "powers that be" (ie Artistic Director Michael Smith) and 
get the go-ahead. Luckily, Michael was more than supportive and in favor of an early tech -
especially because it was a Friday and wouldn't get in the way of classes. I feel badly/guilty 
having to reschedule on my account, but it ultimately works well, for my cast and crew can then 
attend the ACTF one act showing to support their peers. 
8 February 2006 
Tonight Michael Smith came to watch rehearsal at my invitation. (I figure the more eyes, the 
more input the better!) We did a full run of the show and Michael whispered/muttered/discussed 
aspects of the show in my ear as we ran. He had some wonderful questions for me to consider 
and some nice suggestions for moments to add or clarify. I do enjoy getting additional input and 
observations, as people (particularly faculty, experienced artists) all give me different things to 
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play with. Happily, Michael didn't critique the dialect too much (I feel that has gotten much 
better as the actors have had their CDs and I've been harping on some of their extreme twang), 
but had more "dumb director" moments to point out. Is there ever a point in time when a 
director doesn't have a "dumb director" moment/feeling? (Although I love the constructive 
criticism, I always feel a bit frustrated with myself that I didn't catch it before. Guess that' s just 
the perfectionist in me? Good thing I bring other people in to catch those moments . . . .  ) 
9 February 2006 
Tonight for our final actual Prod-App class session, the cast and crew presented their 
dramaturgical "gems" (ie the three or four most interesting points they discovered in their 
research). While it ran a bit over our allotted hour session (but only by 1 5  minutes), I - and I 
think the students as well - found it highly interesting. It was especially intriguing to discover 
what each student researched as relevant to their area of production. The lighting people tended 
toward technological innovations of the 1 840s, while the cast ranged anywhere from direct 
comparison from the novel and autobiographical Twain research to associated historical 
movements and characters' favorite hobbies. I learned a lot and I think the students did as well. 
Following Prod-App, we did a run of the show, and I videotaped it. While it was more difficult 
for me to take notes, I think taping the show at least once during the rehearsal process (and 
relatively near to the end of the rehearsals so that most of the major work has been done) is 
hugely beneficial for the actors. Many of them detest watching themselves; however, this way 
they can actually see what they're doing. I may give them a note multiple times but once they 
actually see for themselves what I'm talking about they are often more able to change it. 
Unfortunately, we didn't get to watch the entire show tonight - we'll watch the rest either 
tomorrow or on Saturday. 
1 0  February 2006 
Even though my actors are quite young and youthful, many of them have still slightly lost the 
sense of body and movement and attitude that many younger kids have - kids the age of Tom 
Sawyer and his gang. So, to give the actors an opportunity to observe and witness first-hand 
interactions and movements of younger kids, I've been in contact with the Ellensburg Youth 
Center to arrange a time for a group of us to go down and help out or observe for an hour or so. 
This afternoon, then, I went to the Youth Center with about 4 of my cast members. 
(Unfortunately, several of them who wanted to go were stuck doing a poster run for their 
required lab hours - I know this would have done them good, but I also understand that they 
need to complete their course credits .  A little frustrating that this lab has to come in place of the 
production, but I do understand.) Because of legal reasons, we were not able to work with the 
students, but we were able to observe which is what my actors needed. I think, in talking with 
them both during and after the experience, they got some good information and observations. 
James Frasca, for instance, was very interested and insightful while watching a group of football­
playing boys. Frasca got some lovely insights as to group dynamics and the physicality of 
athletic, playful boys, which will help him immensely as the mischievous Huck. 
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On Wednesday, Michael came to watch rehearsal, and tonight we had George Bellah. George 
actually came because I asked him to tighten up and double check my actors' combat techniques, 
and then he stayed to watch the run and offer some insights. He was immensely helpful in the 
combat, adding some bits to heighten the amusement and impact of the scenes (but still checking 
with me to make sure it was okay to alter it - made me feel like a colleague rather than "just" a 
grad student!) .  He also was very supportive and encouraging in his comments of the whole show 
- providing some highlights and good points against his critiques. As is to be expected, many of 
his comments revolved around the physical aspects and moments that could be expanded 
physically. Each faculty member has given me different input in different areas, which is 
ultimately beneficial. 
1 1  February 2006 
I didn't schedule rehearsals for us every Saturday, but I had planned on doing one this weekend 
and think it was wise to stick to it. I know my actors are tired, but we needed one more rehearsal 
to tighten a few things and address a few things we hadn't fully been able to earlier. (To make 
things more bearable, I even baked them morning goodies to snack on while we began!) We 
started by watching the end of the show on tape (a good way to wake them up and give them 
things to focus on correcting for today) and then we ran the show (stopping to work a few scenes 
here and there) from start to finish. We ended up going over the time I had intended, but it 
certainly wasn't unreasonable rehearsal time (only 3 hours). Got some good work done, which 
made us all feel better. 
1 3  February 2006 
Tonight was our last night in Hebeler - hooray! Unlike most Monday nights when I call only 
small scenes, tonight I called everyone for a run through and then a silly, speed through. Mental 
note to self: When doing a silly through, do not do it in conjunction with a speed through! 
(Man, it got a little crazy and slightly out of control !) However, I think they all needed the 
silliness and to get it out of their system now . . .  before we go into tech and dress rehearsals and 
the real serious stuff starts ! 
14 February 2006 
I told my cast tonight that ifl couldn't spend V-day with my "honey" then I would prefer to 
spend it with them . . . .  as corny as that sounds, it' s  true! They are a fun group to work with and 
I'm so pleased they're all there (even if they do frustrate me sometimes). 
This morning, we did our paper tech, and I think we may have set the record for the fastest paper 
tech ever! We had plenty of time to get through everything sufficiently; however, we were 
certainly efficient! From listening to the cues as planned now, I suspect several of them will 
have to change as we tighten moments (like scene shifts), but they will be close and at least in 
place so we can address them during tech runs. 
Elise Forier came to rehearsal tonight to give input and see our progress. (Again, the more eyes 
the better! )  She was extremely affirming - both with my current choices and with her 
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suggestions. I had, for instance, planned to use the action on the apron to move us into the 
following scene; with action on the apron, this allows the scene shifts to happen while actions are 
going on. Elise noted that as well (we haven't been doing that all too well yet, as they don't have 
their shift music to which they can dance their objects on) and it was great to hear her suggest 
that as a way of reaffirming my impulse! 
After every run and at the conclusion of each rehearsal, I always meet with the cast and - before 
I offer my notes and input - I  ask them for theirs: what worked, what didn't, what can be done, 
etc. They've gotten very used to this and good at it; they especially showed that tonight as they 
realized as a group the importance for the entire group to focus and warm up together. They also 
then naturally moved on to brainstorming ways to fix that problem. I was really happy to see 
and hear that happening without my prodding; I think that skill and comfort level will help them 
function better on the road and as an ensemble. 
1 5  February 2006 
Tonight was our Crew Run, so we ran the show (with responding audience members!)  and then I 
kept the actors to work scene shifts and our curtain call. It' s  time for us to have an audience and 
go into tech, I think, as the actors seemed to get a new energy with the crowd' s  response. 
Another pleasant surprise tonight was the show drop and portal - both hanging in their proper 
places and useable for the run! Things are coming together. 
16  February 2006 
Tonight's  Tech #1 was perhaps the smoothest, fastest tech rehearsal I've done lately. Now, I 
don't want to j inx it, but it did seem to go exceptionally well for a tech run. (Certainly, we have 
things still to work!) It amazed me, too, what happened to my actors once in the lights - several 
of them especially just turned "on" and started to do many things we had discussed and 
attempted in numerous past rehearsals !  Clara, primarily, finally started to truly relate to the 
others as her character; it was coming along before, but tonight she took a giant step ! Tech-wise, 
I was a little nervous about the lights - much darkness and little apron light. I did talk to Tina 
afterwards, though, and she commented on all of my areas of concern, so I assume they'll be 
better tomorrow (and that's  what she needed to see). 
After the run, I had the cast stay after to have a little "Hoe-Down" with our shift music. After 
they changed out of costume, I just had them come onto the stage and dance, skip, laugh, and 
enjoy the music. Then, I told them that that was precisely the attitude and movement they 
needed to employ during the scene shifts. The kids will be watching them even in the shifts, so 
they need to keep the energy and stay in character - not look like they're going to a funeral all 
the time! I think this helped because our subsequent scene shifts went much better. 
17  February 2006 
Today may have been the day from hell for me. I was in the building and busy non-stop from 
7:45 am (costume meeting) until 6:45 pm (end of Tech #2). Whew. I enjoyed it all and don't 
want to whine, but it was an extremely long day with no breaks at all ! Ah the life of a director? ! 
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The bulk of the day was spent with my actors - and having some very quality, eye-opening 
personal sessions with several of them. This morning, I think Clara and I had some 
breakthroughs with her Amy character; this afternoon we really worked Dan' s tendency to 
upstage himself; later on, we worked through the combat scenes and tightened them up well; 
then, Alicia and I had a mini-counseling session, as I've been able to tell that she's  not been 
herself both on and off stage (and she wasn't just playing her character on stage). She' s going 
through many personal issues right now, so she needed the time and listening ear. I know it may 
be beyond the realm of a director, but in this setting and climate the role of the director is  
somewhat different than in  the professional world. (Plus, I feel this helps encourage the 
ensemble and open communication needed.) 
During our Tech 2, the lights were improved, thank goodness. They're not perfect yet and Tina 
and I discussed the further improvements needed; however, they were much better. (The original 
lights had some lovely moments, too, but the problems stand out a bit more.) From here, we 
have a week off for ACTF and then come back, going right into dress rehearsals. Yikes. Quite 
honestly, I 'm a little nervous about the week off and ACTF. I know full well what students do 
there, so while I trust my actors I fear they will tire themselves out, etc. with all the partying and 
such. Also, having week down makes me nervous that some of the things we've just tightened 
will disappear because they're not reinforced. Good thing we go into 3 dress rehearsals before 
Major Preview and opening - time to retighten things a bit more. The week will be good, 
though, to ensure that set things will be finished as well as costumes. (Paulette is frustrated with 
the work of the costume lab students because they've been doing things wrongly and she's had to 
go back and fix things. Not sure if this is a whole department issue - ie the students are being 
assigned wrongly or not properly trained - or just pertaining to this show. But she did assure me 
that things would get done, and that 's  my biggest concern at this point.) I also offered my 
services to both set and costume designers on the weekend directly prior to dress - whatever I 
need to do to make this work, I'll do! I am Sawyer-ified ! 
27 February 2006 
After a week off for ACTF (during which I truly missed seeing my cast and working with them -
the mark of a good ensemble, perhaps), we reconvened tonight for our Dress Rehearsal # 1 .  It 
was good to see my actors up on stage again and now, with most tech elements in place, have 
them in full dress. We didn't, however, have our official performance wigs, because our wig 
designer Tina Perna had another commitment (the ACTF One Act performance for TH 1 01). 
While initially I was worried about this, it was actually a nice decision in that we could 
concentrate on the actual costume pieces for one night and then tomorrow night we can add 
another layer of the costuming. One step at a time. 
Tonight was, however, slightly difficult in that we had been gone for a week and the students' 
minds had all been elsewhere (ie ACTF, Irene Ryans, One Acts) for an entire week. It was clear 
that some areas were rough and awkward. It also was a little odd for them to have all their 
costume pieces and provided some glitches. Joe, for example, had to change his ENTIRE 
costume (including pants) to go from the Preacher to Joe, all in the matter of about three minutes. 
I had thought he was only going to have one set of pants to enable the quick change, so this was 
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a surprise and concern for me. I'm also a little concerned about how all of the costumes are 
made to enable quick changes. Although we talked about that frequently and it seemed they 
would be constructed to be quick, it doesn't seem that that has been the most efficient. The 
costumes look lovely; however, I am concerned about some of the quick change aspects, 
especially when we're on the road and have no dressers to help. Some things may have to 
change. 
28 February 2006 
Tonight was Dress #2 and we had hair and wigs for the first time. (Granted, the actors have all 
had rehearsal wigs - something I specifically asked for immediately because I know from 
personal experience that getting a wig for the first time during a dress rehearsal is not effective or 
ideal !) While most of them worked very well - and much better than their silly rehearsal stand­
ins - the Judge' s mustache was absolutely hysterical. Tina and I had decided that he should be 
mustached - similar to Mark Twain' s  handle-bar-esque facial hair - but tonight it was way too 
long (so long that it fluttered in the wind as Dan talked) and kept falling off, no matter how much 
adhesive they used backstage. It was honestly horribly funny, so the tech crew immediately 
started cackling, which then bled onto the actors who - no matter how they tried - could not 
keep focus when Dan was talking or when they looked at him. This lack of focus frustrated me, 
as it totally skewed the last 3 scenes of the play, but I talked to Tina and we brainstormed some 
solutions. She'll cut it down and try new adhesive tomorrow; if it doesn't work, though, I told 
her we needed to just cut it and perhaps do a smaller mustache ala makeup. 
On a positive note, however, Thomas really took some extra strides today. He' s  grown 
throughout the process and has worked harder than I've ever seen him work, but tonight he really 
started to sell the fence painting and also did a few smaller, subtle things that added greatly. I 
really enjoy him as Tom Sawyer, and I hope others do as well! 
1 March 2006 
Dress #3 was tonight, and it was perhaps our best, most solid dress run all week. Things ran 
smoothly (although the mustache got cut after Dan' s first entrance and scene) and the lights are 
looking much better and smoother. 
I think I may have actually seen a good omen of things to come today as well : a dead cat. While 
it sounds disgusting (and was), the dead cat has been such a major part of this (and headache as it 
was the last prop they tried to construct and still looks a little chunky) that I thought an actual 
dead cat was a positive omen for our run. Theatre superstition goes a long way! 
2 March 2006 
Tonight we had Major Preview and archival taping. I think my cast was in need of a "real" 
audience, although it was in many ways a final final dress rehearsal (as most previews are, in my 
experience). We had a decent crowd of students and faculty, which was nice for laughs and 
some constructive comments/suggestions from Michael and Derek. We also ran a solid 56 
minutes, which is within our time and - considering there are a few things that we needed to 
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tweak a bit further for opening - will improve. (The grave stones were tipsy tonight and will be 
fixed for tomorrow; there were a couple strange wig occurrences that Tina will address with the 
actors, etc.) Brenda also came tonight to watch; I initially thought it was to get an idea how the 
show would grow from Preview to actual Performance, but she informed me that it would be my 
evaluation performance. I had fully intended to do the official thesis chair rigmarole - take her 
out to dinner and then to see the show - when it was in actual performance, so this was a surprise 
to me. I'm a little saddened by this, too, because there are several things I noticed tonight or 
were forgotten in the excitement of having Majors there to see (and occasionally laugh at 
unusual moments simply because they know the actors in "real life") and I think those will 
improve in actual performance mode. I hope she can get back to see the show for real, too. 
Tonight's run, though, was decent, and I feel relatively ready for a public audience (especially 
after talking with the actors after the show and giving some notes). I honestly feel that the week 
away was a detriment in that we were going along full-speed and full-energy but then to have 
nothing for an entire week put us at a dead stop. Not my scheduling choice and I'd suggest 
avoiding it in the future, if at all possible. However, it does also serve as a compliment to my 
actors especially in that they were able to come back after that week and jump right back in to 
nearly the spot we were before we left. I suppose that means we were pretty well-prepared 
beforehand; thus, this week was a refresher week and I'm glad we had four days of Dress and 
Preview before an opening, considering that break for ACTF. 
3 March 2006 
Opening DAY! We were fortunate to open this morning with a matinee FULL of Ellensburg 
elementary students. The kids - our target audience - gave a wonderful response and good 
chemistry for the actors to start with and respond to. I think it was a great taste of audiences to 
come and a reminder as to exactly why they're doing this show and the tour. I am a bit worried, 
though, that any other audiences will be a slight let-down, for during the matinee nearly all of the 
McConnell seats were full of students and their response was huge. 
I was also careful to listen and talk to the kids following the show, and some of the comments I 
heard were very encouraging. One will boy said that this was "the best movie I ever saw" and 
another actually responded "yes" to Amy Lawrence's question "do you like my dress" ! Not only 
that but during the show there were many audible gasps and giggles, which really were 
encouraging and showed that the kids were engaged with the story. 
The evening show was our official public opening, but because of the matinee it wasn't as 
stressful as a normal evening opening. (I always get nervous and excited for my actors - I did 
every performance this summer at Masquers and always have when I taught, too - so tonight was 
no exception.) The crowd was of pretty good size, although it felt somewhat small after having 
so many kids in the audience this morning, and responded to the actors and the show 
enthusiastically. I saw several toes tapping to the music before the show and smiles on their 
faces as they left. 
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4 March 2006 
Again today we had two shows - a matinee and an evening show. The matinee felt a little long 
and the actors looked a bit tired to me. (Of course, I've seen and worked with them so much that 
it' s  inevitable I'll notice that much more than will the audience.) However, the evening show 
was significantly better - the cast had a lot of energy and the house was relatively full. 
I struggle with giving the actors notes while they're in run; so as a compromise, I usually just 
pull them aside one-on-one and talk about goods and bads, which I've done already and will 
continue to do throughout the run. This seems most effective during the run, but we will have a 
periodic ensemble meeting to discuss pressing administrative things and such. Really, by this 
point, it's out of my hands and all I can do is sit back and enjoy my actors' work. 
5 March 2006 
Only one show today and that feels strange after having a sequence of two-a-days. I 'm glad, 
though, because I think my cast and crew needs to take a rest (and prepare themselves for finals, 
which are fast approaching). 
I talked to Scott after the show today and he was surprised that I was there to watch yet again. I 
know most directors don't watch every one of the performances but I tend to want to see every 
show. I love seeing things and how interactions change according to audience response, etc. 
(Today's interesting, unplanned moment was when the shoe aimed at Huck in scene 5 was 
thrown it hit the gravestone and didn't make half the sound it should have. Luckily, Huck 
covered well and the second shoe was highly accurate.) Also, I do like to touch base with my 
actors about what they're doing and what's  working, etc. I think it helps reinforce the idea that it 
can't become old or stagnant and that they always must keep on their toes. In an educational 
institution such as this, I feel that's important - to teach them and remind them of these things ­
because in the professional world they'll need to remind themselves ! 
6 March 2006 
Tonight we perform for TH 1 0 1 ,  and my actors were filled with the " 1 0 1  Funk" before the show. 
TH 1 0 1  is notorious for being a dead and unpredictable audience; however, in my opinion, they 
are one of the most essential audiences to reach. Many of them are, in some ways, like the 
elementary students we perform to - they are unfamiliar with the theatre and simply don't know 
how to respond appropriately. That's why they're in the class: to learn about and appreciate 
different kinds of theatre. We're a major part of that process, so TH 1 0 1  students deserve a top 
notch performance. I told my actors this and then they had their own pep talk, so by the time 
they hit the stage they seemed much more positive than pre-show. What a relief! Overall, the 
lOlers seemed to enjoy the show. They had many questions afterwards, more than the usual 
"extra credit 5." This, to me, shows some engagement and interest - another relief! I also talked 
pre-show a bit about some of my concepts and the challenges presented by the show -
particularly the naming of "In jun" Joe. (Julie asked me to address it, so they understood why the 
choice was made and weren't offended.) Although they asked a few additional questions about it 
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and the adaptation between literature and stage, they seemed to embrace that decision and 
understand it. 
Tonight was our first full run without the help of the dressers. Several of the actors were nervous 
about this, as they have incredibly quick changes, but from the audience all seemed to go 
smoothly. Even Joe' s quick change between the church and court scenes was quick - he even 
had extra time to tuck his shirt in. While initially stressful, I 'm glad that the dressers stepped 
back now. It's good practice for them for tour and is in keeping with Jerry and my strategy that 
we would wean them from the dressers and other stage crew. 
9 March 2006 
Welcome to the second weekend of our in-house run! Today we only have one show - a matinee 
- which seems somewhat strange. Most shows have Thursday night performances; however, 
once you add up all our matinee shows, we do end up performing as much as, if not more than, 
the other shows in the department. 
After the matinee today, we did a talk back with the students, who had wonderfully insightful 
questions to ask the actors and crew. They were really interested in learning about the behind­
the-scenes technicalities such as wigs and the light in the treasure chest (one of my favorite tech 
moments) and the combat maneuvers. I think it was one of the best talk backs I've experienced 
here at Central. (Last week, we did a spontaneous Meet-and-Greet. Initially, Leslee had told me 
to prep the actors for a talk balk, but the schools needed to get back. Thus, right after the show 
was over, I had to scurry backstage and tell the actors to do a Meet-and-Greet instead. I think 
this flustered them slightly, and while we' d  talked briefly about Meet-and-Greet etiquette, I 
ended up reiterating that at our ensemble meeting last Sunday. We went over tips such as getting 
to their level, especially when playing a bad guy or just really tall, and showing them the actor 
versus the character. Good insights for future Meet-and-Greets.) 
Following the talk back, we went right into our photo call. As a general rule, I detest photo calls, 
and because I've never run one here at Central, I felt a bit sketchy as to what was expected of me 
and what was simply done by the photographer. Leslee made it seem like he'd just do his thing 
but I didn't realize that I 'd  need to hurry him along, as he's notorious for taking more pies than 
necessary and extending the shoot time significantly. Just little things and once I noticed that we 
were able to adapt and move things along. Now we just wait to see what kind of pies he gives 
us. I liked the stage pictures we chose, but who knows what his camera will pick up ! Glad to 
have that done. 
10  March 2006 
Today was a Sawyer-ified day! We started the day with a cast breakfast at my house - another 
Ensemble-building activity. I cooked them breakfast and it was great fun to see them wake up 
together before the matinee show. The matinee itself went decently well, although I detected 
more verbal adlibbing than usual. (There are sections - crowd scenes, etc. - where I encouraged 
ad libbing but it seemed to extend beyond that today.) I made it a point to talk to each of the 
actors about it afterwards - just so it was a common note and understanding. 
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I am a little worried about Alicia, though. She was really upset this morning, and while she 
didn't say anything I could tell something was bothering her. So, I caught her after the matinee 
and asked if she needed/wanted to talk. She quickly agreed and we spent a good 2 hours this 
afternoon talking. She's going through some very difficult personal issues and needed to vent, 
but I just worry about her. She would never let it impact her performance on stage, but I worry 
about her on a personal level. Tour and the close-knit ensemble will be good for her, but I worry 
about her when she's not with our group. 
Our house manager Angie Koch has a daughter who goes to the Ellensburg schools, and she has 
been quite good about reporting people's comments on the show. Today, she mentioned that she 
talked to the librarian at one of the schools and the librarian commented that, since the kids saw 
our production, she has never had more requests for the book, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer! 
Now THAT was a compliment that makes this all worthwhile. Apparently, we're reaching and 
inspiring our target audience! 
Along those same lines, last weekend during the Saturday matinee, I heard a grandmother say to 
her grandson as they left the show, "No, I don't think your mom can bring you back tonight to 
see it again." That's precisely what we're trying to do - encourage youth to engage in the theatre 
and experience this great classic novel ! 
Finally, another accolade was something I saw during tonight' s  performance. I chose to sit 
directly behind two little boys in the audience for the show, and during the graveyard scene when 
Huck meows to Tom, they both started to "meow" as well ! Their mother quickly quieted them, 
but it was amusing and encouraging to see their total engagement in the show and characters. It 
seems we're doing our job. 
For tonight's  show, our ACTF respondent - Ronn Campbell - came to critique us. As is 
tradition when hosting the respondent, I met him for dinner (the artistic director Michael would 
normally have come as well but he had to see another thesis project in Oregon), along with Jerry 
and Tina (my set and lighting designers), who know Ronn fairly well. He's a very nice man and 
quite knowledgeable in a variety of areas, although he tends to be a "techie." This in mind, I 
feared that his response would primarily focus on tech items; however, I was pleased to discover 
that he covered all aspects quite thoroughly. Some of his comments include the following: 
good script, cut to length well but still maintain all the large, important elements of the 
book 
"awesome recording" and mix of sounds 
great use of ambient sounds in the cave sequence (something experienced people note 
and others just subconsciously register) 
show drop had lovely detail (although would have liked more highlights on the lettering) 
really liked the texture in the lighting with tree gobos and such 
the Tom Sawyer opening announcement really helped create and sustain the environment 
Nathan as Sid has a natural connection to the kids, which is essential for the opening 
scene and his imaginary fight 
Polly captured the worried parent tone and alternating desires to spank and hug 
Dead cat prop was effective - not too gross but still relatively realistic looking 
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Tom' s "sand bar in the sun" comment about Becky' s hair was especially realistic as if it 
just dropped into his head 
Becky flirts well with Tom and has multiple levels to her girlishness without being too 
wishy-washy 
loved the "meow" sequence with Tom and Huck 
Polly' s make up was subtle but still conveyed her age (without looking like horrid old 
age make up) 
Doc's nervousness was very apparent but not too overdone 
really enjoyed the scene shifts - they flowed well and had appropriate energy for each 
felt the humor of Tom hitting away Joe' s knife was a good relief for the tension of that 
violent scene (good choice for a kids' show) 
Huck and Widow Douglas' s moments were "very honest" and touching 
had no idea that Muff Potter and Sid were Nathan; also no clue that Dan was the Doc -
good character distinctions 
"dead on" costuming 
Some things to work on or consider: 
Sid and Tom could have even more fear of Polly' s spoon 
Sid could play more distinctly the slyness of his person (ala Eddie Haskell) 
Ben needs to look even harder for Tom at the top of the fence painting scene 
Should reconsider Tom's "cherry pie" exclamation because it has sexual connotations for 
older viewers 
Overall, it was a positive response and a very good performance for the cast - one of their best 
thus far, I think. Definitely a good lead-in for tomorrow's  final shows. 
1 1  March 2006 
Two final performances today, followed by a brief "Store Out" and Debriefing. I can't believe 
that this run is nearly finished; it has gone by so quickly! 
This afternoon, though, my Becky came in sick as a dog. She assured me that she'd be fine on 
stage but she looked horrible. I know she'll come through, but it's  certainly not a director's  
favorite moment to  see them trudge in  in  that condition. I gave her strict orders to  nap and eat 
between shows. Hopefully she'll fell better for the final evening performance. 
Joyce (the former department secretary) came to see the show this afternoon, too, which was a 
truly wonderful surprise. She hasn't been back to the department since her retirement in January, 
so this was a momentous occasion. I think it really infused the cast with energy, too, as they all 
saw her come into the building and were really excited she was there. It wasn't a large crowd 
today, but Joyce's presence made it seem that much larger. (Generally, though, I have been 
pleased with the attendance for the show. Matinees are always slim pickings but in McConnell 
crowds always seem less than in other, more intimate spaces. As always, I'd like more people, 
but overall the crowds - even matinees - have been quite plentiful .) 
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Tonight's show was the final performance, so of course the actors' energy was running high and 
it showed to the audience. Even I could see them fully having fun on stage and enjoying the 
story as well as one another; this makes all my ensemble-building efforts seem worthwhile. As 
always, there were a couple moments that I mentally recorded notes to touch base with the actors 
on, but overall it was a lovely final performance. 
Afterwards, the cast and crew took down the set and stored it along the back of the stage - all 
ready for a truck and touring. It did take slightly longer than expected - primarily because the 
shop constructed things slightly differently than Jerry envisioned, making the breakdown a bit 
more complex. I think, though, that the set is such that it will tour and take-down/set-up quite 
quickly and easily. Jerry thought that through quite well . 
Following the "Storage," we debriefed, and overall the cast and crew's comments were very 
positive. As always there were several suggestions for change - primarily administrative such as 
posting tech week schedules earlier, etc. Generally, they remarked that this was one of the most 
enjoyable production experiences they've had. Several remarked that the entire cast and crew 
ensemble feeling was the best part, and others commented that our team and group building 
sessions really encouraged that camaraderie. Many of the actors (and myself) wished that the 
props and rehearsal costumes had been more complete earlier in the process, particularly in 
regard to costume quick changes (ie Joe' s multiple pants). Actors also commented that they 
really appreciated the individual sessions that I incorporated and felt that we respected their time 
by carefully scheduling rehearsals and keeping on schedule with those assigned call times. 
Another student mentioned that he really enjoyed doing the Do-It-Yourself Dramaturgy packet, 
too (an experiment on my part for this Prod-App), because he could actually apply the info to 
what he was doing, rather than reading someone else' s research. Granted it required a bit more 
work, but he felt that project was beneficial. 
Thus ended our local run of The Adventures of Torn Sawyer. Now it' s  time to turn my attention 
to touring aspects for the show. Generally, though I think this was quite a successful project and 
experience. In fact, in reading my TH 1 07 students' critiques of the play, they all commented 
that they enjoyed it. The most common critique was that it was too short and they wanted more. 
Ifwe can reach college students and younger audiences, I think we're well on our way to a 
successful children's show. 
Response to Tom Sawyer 
Directed by graduate student, Emily Rollie 
Evaluation as part of her master's thesis 
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I attended a preview performance of Tom Sawyer on March, 2, 2006 in McConnell Auditorium, 
produced by Central Theatre Ensemble at Central Washington University. 
As I sat in the theatre, prior to the performance I was drawn into the world of the play due to 
several design elements that were used most effectively. First, the drop on the stage which served 
as the grand curtain, conveyed a golden, antique cover of a book. With curlicued lettering and an 
aged patina, the title of the book was spelled out. This approach conveyed the historical nature of 
the event. The cartouche at the top of the drop rendered a small river boat which seemed most 
appropriate. The style of the drawing of the boat was slightly cartoon like, which hinted at the 
style that would unfold later on in the acting. 
One of the most delightful touches was the music, informally known as "Dave's Band," who 
played joyful contra dance music evocative of America in the 1 800s. The music was authentic, 
energetic and completely appropriate to the feeling of the production. Because it was music that 
sounded original, it tuned one' s ear to a sense of this event being true to the history of the novel 
and period.  The sound levels were appropriate and well mixed. 
As the "book cover" drop was raised the audience immediately saw another drop further upstage 
with an old fashioned map of Hannibal painted on it in historical colors of blue, green, tan and 
brown. Again, one was reminded of the history and of the place where the history took place. 
The director told me that it was a copy of an old map of Hannibal and I was delighted to see the 
use of historical elements, particularly because this production will be seen by so many children. 
At the outset, let me say that there were many elements to enjoy in this production. It was lively 
good fun and told the story in a simple, dramatic and clear manner. I believe the production 
succeeded on many levels. It is important to note that the following criticisms quibble with 
choices that were made, rather than redressing the director for a lack of ability. It was a unified 
and accomplished production all the way around 
With the understanding that this is a touring production and therefore the settings must adhere to 
the requirements of such a venture, there were several small units that rolled on or were carried 
on to convey the interior kitchen of Aunt Polly' s home, a cave, a fence, a courtroom, church and 
graveyard. These elements were mostly successful in conveying the world of the play. The 
gravestones lacked the sense of weathering in the paint treatment and lettering on the "stones" 
which would have taken them out of the realm of cartoon and more into a sense of the reality of 
the environment. In addition, the way that they were handled by crew and actors made it obvious 
that they were made of a very light material. One almost toppled over during the scene. The 
"kitchen" wagon was so short that it also looked highly unrealistic as well . This was even more 
evident on the large stage of McConnell than it will be in smaller venues, since the stage 
"ceiling" is very high. However, the overall use of smaller units was successful in clearly 
delineating the world of the play. 
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The direction of the production emphasized the light and comic elements of the story. The 
interpretation was very cartoon like. Every character was executed with a sense presentation or 
indication to the audience of who they were rather than inhabiting the characters which gave the 
acting style the feeling of caricature. While the presentational approach helped to command the 
cavernous space of McConnell theatre by facing out in many scenes, it also served to distance 
the audience from the action. It is so important for the audience to like the people of this world. 
We must enjoy their innocence and believe that they are experiencing the dramatic dilemmas for 
the first time. Instead, I felt that the actors forced their performances taking them to point of 
cartoon. So consistent was this approach that one can only draw the conclusion that it was not 
first night jitters, but an actual stylistic choice made by the director. 
There were other elements that lacked reality. The handling of the paint brush and fence in the 
famous fence painting scene was without credibility. I wondered why they had not chosen to 
focus on painting the upstage side of the fence which would have opened up the action and not 
drawn attention to the fact that the paint was mimed. Later, I wondered why Polly did not check 
the upstage side of the fence at all. This sort of attention to detail was sometimes missing in this 
production. I noticed that the actors handled the paint brush without care or concern for the 
"paint" getting on their clothes. Since most people of this period in history would only have two 
sets of clothing, I feel confident that they would be careful not to let paint stain their clothing. 
The pacing of the scenes worked fairly well. The only scene where pacing lagged was in the 
graveyard. The director needs to remember that when the lights are dim, the action will always 
feel slower to an audience because they can't see as well. But aside from this, the scenes felt 
energetic and lively. The actors appeared confident and consistent. 
The overall flow of the play was lacking due to the many scene changes. I kept wishing that 
rather than go to dim light for the scene changes we would be able to witness them as a part of 
the action of the play. In a short, 5 5  minute production, each dimming of the lights signals the 
end of the play and the moment a new scene starts, the momentum must again be revved up. 
While it appeared that the scene changes were efficiently worked out, the overuse of light' s 
dimming for scene changes hindered the overall flow of the play. 
Another element that was lacking from the direction, in an overall sense, was the use of a button 
at the end of each scene to punctuate its conclusion. For example, at the end of the first scene, 
Sid needed to finish the beat where he is hit by the spoon with a look, sound, and gesture which 
tells us it is over. Too often the action trailed off at the end of scenes. In addition, there were 
many times when I felt that the articulation was sloppy which was particularly ineffective for 
final lines of scenes. An example of this would include Tom's final line at the end of the kitchen 
scene which was unintelligible. Another moment when there was no button at the end of the 
scene was in the scene between Polly and the Widder Douglass. So between the poor 
articulation at the ends of lines and the lack of a final moment at the ends of scenes, the direction 
neglected to take command of the action at key moments. 
In terms of the costumes, they were appropriate to the period and characters of the play. It was 
obvious that there was some under-dressing of the actors since several of them are called upon to 
play more than one character. This made several of them look larger than they ought to. Sid, for 
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example, looked bigger than he should. I was also troubled by the scale of Tom' s overalls which 
were so big that they tended to draw attention to their size rather than make Tom look smaller. 
While I liked the silhouette of the women in general, I was surprised that all the young girl 
characters had the same dress on, with variations of fabric and color. The tight bodices of the 
dresses tended to accentuate the bosom of the actors making them appear to be teenagers rather 
than younger girls. I was also surprised to see that Huck wore shoes and found myself 
wondering where he might have gotten them. I was also aware that the Widow' s boots were 
very scuffed which was inconsistent with the other footwear in the play. Overall however, the 
costumes supported the play and were not distracting. 
I can not say the same for the hair and makeup. Aunt Polly ' s  wig seemed uncomfortable for the 
actor wearing it, as she kept touching it and patting it in a way that was unrealistic. Later it 
looked as ifthe "bun" was coming apart. Tom and Sid both looked far too old for their parts and 
I wondered if a bit more pink in the cheeks might aid their appearance of youthfulness. I was 
also troubled by Becky' s base color which made her appear tanned and older. Between the 
platinum blond of the wig and her tanned appearance, she seemed to look more like a Miami 
Beach maven than a young, fair and innocent girl of the 1 800s. 
The Injun Joe "look" also deserves comment. The design approached appeared to make him 
look sloppy, unkempt and with hair of a frontiersman who had not cut his hair in years. There 
was nothing that conveyed that he might be Indian and so I found his name puzzling. And I 
found myself distracted by the long hair. I know, from discussions with the director, that she 
intended for him to appear to be more along the lines of a homeless man. I think that idea came 
through. But when combined with the Native American reference and the images one has of 
early frontiersmen, I was left confused about who this character was and why everyone was so 
afraid of him. I am left to wonder how those in Native American communities will relate to his 
character, who by contemporary standards might be interpreted as racist on the part of the author. 
Along the same lines, I was also disappointed to see that the Becky character was rather meek 
and passive in this production. Although I am sure that this interpretation is in keeping with 
Mark Twain' s  original intention, I am concerned what message this sends to young audiences. 
She seems to be a character who is done to, rather than a person of action in her own right. The 
cave scene, while making small attempts to address this concern, kept her in the more passive 
role than that of a heroine. It would have been more interesting to see her and Tom as equals 
throughout the play, and would have been an interesting way to re-imagine the sexist stereotypes 
of the period. However, I am sure that young audiences will not be bothered by such analytical 
paradigms since they are used to television which often does the same thing. 
The last criticism I wish to address is that of the moment when Joe falls to his death. The night I 
saw it, it appeared that Joe had slipped and fallen in a rather anticlimactic way. There was little 
build to his fall, little suspense and after a series of quick combat moves, off he went. Then a 
very quick wrap up followed. The elements of drama and heightened tension were sacrificed to 
a tidy and happy conclusion. In this world, Joe's death, like his life is unremarkable and the 
children are more interested in the next bit of fun rather than learning something from their 
expenences. 
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In conclusion, I feel that Ms. Rollie demonstrated mastery of the skills we seek to impart at the 
graduate level. She understood basic ideas such as motivated blocking, picture making, pace, and 
unity of style. Clearly she has a command of working with actors, and the cast and crew 
appeared to be very happy with her leadership skills. My response, although filled with many 
criticisms, should be read as that of a teacher urging her student to strive to reach the next level 
in her work and look at choices with the more critical and discerning eye of a seasoned director. 
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Final Self-Evaluation for The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
One of the most important components of the theatrical, creative process is the post­
production reflection, particularly for a show's director. By stepping back and looking at the 
proverbial big picture, a director can better assess her effectiveness as well as identify areas for 
additional growth. This reflection process is essential for any director who wishes to improve 
her skills and become more aware of her strengths and weaknesses. For this particular 
production of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, there is an added benefit to completing the 
directorial reflection process: Following the local run at Central Washington University during 
winter quarter, Tom Sawyer will be restaged during spring quarter for its touring component. 
Thus, the director and cast have the opportunity to further improve the production, taking into 
account some of the suggestions provided by reviewers and respondents as well as some of the 
trouble spots identified by the director through her reflection process. Indeed, this reflection will 
be of significant use as the ensemble prepares for tour. 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is like any creative, live, and artistic process in that there 
are always areas that can be improved. However, after reflecting on the entire production 
process, the overall strengths of this production of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer generally 
outweigh its weaknesses. In many ways, this production met its specified learning goals as well 
as included several exceptional production elements. 
One of the greatest strengths of this production lies in its ensemble cast. Because Tom 
Sawyer is a touring production, the director deemed it essential that not only should the actors be 
able to play the assigned roles but, more importantly, they must work well together and function 
as a true, cooperative ensemble. Thus, throughout the rehearsal and performance process, the 
group engaged in team building activities and were encouraged to honestly communicate with 
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one another as well as the director, ultimately resulting in a sense of unity and a true team effort, 
which was demonstrated throughout the final performances. Following each rehearsal, for 
instance, the group would identify both positive and negative elements of their performance, 
locating points during which they needed to coordinate more or at which they were especially 
connected. Furthermore, as they were "weaned" from the help of the local backstage crew 
during performances, the cast worked together to ensure quick, effective scene shifts and 
costume quick changes. They also truly enjoyed spending time and playing together, creating an 
attitude of playfulness and fun that spilled from the stage into the audience and further captured 
the attention of their viewers. Clearly, the actors met one of the primary learning goals as they 
learned to work together and function as an ensemble. 
Because of this ensemble feel, the actors also were able to take risks and explore their 
characters more readily. They were comfortable with one another and because of this heightened 
comfort level, many of them explored movement styles and character choices that they might not 
have otherwise. Dan, for example, worked especially hard in physically differentiating his three 
different characters; this was an acting stretch for him, but he was comfortable enough within the 
ensemble to try different things to further his characters . In addition, the director was pleased 
that the actors took significant time and effort to explore their characters beyond the script. In 
individual rehearsal sessions, each actor discussed their character backgrounds and identified 
clear objectives through active verbs. All actors also engaged in significant background research 
on the biographical origins of their character; this gave them further areas in which to develop 
their characters and also provided insights as to their character's place within the entire scheme 
of the play. On many occasions, actors would arrive at rehearsals and excitedly tell the group 
what unique and interesting information they had recently discovered in their character research. 
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They then used these insights and research to inform their character's  onstage actions and 
objectives. 
Overall, the actors played their objectives, made definite acting choices, and created 
realistic characters. Much time was spent in both individual and group rehearsals encouraging 
the actors to be real and respond realistically to one another; generally, this was accomplished in 
the production, although several actors struggled with this throughout the process and tended 
instead to overact at times. The actor playing Sid, for instance, naturally tends to exaggerate -
both as a person and an actor; he is also a less experienced actor than some of the others. Thus, 
it took him additional time to fully settle into the character and become real. By the end of the 
local run, he seemed to be much more comfortable and more realistic in his interactions, but he 
still could use some further development in this area. This in mind, the director anticipates 
further improvements during the tour component of this production, as he and the other actors 
continue to learn from one another and work together even more fluidly. 
Along with these ensemble-oriented and character development learning goals, the cast 
and crew also gained greater insight into the original novel and Twain' s  biographical 
connections to the story - another primary learning goal . Although not required, all the actors 
and many of the crew members read the original novel; some even read Tom Sawyer' s "sequel," 
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.  Given the 55 minute time requirement for the production, 
certain events and aspects of the novel were removed; by reading the novel, the cast gained a 
greater insight into the differences and alterations made in the adaptation process. As a cast, they 
then discussed the theatrical necessity of these changes as well as the benefits and disadvantages 
presented by the changes. This gave them a broader base from which to create character 
backgrounds as well as greater literary awareness. In addition, all cast and crew members were 
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required to research the novel, time period, author, etc. in order to create their own dramaturgy 
packet (one of the Production-Application course assignments). According to many cast and 
crew members, this was a very worthwhile project, for it allowed them to research areas 
particular to them and their role in the production as well as gave them an opportunity to learn 
more about other aspects of the novel that were discovered by their colleagues. Clearly, this 
literary and historical connection was strong and successful throughout the production process. 
In addition to the cast and crew learning about the original Tom Sawyer and its origins, 
the audience members also discovered (or re-discovered) the classic novel. As the director 
initially hoped, this production served as an educational supplement for many classrooms. Local 
high school students attended the play as a supplement to their Huckleberry Finn literature unit, 
for instance, and nearly all Ellensburg elementary school students saw the play and then, with the 
help of our study guide, discussed its historical and literary connections in their classrooms. 
Because the script stayed true to the original novel and the cast researched and portrayed their 
characters similarly to those depicted in Twain's novel, the world of this classic text came to life 
on the stage. Many students who had not read Tom Sawyer, for example, were inspired to read 
the entire book. One of the local school librarians commented to a parent that she had never had 
so many requests to check out the novel until her students saw CTE's production of Tom 
Sawyer. This undoubtedly serves as a testament to the production' s effectiveness with the 
intended, school-age audience. 
Another strength of this production was found in its technical elements, particularly the 
sound design. Although student designer Sarah Peterson came into the process later than the 
other designers, she offered many clever ideas to tie the production together and was very much 
in unison with the director's vision and concept for the production. From the opening 
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announcement which used Tom Sawyer' s voice and colloquialisms to the background music 
used throughout the play, the sound truly captured the feel of the time period and the geographic 
location. In observing audience members before each show, the director frequently noticed 
adults tapping their toes in time to the music and children improvising jigs in the aisles. 
Furthermore, the music was also effective during the scene changes, as the cast danced, skipped, 
and moved in time with the music to complete the scene shifts. Without a doubt, the sound 
design captured the overall feeling and tone of the production and effectively furthered the 
director' s  overall concept. 
Along with the sound design, the set design served the purposes of this abbreviated, 
touring production. The sliding pallets for the gravestones and kitchen table made for quick and 
easy scene shifts. While not elaborate or intricately detailed, they effectively suggested the scene 
and were easy for the cast members to manipulate by themselves - an essential component for a 
touring show that has no backstage crew while on the road. In the largeness of McConnell 
auditorium, some of these pieces may have appeared smaller than they would in reality; 
however, due to the space requirements of touring venues and transportation considerations, they 
were more than adequate for establishing locations and settings and also captured the story book 
illustrative quality of the director' s concept. 
Furthermore, the painted backdrops helped to convey the production' s storybook 
atmosphere. First, the "show portal," which framed all the play' s action, made it seem that the 
actors were stepping from an old photo or the pages of an old book. This also helped to 
condense the large expanse of McConnell stage, allowing the actors to better fill the stage as well 
as tying the proscenium arch in to the overall design concept. Also, the opening drop (the 
director's personal favorite of the two main drops) was a replica of the original woodcut 
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illustration from the novel; thus, any student who would pick up the novel following the 
production would be greeted with a familiar image and immediate connection between the novel 
and play. The map backdrop also furthered the historical element so integral to the play and 
story; it depicted the Mississippi River which was so formative to Twain's  writing (particularly 
apparent in his later writing and in The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn) as well as the town's 
layout in 1 845. For most scenes, this backdrop was effective and in keeping with the play' s 
events; however, during the cave scene, it was slightly distracting and took away from the 
overall cave-like, rocky atmosphere. The lighting effects did lessen its prominence slightly, but 
this was one scene during which this particular backdrop was not as effective as intended. 
The lighting for The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, while initially proving to be more 
challenging than expected, worked well in conjunction with the set and costumes to create a 
natural atmosphere as expected in summertime Missouri. The greatest lighting challenges for 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer were the graveyard and cave scenes. Ironically enough, both 
are crucial to the play' s action but both require "illuminated darkness." The audience must be 
able to see the action, but both scenes happen in naturally dark environments, making it difficult 
to find motivated light sources that effectively illuminate the action. After a couple technical 
rehearsals, lighting designer Tina Barrigan quickly solved the graveyard problem by 
incorporating moonlight effects, using gobos for texture and shadows, and increasing light on the 
apron so as to illuminate Tom and Huck's opening meows. The cave, however, was a struggle 
that Ms. Barrigan and the director continued to discuss throughout technical rehearsals and even 
into dress rehearsals. Finally, by the final dress rehearsal, Ms. Barrigan and her lighting team 
solved the problem by simplifying the scene. They used less color effects and included more 
basic shadows and highlights, which helped display the action but also created the needed 
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shadowy effects. By the time the production went into public opening performances, the director 
was quite pleased with the lighting effects in the cave and graveyard. Granted, these scenes were 
much darker than the others, but this was necessary so as to fully convey the tone of the scene. 
Due to the quick-paced nature and required time frame of this production, the scene shifts 
were a tricky point, especially when considering lighting. Complete blackouts would only make 
the play seem choppier and cause young audiences to lose interest; however, fully lit scene shifts 
would not embody the change of atmosphere or convey the passage of time effectively. For this 
reason, the director and lighting designer opted to combine slightly darker scene shift lighting 
with choreographed, dance-like actor movement. This gave the audience something to watch but 
also indicated appropriate time changes. 
Another challenge posed by this production was character doubling and quick costume 
changes. The costume designer, Laura Reinstatler, was meticulous in her time period research 
and in making her designs adhere to the overall concepts. The color palettes worked well with 
the set and lighting designs and really helped to further the idea that this play was stepping from 
the pages of a watercolor illustration. The colors were muted and slightly distressed, and the 
costumes reflected the character' s background and demeanor. Sid, for example, was much more 
pristine and had smoother lines than did the outdoorsy, rough-around-the-edges Tom or Huck. 
While the accurate research and realistic designs captured the time period, they did not allow for 
the most efficient quick changes. Joe, for example, in going from the Preacher to Joe had to 
fully change his two shirts and necktie, none of which were zippered, velcroed, or snapped to 
enable a faster change. The designer did have quick changes in mind and assured the director 
throughout the process that they would be simple changes; however, this did not seem to be the 
case. Part of this difficulty is perhaps due to a lack of communication between the director and 
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costume designer, for the designer' s extremely busy schedule did not allow for as many meetings 
as were held with other designers. As much as the director attempted to accommodate this with 
special weekly meetings solely for the costumers and frequent emails, perhaps even more should 
have been done to encourage communication between the director and designer. Luckily, the 
cast functioned well enough as an ensemble to make the costume changes work, despite the 
complications. All in all, the design elements helped to paint an accurate picture of 1 845 rural 
Missouri and Tom Sawyer' s world. 
Outside of the technical and design challenges of the production, several other issues 
faced the director in preparing this production. For example, the time frame allotted for the play 
is significantly limiting. To tell the story in its entirety, one would need a much longer time 
frame; however, the educational and touring nature of this production mandates that it fall under 
an hour, so it is essential that only the most important scenes are depicted. This production of 
The Adventw·es of Tom Sawyer did just that and was able to effectively keep the limited 
attention spans of younger viewers. Also, because it is aimed at younger audiences (who tend to 
be more engaged when they can fully see characters' expressions and speech) and was staged in 
proscenium setting, the director chose to have the actors play straight out to the audience 
frequently; while this was effective and improved sight lines for younger viewers, in the tour re­
staging, this may be slightly lessened to encourage more realistic staging and interactions. 
Certainly, no production is ever fully perfect; there are always areas to improve and tweak. 
Overall, however, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer met its learning goals and was highly 
successful, particularly in reaching its target audience. Throughout the run of the show, the 
director frequently chose to sit near younger audience members to observe their reactions to the 
play; although people of all ages enjoyed and learned from the play, it is ultimately the youth for 
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whom The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is intended. Indeed, these younger viewers were fully 
drawn into and engaged with the play from the opening moments. Frequently, they gasped, 
giggled, or verbally responded to the actors' words and actions. One young boy in particular left 
the theatre exclaiming, "That was the best movie I ever saw ! "  Despite the difficulties, 
challenges, and small weaknesses of this production, comments such as these clearly indicate 
that The Adventures of Tom Sawyer was truly a success and an adventure of which to be proud. 
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The Central Washington University Theatre Ensemble's winter play will have its first performance tomorrow night in McConnell Auditorium. "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer" will be " 
A� -
'The Adventures of Tom Sawver' comes to Central 
by Ryan Fudacz 
Staff reporter 
Begi nning tomorrow, McConnell Auditorium wil l  host one of 
Mark Twain's most acclaimed novels, "The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer." Twain's text will come to life when the story hits the spot­
light Friday night at Central Washington University. 
Directed by Emily Rollie, graduate teaching assistant, Twain's 
classic story has been transformed into a 60-minute stage perform­
ance. 
"It is very close to the book," said Rollie. "One of my main goals 
in producing this [the play} was I wanted something that was pretty 
similar to the classic story because the story itself is so rich, there are 
some things that are different, but it stays true to the story." 
Historically, the performance will stay faithful to the time period 
of the 1 840s. Rollie and cast members researched the characters and 
the wardrobe crew took into consideration the setting, fashions at the 
time and the circumstances of each character. 
"[The audience] wi l l  have an indication of what people wore 
back then and what was considered fashionable in Missouri [during 
the 1 840's]," Laura Reinstatler, costume designer, said. 
The characters of Tom Sawyer are made up of nine cast members 
and five of them play multiple roles. 
1'We have a phenomenal cast with a wealth of energy and you 
can tell that they're having fun and that they are enjoying what they 
are doing," Rollie said. "To see them all work together to shift the. 
scenes, to b'et:ome other characters and just connect with one anoth­
er is my favorite part." 
Daniel Zertuche, senior theatre arts performance major, wil l  be 
carrying the biggest load with three characters. Zertuche is playing 
Judge Thatcher, Doc Robinson and Ben Rogers. 
"They [students] get used to it [playing multiple roles], but it can 
be tricky," Rollie said. 
Thomas Ohrstrom, a sophomore theatre arts performance major, 
who plays Tom Sawyer, said if audiences can put themselves in the 
mindset of a child then their experiences will take on a different 
meaning. 
James Frasca, senior theatre arts major, plays Sawyer's sidekick 
and best frie·nd, Huckleberry Finn. Frasca prepared for his part by 
talking to his stepfather, who is from the south. Frasca said he lis­
tened to his stepdad's southern chi ldhood experiences and used it to 
his advantage. 
"You get as much information as you can and you start applying it 
your character and applying it to the show," said Frasca. 
The Tom Sawyer production will be a traveling show. The cast 
members will perform at the Washington Center for the Per-forming 
Arts for Olympia Junior Programs, the Evergreen Children's Theatre in 
Bfemerton and at Shelton High School for Shelton Junior Programs. 
The play is recommended for fourth graders and up. lhe play will 
have public performances along with a matinee series, which many 
elementary schools from the community will attend. 
"I think it is a wonderful family show in that both age groups or 
any age group can connect with it and they take different things away 
from it," said Rollie. "I hope people wi l l  come and enjoy this produc­
tion cause we've had fun putting it together." 
Audiences can catch public performances March 3, 4, 10 and 7 7 
at 1 p.m., and matinees MaFch 4, 5 and 7 1  at 2 p.m. All shows will be 
in McConnell Auditorium and tickets are $7 for general admission 
and $5 for students. 
Purchase tickets online at www.cwu.edu/-theatre/tix or at the 
box office. For more information contact Central's box office at 
963-1 774. 
1 'Tom Sawyer' 
- - -
opens Friday at CWU 
Classic play is grad student's thesis 
By LIZ BRYSON 
staff writer rufating to the character of 
Tom Sawyer wasn't all that · 
1a.rd for Central Washington 
University student Thomas 
Ohrstr0m, who will perform the 
roll in the play that opens Friday. 
traditional work any director must 
do, she's also written down every­
thing she's done to prepare. Once 
the play has rWl, a committee of 
professors will analyze the play's 
success and Rollie's preparations 
and deside whether to grant her a 
master's degree. 
The note- taking process was a 
time -consuming "I grew up on 
the wron� side of Tickets, please the road,' 
. one, but in the 
end, it turned 
out to be 
extremely help­
ful, she said. 
During 
rehearsals, meet­
ings and other 
play gatherings, 
she often 
referred to her 
notes, which 






curiosity. I had a 
lot of that when I 
was a kid." 
"The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer'' opens Friday at 7 
p.m. at McConnell Auditori­
um. Other show dates and 
times are: 
But unlike Tom 
Sawyer, a fiction­
al boy living in St. 
Petersburg, Mo. , 
Saturday, 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
Sunday, 2 p.m. 
March 1 Q, 7 p.m. 
March 11 , 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
There are also shows at 11 
a.m. on Friday, and March 9 
and 1 o for school groups. 
in 18451 · 
Ohrstrom spent 
his childhood in 
Sweden, Den­




Tickets are $5 for students, 
$7 for general admission. The 
play is recommended for chil­
dren ages nine and up. Go to 
www.cwu.edu/ ... theatre/tix for 
more information. 
Once the play 
finishes up its 
schedule, a 
smaller crew will 
pack up the set 
and hit the road His education 
with the English 
language started by reading Mark 
Twain's "The Adventures of Huck­
leberry Finn.)' At a Vf'fY young age, 
Ohrstrom cultivated a love of 
Twain that remains with the 
so�homore today. 
'I love Mark Twain," he admit-
ted. 11He's really, clever." · 
Playing a role in "The Adven­
tures ofT0m Sawyer'1 was an excit­
ing opportunity for Ohrstrom 
because the character interacts 
with so many others. "There are so 
many different opportunities 
there." 
The entire cast has been a great 
one to work with, he added, with a 
lot of positive "dynamics and talent." 
Central theater graduate stu­
de_,nt Emily Rollie has spent metic­
ulous hoyr preparin.g the play 
since last spring. She's working on 
it or h r thesis. Along w'th the 
for scheol perfor­
mances. Rollie had to keep that in 
mind as crews crreated the set. 
"This is the set tha will travel/' 
Rollie said pointing te a large 
backdrop hanging onstage in 
McConnell �uditorium. 
Along with Ohrstrom, other cast 
member's include: James Frasca as 
Huckleberry Finn, Jennie Luiten 
as Aunt Polly, Emily Rose Shotwell 
as Becky Thatcher, Jared Morgan 
as ''Injun Joe" and the preacher, 
Nathan Benfield as Muff Potter 
and Sid Sawyer, Clara Cook as 
Amy Lawrence and Cousin MaIYi 
Alicia James as Widow Douglas 
and LY.da Hollis and Daniel Zer­
tuche as Ben Rogers, Judge 
Thatcher and Doc Robinson. 
"One actor plays three roles," 
Rollie s'ltid. "The cast is just phe­
nomenal. They're always working 
together." 
Photo fiy Jo.e White$1do/ Dally Record 
Thomas Ohstrom and James Frasca portray Tom Sawyer and Hur.ldebony Finn In tire 




silliness of youth 
On the Aisle 
Central Theatre Ensemble's pro­
duction of "The Adventures Of Tom 
Sawyer" is more than just a play for 
director Emily Rollie - i� is her mas­
ter's thesis project. After perfor­
mances in Ellensburg, cast and crew 
will embark on a school tour. The 
production features a versatile and 
efficient set design by; Jerry Dougher-
ty and costume, hair, wig, and make- Dewey 
up designs by Laura Reinsta.tler and Mee 
Tina Pema. 
In the preface to his classic; book, Mark 1\vain 
wrote, "Part of my plan has been to try to remind 
adults of what they once were themselves, and of 
how they felt and thought and talked, and what 
queer enterprise they once engaged in." 
I never read the book, but what I saw on stage 
appears to be a cute and quick Cliff's Notes version 
of major episodes from the book. 
Rollie writes that Dave Barton and Matt Bond's 
adaptation "loyally maintains 1\vain's attitude of 
reminiscence, depicting life along Missouri's 
Mississippi River in the .1840s as seen and �eri­
enced by the mischievous Tom Sawyer and his 
friends - the stage ad�ptation contrasts the world 
of childhood with the world of adults, ultimately 
showing not o�y the pure fun of Tom's youthful 
adventures but also the great adventure of growing 
up and coming of age." 
See Tom Sawyer, on Page B3 
Tom Sawyer __ _ 
Continued from Page Bl 
Thomas Ohrstrom, who 
memorably portrayed 
Frankenstein's Creation in 
Central's production of 
"Frankenstein" last May, 
portrays Tom Sawyer with 
an abundance of boister­
ous energy and' plain 
goofiness. Aunt Polly 
(Jenny Luiten) says that 
Tom is a "trial and tribula­
tion . . .  he'll be the death of 
me." In actual fact, obnox-






"The Adven- is the 
tures 0f Tom real ter-
Sawyer'' ror in the 
plays Friday Sawyer 
at 7 p.m. and house­
Saturday at 2 hold. 
and 7 p.m. Tom is 
Ticke1s are not guilty 
available by of much, 
calling 963· except 
1 774. some 
...____ ___ _, silly 
shenanigans with sehool 
gj.rls. A m.iff ed and less 
than impressed Becky 
Thatcher (Emily ,Rose 
Shotwell) says of Tom1 "It's 
a hame how downright ' 
dumb some people are." 
Tom's bad reputation is 
undeserved. I::Ie manages 
to manipulate his friend 
Ben (Daniel Zertuche) into 
white-washing a fence for 
� and anybody that · 
er� isn't dumb at all. 
The plot doesn't take off 
until Huck Finn, who is 
"dirty an4 doesn't go to 
school," arrives. James 
Frasca perfectly matches 
Ohrsttom in terII\S of bois­
terous enerw_ and plain 
"aw, shucks silline s. The 
play eould, and perhaps 
should, have been called 
"The Adventures of Tom 
And Huck." 
Tom and l-Iuck witness 
Joe (Jared Morgan) mur­
der Doc Robinson (Zer­
tuche) . Joe pins the mur­
der on innocent bystander 
Muff (Benfield) .Under­
standably scared, Tom and 
Huak decide to rw1 away. 
There is sometb,ing 
inherently funny-silly in 
watching college-age 
actors p.ort:ray silly chil­
dren. The cast plays silly 
exceptionally weU.  The 
antics of Ohrstrom and 
Frasca sent several college 
girls in the audience into 
fits of uncontrollable 
laughter, so the production 
should appeal to both the 
young and the young at 
heart. 
Centra l Theatre Ensemble 
presents . . .  
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Dave Barton � 
Michael Sm ith u> 
1/1 3/2006 6:2 1 : 38 PM 
[SPAM] Re:  TOM SAWYER 
>Great talking to you yesterday. I do hope that you both wi l l  be able to 
>come up for a visit. We'd love to play host if you can make it. 
> 
>This is the official request for Central Theatre Ensemble to produce and 
> perform you r excellent version of Mark Twain's classic, TOM SAWYER. We 
>wi l l  be presenting the play with the changes already discussed and 
>included i n  the adjusted script (recently mailed, received, and read) .  
> 
>Thanks, guys ! 
> 
> Michael J .  Sm ith 
>Associate P rofessor 
>Artistic Director, Central Theatre Ensemble 
>Central Washington U n iversity 
>400 E. U n iversity Way 
> El lensburg ,  WA 98926-7460 
> 
>P.S .  Check out our website - it's q uite impressive! 
Michael, per our telephone conversation,  we authorize the Central 
Theatre Ensemble of Central Washington U n iversity to present a 
production of our play TOM SAWYER with the discussed changes which 
were proposed and incl uded in the cut script wh ich we have received 
and read .  
This authorization is pend ing fu l l  a n d  appropriate royalty payment 
being made, for each and every performance, prior to the first public 
rehearsal or performance. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any q uestions or concerns. 
Most respectfully, 
Dave Barton 
CC: Steve Fend rich •••••••••• > 







Emily A. Rollie 
Wednesday - February 1 5, 2006 
Re: thanks 
Page 1 of 1  
Oh, hell, it was my pleasure. You really have done a great job. Do away with the blackouts 
between scenes and you will have one kick ass show. All the elements are totally in place. You 
should feel . . .  really good Emily. Really good. I was particularly pleased and impressed with 
how committed the students were to everything. It is clear they respect you fully and will go to the 
mat for you. Pat yourself on the back for doing so much right. 
Let me know if you need any help choreographing those dang scene changes. I'm happy to help. 
Elise 
>>> Emily A. Rollie 2/1 5/2006 2:42 PM >>> 
Elise-
Just wanted to thank you again for coming in last night and giving me some input on Sawyer! I 
really appreciate your comments, suggestions, and support! 
Thank you thank you thank you! 
Emily 
Emily A. Rollie 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Theatre Arts Department 
Central Washington University 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 
509-963-3239, Office MC 1 1 0 
https://mercury. cwu.edu/servlet/webacc?U ser.context=kq8j s0Qo3toako4Gi6&action=Item. . . .  2/1 5/2006 
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Types of Marbles 
Most Prairetown ctiildren would have clay marbles baked by the sun (cal led m uddies) or fired in a ki l n .  They wou l  
know about glass marbles, which were primari ly made in Europe, a n d  used o n  the eastern seaboard. Some mar­
bles were made of marble stone as wel l .  
Marble Games 
SPANS AN D SNOPS 
This game is played with two chi ldren who each have one marble. The fi rst player shoots h is marble.  The second 
player tries to h it (snop) the first player's marble with h is own or come as close to h itting it  as possible. If the sec­
ond p layer comes withi n  a hand's width (span) of h itting the first player's marble, he wins. If he does not, the first 
player tries h is turn at h itting the second player's marble. Play continues unti l  a snop or a spa n  is made. The win­
ner begins the next game. 
HOLES 
This game can be played with any number of players each using one marble. Dig three small  holes in the ground 
11/2 yards apart from each other. Draw a n  offing two yards from the fi rst hole.  The fi rst person places his hand b 
hind the l ine and shoots h is marble toward the first hole. If the marble lands in the hole, he takes the marble out 
of the hole, places it one span from the hole and shoots the marble toward the secon d  hole. H is turn continues 
u ntil he misses a hole. If a player puts a marble in a hole, he has the option to shoot h is marble at a n  oppon ent's 
marble and send it as far away to.rm the holes as possible.  If he h its the opponent's marble,  he may take a n other 
turn. If he misses the marble, his tu rn is done. The winner is the fi rst person to get h is marble through all holes in 
the following order: first hole, second, th ird ,  second, first, second, thi rd .  
RING-TAW 
This game can be played with any number of participants. Draw a ring in the d i rt and place an agreed upon n u m­
ber of marbles inside. Draw an offing at least two spans from the ring. The first player keeps h is hand behind the 
offing and shoots his taw into the ring to try to h it a marble out of the ring. H is play continues until he fa ils to h it a 
marble out of the ring. Each marble struck out of the ring is won by the person who struck it. After the first shot 
from the offi ng, the players shoot their taws from where they l ie. If a player fails to shoot his taw out of the ri ng, h 
is out of the game and must put a l l  the marbles he has shot out of the ring, if a ny, back into the ring. If a player 
strikes an opponent's taw, the player whose taw was struck must give a l l  of the marbles he has won, if any, to the 
person struck him, and ·he is out of the game. The winner is the child with the m ost marbles after all the marbles 
have been shot out of the ring. 
INCREASE-POUND 
This game is  played with a min imum of two teams of two players. It  is  set up a n d  played l ike R ing-taw with the fol­
lowin g  additions to the rules. Only one marble per player is placed in the ring to begin ttie game. All players have 
extra marbles to be used to add to the ring. Before any of the marbles have been struck out of the ri ng, if a player 
strikes an opponent's taw or fa i ls to send h is own taw out of the ring, that player is not out, but must put one mar­
ble in the ring. When it is his turn again, he shoots from the offing, rather than where the taw landed. Once the 
fi rst marble is shot out of the ring, the rules change. If a player's taw is struck by an o pponent's, the player who is 
struck must put one marble in the ring, and give al l  the rest of the marbles he has won to the player who stru c k  
h i m .  At his next turn h e  must start again by shooting from the offing. I f  the person w h o  has been struck has n o  
marbles to give to the ring and the opponent, h e  is out of the game. If a player's taw remains in the ring after a 
shot, he must put a l l  the marbles he has won plus one of h is extra marbles into the ring and shoot from the offing 
when his turn comes. Again,  if he has no marbles, he is out of the game. When there is only one marble l ife in th 
ring, the taws may remai n  in the ring without penalty. The winner is the team with the most marbles. 
SOURCE: http://www.connerprairie.org/HistoryOnline/19cGames. htm I 
A B O U T  T H E  P L A Y 
Based on the 1876 novel by Ma rk Twa in , this stage adaptation of The Ad­
ventures of Tom Sawyer is written �Y Dave Barton and Matt Bond.  Set i n  
3 1845 St. Petersburg, M issou ri, a long the,M ississippi River. Both the play 
and novel feature the adventu r�s and m isc h ievous esca pades of the i mp­
ish title cha racter. Fol low Tom as he stea ls Aunt Pol ly's homemade straw­
berry jam, convinces h is pa ls'the wh itewash i ng the fence is a ga me, and 
ventu res into the cemetery with a dead cat in. an effor no cure wa rts. Both 
the novel a n d  play a lso featu re Tom "fa l l ing. in  love" with Becky Thatcher, · 
witnessing a m u rder, and d iscovering a hidden treasu re� Tom Sawyer a nd 
h i$ friends engage i n· c l.ev,er �ar:itic& tti�t-incref:f_s.ingly lead to their com i n g-of­
age:and .re�1:i-ind·both readers a n GJ. t�eatrie:.6f the ·imp0rtance of i magination 
a nd-having fun; :8-s·wel l  , ,cis .. .th� .l' ife"-eba. nging sign lficance these a dventu res 
· ca A tirotd. I n  ,essenee�. ep€h adventur::-e b1:1i"l<its WJ:>©A :the. last�, u ltimately .be­
�p:m ing'fh�· g[e.� e.�t;9:&ve rnft,1re of .au· - ff.le a;e�� u·i:e qf.· l it�,�n.c:fc0m lrrl:g-of-
• • .. v. ' 
' ' 
Ttle Adventures.of Tom,$a�ei is- one o €.er.ifral Theatre Em·serilole's Y,outti Theatre Tot:Jrs 
for: 2Gc:>6. :After a l imftea:ei;gagemer.it iti Ell�msburg, tMe. cast Will tra�e\ to .01}-lrnpia Junic;>r 
P�0grams, Sh�llon dUni�r etdgtam·s affa EVer.gr�e:rfCt;i i ldreti's Tt.reatre in Bremerton. 
' 
This J:)roductien is p_r.Qqwce.d by ·$pecial arrc;ingement with Pioneer Drama Service, 
ln'c., !Denver', Cblorade. 
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A C T I V I T I E S  B E F O R E  S E E I N G  T H E  P L A Y  
1. The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
is a live theatrical production.  Dis­
cuss the ways in which theatre 
d iffers from television and fi l m .  
How wi l l  the company create the 
d ifferent settings and characters? 
2. Discuss the practice of proper 
theatre etiquette outlined in the 
enclosed brochure. 
3.  St. Petersburg is based o n  
Mark Twain's home town of H a n n i­
bal ,  M issouri. Research this town. 
4. The play is set in 1845. Re­
search the differences from today. 
What big th ings would be different 
such as airplanes, ry, and cell  
phones? What little th ings would 
be different l ike zippers, paper 
cl ips, battery-powered flashl ights? 
5. Mark Twain was wonderful at 
recording d ia lects in h is books. 
Look at the l ist of words on the 
attached pages and try pronounc­
ing them. 
6. Make a timeline of Mark 
Twain's l ife. 
7. I nvent new words. Mark 
Twain l iked to play with suffixes 
l i ke "-ing," "-ly,""-ness," "-a ble," 
and "-er." For exa m ple he cre­
ate "balditude" to make readers 
laugh to imagine someone who 
is real ly bald.  Try to see what 
combinations you can create. 
8. Superstitions are ideas that 
people bel ieve are true even 
thought hey cannot be proven 
and may even go against nature. 
Tom goes to the graveyard with 
a dead cat to cure h is wart. Can 
you think of other superstitions? 
Take a poll to see who bel ieves 
in them and who doesn't. Re­
search superstitions about the 
theatre. 
9. Read the novel The Adven­
tures of Tom Sawyer as a class 
or as homework; 
10. Mark Twain is a pseudonym 
for Samuel Clemens. Why do 
a uthors chose to create pseudo­
nyms? Samuel Clemens was a 
riverboat pilot. Research how 
the terms "mark" and "twain"  fit 
19th century strategies to meas­
u re water. Check out the fol low­
ing website for oodles of exam­
ples of pseudonyms and the real 
people's names: http:// 
www.trussel .com/books/ 
aka.htm · 
Create a pseudonym for your­
self. 
11. Tell an adventure story. 
12. Mark Twain always l iked to take a 
good story and make it better, whether 
the result was true or not. What q ua l i­
ties make a good story better? Take 
you r  adventure stories and make them 
better. 
13. Prepare the included recipes or 
find others that represent in  Southern 
US in the 1800's. 
14. Tom ,  Huck,  and Becky fol low a 
treasure map. M a ke one of you r  own.  
? "  � . Aunt Polly 
P A G E 5 
R E C I P E S  
FRIED CORN PON E  
One of Mark Twain 's favorite 
American recipes was fried 
corn pone which is a type of 
flat cake made from cornmeal 
dough. Invented by Native 
Americans long before Europe-
ans settled in North America, 
corn pone is a/so called 
"ashcake, " "johnnycake, " and 
"battercake. " 
Makes 12 pones 
H IDDEN TREASURE APPLES 
Combining two of Tom 's favor­
ite things: the hidden treas­
ure and apples! 
• 6 med ium ta rt apples 
• 1/2 cup granu lated suga r 
• 1/3 cup red-hot ca nd ies 
• 1/4 t ground cinnamon 
Cut tops off apples and set 
tops aside. Core a pples to 
with in 112 inch of bottom .  
CHERRY PIE 
At the end of the play, Aunt 
Polly promises to make Tom a 
cherry pie. Now you can too! 
2 cups al l-purpose flour 
1 cup shortening 
1/2 cup cold water 
1 pinch salt 
2 cups pitted sour cherries 
1 1/4 cups white sugar 
10 t cornstarch 
1 T butter 
1/ 4 t almond extract 
• 1 egg 
• 2 T sugar 
• 1 T baking powder 
• 1 t baking soda 
• 13/4 cups buttermi lk  
• 2 cups cornmeal 
• 3-4 T vegetable oil 
Combine al l  but the vegetable 
oi l  until the batter reaches an 
even consistency. 
Place in a greased 8-inch 
sq uare ba king d ish. 
Com bine sugar, cand ies, and 
cin namon. Spoon 2 T of this 
m ix into each apple. Replace 
tops. Spoon any rema ining 
sugar  m ix over the apples. 
Ba ke, u ncovered at 350 de­
grees for 30-35 min utes or 
u ntil apples are tender, bast., 
ing occasional ly 
Cut the shortening into the flour 
and salt with the whisking 
blades of a stand mixer until the 
cru m bs are pea sized. M ix in 
cold war. Refrigerate until 
chi l led through. Roll out dough 
for a two crust pie. Line a 9 inch 
pie pan with pastry. 
Place the cherries, sugar, and 
cornstarch in  a medium size 
non-aluminum saucepan.  Allow 
the mixture to stand for 10 min­
utes, or unti l the cherries are 
moistened with the sugar. 
Heat a ski l let with some of the 
vegetable oil in it. 
When the oi l  is hot, pour 1/4 cup 
batter into the skil let for each 
pone. Turn the pones over to 
brown both s ides j ust l i ke a 
pan cake. When done, put on a 
cooling rack. Repeat the proc­
ess, adding more oi l  as 
needed. 
Serve whi le sti l l  warm! 
Bring to a boil  over medium heat, 
stirring constantly. Lower the heat; 
simmer for 1 m in ute, or until the 
ju ices thicken and become tra nslu­
cent. Remove pan from heat, and 
stir in butter and almond extract. 
Pou r  the fi l l ing into the pie shel l .  
Cover with top crust. 
Bake in a preheated 375 degree 
oven for 45 to 55 minutes, or unti l 
the crust is golden brown. 
R E S O U R C E S  
Books 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. Adapted by Dave Barton and Matt Bond. Pioneer Drama Service, Inc.  
Twain, Mark. The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. (Many editions available) 
Rasmussen, R. Kent. Mark Twain for Kids: His Life and Times. 21 Activities. Chicago: Chicago Review Press, Inc., 2004. 
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Rasmussen, R. Kent. Mark Twain's Book for Bad Boys and Girls. Published by Contemporary Books in 1995, this l ittle book contains 45 short pieces 
and extracts from longer works that appeal to the subversive instincts in children of a l l  ages. 
Mark Twain A to Z: The Essential Reference to His Life a nd Writings by R. Kent Rasmussen is a 576-page encyclopedic reference work covering virtu­
ally all aspects of Mark Twain's complex life and d iverse writings. 
I nternet 
The Quotable Mark Twain 
www.salwen.com/mtquotes.html 
To get a sense of Twain's humor, read the quotes on this site. 
Mark Twain Cave 
http://www. marktwaincave.com 
ory and pictures of the cave Tom, Becky, and Huck climb into during the play. 
The Mark Twain Boyhood Home and Museum 
http://www.marktwainmuseum.org/ 
Mark Twain timeline, pictures and information of buildings, a nd the origin of the characters. 
Hannibal  Courier Post 
http:j /www.hannibal.neVtwain 
Mark Twain's hometown newspaper will take you on a tour of Hannibal  and connect you to the town's resou rces on Mark Twain. 
Cal ifornia Museum of Photography 
http:j /www.cmp.ucr.edu/ 
Go their col lections page and type in Mark Twain. You will see great pictures of him (some of them in 3-D!) next to quotes he wrote. 
Mark Twain Quotes 
www.twainquotes.com 
A rich collection of Mark Twain quotes, articles, and many other features and illustrations, organized by the notes Mark Twain researcher Barbara 
Schmidt. 
The Mark Twa i n  House a nd Museum 
www.marktwa inhouse.org 
The official site of the Clemens family's restored Ha rtford home . 
. Iler 
"Mark Twain." Videocassette o r  DVD. Produced and directed by Ken Burns. Corporation for Public Broadcasting, 2002. 
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Di rector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  E m i ly Ro l l ie** 
Scenic Designer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . Jera ld Dougherty 
Costume Designer . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  La u ra Rei nstatler 
Lighting Designer . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. Ch ristina B a rrigan 
Tech nical Di rector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  David B arnett 
Stage Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Kristin Ca lhoun* 
Tou r  Coordinator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . .. . . . .. . . . . ... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Leslee Ca u l  
* CWU student 
* * G rad uate Teaching Assistant 
"The Adventures of Tom Sawyer" is Ms. Rollie's Master's thesis project. 
Place: Along the M ississippi River 
Time: 1 840s 
DIRECTOR'S NOTE: 
American math r Mark Twain prefaces his famous novel The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
with the fol lowing text :  
"Most of the adventures recorded in this book really occurred . . .  Part of my 
plan has been to try to remind adults of what they once were themselves , and 
of how they felt and thought and talked, and what queer enterprise they once 
engaged in" (vii). 
Closely based on Twain's famous novel , Dave Barton and Matt Bond's adaptation of 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer loyally maintains Twain's attitude of reminiscence , 
depicting life along Missouri's Mississippi River during the 1 840s as seen and 
experienced by the mischievous Tom Sawyer and his friends . Accompanied by his 
legendary companion Huckleberry Finn, Tom Sawyer engages in a variety of "queer 
enterprises," including stealing Aunt Polly's homemade strawberry jam, whitewashing 
the fence, curing warts with a dead cat, falling in love with Becky Thatcher, witnessing 
a murder, and discovering Injun Joe's treasure. Like Twain's novel version, Barton and 
Bond's stage adaptation contrasts the world of childhood with the world of adults , 
ultimately showing not only the pure fun of Tom's youthful adventures but also the 
great adventure of growing up and coming-of-age . In this play, B atton and Bond bring 
Tom Sawyer and Mark Twain's classic, coming-of-age story to life . 
- Emily Rollie 
March 3-5 and 1 0-1 1,  2006 
McConnell Auditorium 
Produced by special  a rrangement with Pioneer D ra m a  Service, Inc. 
Recommended for g rades 4 and u p .  
